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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation for this thesis
In recent years imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) has evolved as an analysis tool for many bi-
ological applications. In contrast to classical mass spectrometry, the data provides not only
molecular information in the form of m/z values, but also spatially resolved information, as
shown in Figure 1.1. However, converting the data into information requires efficient computa-
tional methods (Jones et al., 2012a). Several approaches to analyse the data have been proposed
(Bonnel et al., 2011; Hanselmann, 2010; Lee and Gilmore, 2009), among which segmentation
of the dataset with clustering algorithms is most prominent (Chaurand et al., 2004; McCombie
et al., 2005). In this thesis, the focus lays on the processing pipeline by Alexandrov et al. (2010)
which performs spatial smoothing before clustering.
Despite the fact that several groups are working on developing computational methods for
IMS, their work is evaluated on real-life data, where the ground truth is not known. When the
ground truth is not known, it is difficult to reliably or quantitatively validate new algorithms. So
far some approaches utilize statistical simulation to validate their work, but the majority uses
real-life data. For analysis ofIMS data produced by matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization
(MALDI) time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer, physical and statistical simulation models
have been developed for single spectrum MS (Coombes et al., 2005; House et al., 2011). In this
thesis, the existing simulation models are combined and expanded such that one can obtain IMS
data of arbitrary size.
Since the technique of IMS is gaining popularity, computational problems arise when the
established processing steps are applied to new data. Technical improvements occur, for example
the rate at which spectra of two dimensional tissue sections can be obtained. The number of
acquired spectra was relative low before usage of IMS and so most computational algorithms
only work with small numbers of spectra. However, when it comes to large dataset sizes the
naive use of most algorithms fails. The computational effort grows with the number of spectra
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Figure 1.1: The idea of imaging mass spectrometry. A. On a tissue section a predefined grid defines
different spatial locations. B. Spectra are acquired at the spatial locations. C-D. Once the entire data is
loaded, m/z images can be created. (Reproduced from Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011.)
considered for processing, requiring long run-times and high memory need. Moreover, it is
feasible to acquire three dimensional datasets (Crecelius et al., 2005). Where a series of sections
from the same tissue can be measured and then digitally reconstructed to the original physical
structure. Recently, a protocol was developed by Trede et al. (2012b) and later computationally
refined by Oetjen et al. (2013) which proposes to use the bisecting K-means for fast top-down
segmentation of large datasets.
Several more small modifications like these to the established processing pipeline for IMS
data can be thought of. In this thesis, two alternative approaches are considered. First, different
types of matrix factorization as a way to reduce the size of the data are considered and compared.
Therefore, principal component analysis (PCA; McCombie et al., 2005) and non-negative ma-
trix factorization (NMF; Jones et al., 2011) are described and NMF is improved to be more
suitable for the spatial nature of IMS data (Kobarg et al., 2014). Instead of choosing methods
that ease the interpretation of the data, efficient data compression methods that decrease com-
putation time can also be considered. Here the method of FastMap (Faloutsos and Lin, 1995) is
used.
Edge-preserving spatial smoothing has a positive effect on the segmentation of IMS data
(Alexandrov et al., 2010), but is time-consuming step. Therefore, alternative methods should be
considered that are fast. The field of image processing (Bredies and Lorenz, 2011) offers a wide
range of tools to select from. Moreover, it will be shown that the ideas of spatial smoothing and
efficient data compression can be combined to result in a new data representation. This new data
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representation is directly suitable for segmentation by clustering methods while containing the
spatial information especially present in IMS data (Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011).
Due to the increasing number of spectra in an imaging dataset as well as the increase of data
points within a single spectra, efficient algorithms have to be considered not only for processing,
but also the algorithms have to be examined for their capability to be applied in parallel (Jones
et al., 2012b). Parallelizable algorithms can be run on a graphics processing unit (GPU). Doing
computation on the GPU accelerates computation time in the order of several magnitudes (Chen
et al., 2007; Hussong et al., 2009). Naturally, an efficient use of processing time requires the task
is fulfilled with GPU-friendly algorithms (Chen et al., 2007; Pock et al., 2008). In this thesis,
the candidates suitable for GPU processing are identified for efficient baseline removal, as well
as spatial smoothing.
1.2 Overview of imaging mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometry is a technique of analytical chemistry used to reveal information of molecular
composition (Colinge and Bennett, 2007; Liu et al., 2003; Vitek, 2009). This information is
of interest in biology and medicine, which are two important fields of application for mass
spectrometry (Aebersold and Mann, 2003; Schwartz et al., 2004). Obtaining information not
only about the full chemical composition of the sample, but also about its spatial location gives
name to IMS (Caprioli et al., 1997; Stoeckli et al., 2001; Watrous et al., 2011). In an IMS
experiment a spectrum is acquired and stored for each pixel of the tissue (see Figure 1.1A).
Usually it is impractical to view all the spectra (see Figure 1.1B), as such a dataset consists of
several tens of thousand pixels. Instead, once the entire data has been acquired, an m/z image is
constructed. In suchm/z images the intensity of the givenm/z value is visualized by colour. Two
representativem/z images are shown in Figure 1.1C-D revealing intensities for two differentm/z
values in different anatomical regions.
Numerous studies with IMS allow for better understanding of the chemical composition and
biological processes, as described in recent reviews (Heeren, 2014; Römpp and Spengler, 2013;
Amstalden van Hove et al., 2010; Watrous et al., 2011) and several dissertations (Balluff, 2013;
Wehder, 2013; Meding, 2012; Hanselmann, 2010; Broersen, 2009; Lange, 2008; Shin, 2006).
IMS has proven its potential in discovery of new drugs (Yang et al., 2009; Solon et al., 2010),
cancer biomarkers (Cazares et al., 2009; Rauser et al., 2010b), and protein identification (Jung-
mann and Heeren, 2012), just to mention a few important applications.
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Several different approaches for the acquisition of mass spectra exist. However, just a few
can be applied to represent the data as an image. In surface analysis, secondary ion mass spec-
trometry (SIMS, Benninghoven and Loebach, 1971) is most often used. Measuring small and
large molecules (e.,g. metabolites, lipids, and proteins) is possible with matrix assisted laser
desorption ionization (MALDI, Karas and Hillenkamp, 1988, Tanaka et al., 1988). The analysis
of mass spectrometry data is normally organized in several phases: The first phase is the acqui-
sition of spectra to form the dataset. The data obtained in IMS experiments is large. Datasets
are comprising 104 pixels in the 2D case and easily reach more than 106 pixels in 3D experi-
ments. For each pixel, the measured spectrum usually contains 103 to 105 data points. With this
massive multivariate dataset, it is challenging to find the important information. Therefore, the
acquisition phase is followed by computational processing. Computational exploration of multi-
variate data suffers from the curse of dimensionality (Hastie et al., 2009) and several approaches
have been proposed to counter this effect. Popular choices are dimensionality reduction with
PCA and then either hierarchical clustering (Deininger et al., 2008) or clustering with K-means
(McCombie et al., 2005) of features obtained by PCA. An efficient processing pipeline was
introduced by Alexandrov et al. (2010) which includes spatial smoothing to remove the high
pixel-to-pixel variation of intensities. Based on this processing pipeline, several modifications
are introduced (Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011; Trede et al., 2012b) and described in the later
chapters of this thesis. Recently, also matrix factorization methods with NMF were considered
(Kobarg et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2012a).
1.2.1 Acquisition of data using matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization
Before the acquisition of spectra for IMS can take place, a sample preparation involves cutting
the tissue and mounting it on a conductive coated glass slide (Römpp and Spengler, 2013). The
section thickness is usually in the order of 10-15 µm for frozen tissue and few µm for formalin
fixed tissue (Lemaire et al., 2007; Gustafsson et al., 2010; Casadonte and Caprioli, 2011; Trede
et al., 2012b). Different embedding materials can be used with IMS such as carboxymethyl
cellulose (Kawamoto, 2003), gelatine (Altelaar et al., 2005), a polymer compound (Strohalm
et al., 2011), and tragacanth gum (Brignole-Baudouin et al., 2012). For control of acquisition,
and visualization, an optical image of the tissue section is obtained, see Figure 1.2 (left). In
the next step, sample preparation for the detection of proteins uses a bath of organic solvents
to remove molecules which otherwise suppress protein ionisation. This step is called washing
and will later improve the spectrum quality as extra molecules such as lipids are removed from
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Figure 1.2: Optical image of tissue section prepared for MALDI imaging. Reference image used to
control data acquisition (left); image of same section after application of α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic
acid (right); images provided by MALDI Imaging Lab, University of Bremen.
the tissue (Schwartz et al., 2003). For a MALDI experiment, which is focused on optimal
spatial resolution, a matrix solution is deposited onto the tissue. This can be done in multiple
ways, like with acustic deposition (Aerni et al., 2006), inkjet printers (Baluya et al., 2007),
sublimation (Hankin et al., 2007), or spraying (Schwartz et al., 2003). Typically the matrix is
a weak organic acid that when brought onto the tissue will crystallize and form a layer on the
tissue. Such a layer promotes the soft ionization of intact molecules from the tissue (Karas
and Hillenkamp, 1988). The optical effect of the dried crystallized layer is shown in Figure
1.2 (right). Sometimes the research interest is additional solvent extraction at the expense of
spatial resolution. In this case larger droplets of matrix are applied to the tissue (Schwartz et al.,
2003). In this thesis the first case will mainly be considered. Common matrix solutions contain
3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (commonly known as sinapinic acid, SA), α-cyano-4-
hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA), or 2,5-dihydroxy benzoic acid (DHB), which are commercially
available (Schwartz et al., 2003). They are applied to the tissue depending on the interest of
research. In comparison to the molecules one intends to probe the matrix consists of much lighter
molecules. The light molecules surround the heavy molecules once the matrix has crystallized
on the tissue, see Figure 1.3 for a schematic display.
IMS samples that are prepared in such a manner are ready to be analysed in a mass spectrom-
eter. A mass spectrometer consists of two essential parts: an ion source and a mass analyser with
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Figure 1.3: Matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization with time-of-flight detection. Molecules are
enclosed by light matrix molecules of an acid, the matrix absorbs the laser energy and removes the heavy
molecules from the tissue. An electric field accelerates the charged molecules into the direction of the
time-of-flight mass analyser. The detector at the end of the mass analyser converts the count of arriving
ions into a line spectrum.
a detector. In the following the ion source is considered to be MALDI (Karas and Hillenkamp,
1988; Tanaka et al., 1988) and the analyser TOF. In this setting, a laser fires at the matrix crys-
tals (see Figure 1.3). The energy of the laser is absorbed by the matrix and a plume of material is
desorbed from the tissue. As the matrix absorbs most of the energy, the heavy molecules stay in-
tact and are usually not fragmented into several parts (Knochenmuss and Zhigilei, 2005; Karas
and Hillenkamp, 1988; Tanaka et al., 1988). The ionized material is accelerated into a flight
tube into the direction of the detector. In the case of the TOF analyser the different molecules all
have the same energy, but due to their different masses have different accelerations, this results
in different velocities. After travelling through the flight tube they reach the detector mounted at
the end of the tube in different time. The detector records the number of ions reaching it within
a defined interval. The interval is called the detector bin in the context of mass spectrometry.
Knowing the flight time for a set of calibration molecules, the mass-to-charge ratio m/z can be
computed. In MALDI molecules have usually single charge that is why the ratio expresses the
mass.
The overall goal of computational analysis is to determine important m/z values from the
thousands of peaks generated automatically. With candidate m/z values found, follow-up ex-
periments can be performed that aim to identify the molecules. For this, specialized MS/MS
experiments need to be run, see for example Aebersold and Mann (2003) for a description of
protein or Gustafsson et al. (2012) for peptide identification.
As already stated in this thesis, the IMS data considered was acquired with linear TOF anal-
yser. Usually, linear TOF for imaging provides short spectra with 103 to 104 data points per
spectrum (McDonnell et al., 2010). As well as linear TOF, reflector instruments exist, where the
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Figure 1.4: Hyperspectral image cube interpretation. The stack of m/z images reduced to an impor-
tant list of images that have been identified by peak picking.
flight path is doubled. This doubled flight path increases the mass resolution and allows to re-
solve isotopic peaks, but requires more detector bins to be stored (Goodwin et al., 2008). Other
types of mass analyser also exist such as the Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR).
FTICR mass analyser have a higher mass resolution in the order of several magnitudes with the
number of data points exceeding 106 (Cornett et al., 2008). Only few algorithms presented in
this thesis have been applied to high resolution data. However, no theoretical restriction on the
type of data was made at any point. Furthermore, most algorithms work on a reduced set of
important peaks rather than the full spectrum. With such peak lists it does not make a differ-
ence if they result from high resolution spectra or not. Moreover, other research areas that use
hyperspectral data can easily adopt the algorithms for their own application.
1.2.2 Computational aspects for imaging mass spectrometry data
In this thesis, the processing steps for IMS proposed by Alexandrov et al. (2010) will be the
main theme. Later chapters will describe improvements and explore them in more detail. All
of the proposed steps involve the elementary phases of preprocessing and clustering of the data
into similar groups. In most cases, the obtained spectra must first be normalized to a similar
intensity range. Normalization is necessary due to the fact that in different areas of the tissue the
number of molecules removed from the tissue will differ (Deininger et al., 2011). Furthermore,
the spectra will contain an intensity offset that is called baseline (Williams et al., 2005). The
baseline is related to the applied matrix (Schwartz et al., 2003). Usually it is similar within a
sample, but it is also known to be dependent on the spatial location (Norris et al., 2007).
It is important to remove redundant information from the data. In the context of mass spec-
trometry, this step is often called peak picking or feature extraction (Foley, 1987; Coombes et al.,
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2003). Generally speaking, peak picking is a way of dimensionality reduction. The redundancy
originates mainly from the length of the spectra. Feature extraction has one important advan-
tage: the processing time for feature extraction usually is much shorter than the time needed for
further processing the complete data. A grouping of the spectra in the dataset is then achieved by
spatial segmentation with clustering algorithms (Chaurand et al., 2004; McCombie et al., 2005).
Another approach that is recently used (Kobarg et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2012a) makes use of
matrix factorization methods which will also be covered in this thesis.
A complete dataset that is reduced to important peaks can be thought as a stack of m/z images
as shown in Figure 1.4. Due to several effects of IMS the quality of the spectra differs from
pixel to pixel. Therefore, image processing methods for denoising are applied to the dataset and
exploit its spatial nature. The range of denoising methods is huge as for different approaches
specialized methods were created (Bredies and Lorenz, 2011). Especially good results are ob-
tained by using edge preserving denoising techniques applied to each of the m/z images in the
data (Alexandrov et al., 2010). Trede et al. (2012b) use the iterative edge preserving denois-
ing algorithm by Chambolle (2004) while this thesis considers a fast bilateral filter by Tomasi
and Manduchi (1998) which also preserves edges. As an alternative to the channel-by-channel
smoothing techniques, embedding the data into a spatially aware feature space was proposed
by Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011). The feature space is of a higher dimension such that the
segmentation by linear hyperplances becomes highly effective.
1.2.3 Description of datasets used in this thesis
The following is a summary of the datasets used in this thesis. Data acquisition has been per-
formed with standard measurement protocols. Sample preparation depends on the type of data
and will be described in the respective section.
Coronal rat brain dataset
This dataset has been used by Alexandrov et al. (2010), Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011) and
Alexandrov and Bartels (2013) with different research aims. Rodent organs are standard exam-
ples in IMS research (Watrous et al., 2011), because they are well annotated and easy to interpret
even for non-biologists. A schematic of the anatomical structures in this dataset is shown in Fig-
ure 1.5. The original data was provided by Michael Becker (Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen,
Germany) and first used by Alexandrov et al. (2010) where spatial smoothing was introduced
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Figure 1.5: Schematical display of the coronal rat brain dataset. The different anatomical regions
with annotations. (Reproduced from Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011.)
to improve spatial segmentation. Spatial segmentation maps were then employed to discover
relevant m/z values in the data. Furthermore, Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011) used the dataset
to demonstrate an improved peak picking method and to compare the effectiveness of different
segmentation algorithms. By Alexandrov and Bartels (2013) manual grouping of m/z values
into a test set was performed.
Sample preparation was performed in the following way: The rat brain was cut on a cryo-
stat into sections of 10 µm thickness and transferred to a precooled, conductive indium-tin-
oxide (ITO) coated glass slide (Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, Germany). The section was
washed twice for 1 min in 70% ethanol, and once for 1 min in 96% ethanol and then dried
in a vacuum desiccator. The matrix (Sinapinic acid; 10 mg/mL in 60% acetonitrile and 40%
water with 0.2% trifluoroacetic acid) was applied using the ImagePrep device (Bruker Daltonik
GmbH) following a standard protocol. Mass spectra were acquired on a MALDI-TOF instru-
ment (Autoflex III; Bruker Daltonik GmbH) equipped with a 200 Hz smartbeam II laser. MALDI
measurements were performed in linear positive mode at a mass range of 2.5 to 25 kDa. The lat-
eral resolution for the MALDI image was set to 80 µm. A total of 200 laser shots were summed
up per position. The rat brain dataset comprises 20,185 spectra acquired within the section area
(120×201 pixels), each of 6618 data points.
Neuroendocrine tumor dataset
Another dataset used in this thesis is from a section of a neuroendocrine tumor (NET) invading
the small intestine (ileum). It was used by Alexandrov et al. (2010) and Alexandrov and Ko-
barg (2011) to compare algorithm performance for a highly complex tumor tissue sample. A
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of neuroendocrine tumor dataset. Important histopathological regions present
in the section. (Reproduced from Alexandrov et al., 2010.)
schematic of the anatomical structures in this dataset is shown in Figure 1.6. Here the sample
preparation is reprinted from Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011): The sections were washed twice
for 30 s in 70% ethanol, and once for 20 s in 96% ethanol, and then dried in a vacuum desiccator.
The matrix was applied in the same way as for the rat brain sample. Mass spectra were acquired
on a MALDI-TOF instrument (Autoflex III, Bruker Daltonik GmbH) equipped with a 200 Hz
smartbeam II laser. MALDI measurements were performed in linear positive mode at a mass
range of 1 to 30 kDa with a lateral resolution of 50 µm and 300 laser shots per position. For data
processing, only the mass range from 3.2 to 18 kDa was considered. After MALDI analysis,
the matrix was washed off using 70% ethanol, and a conventional hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining was performed. The stained sections, coregistered with the MALDI-imaging results,
were evaluated histologically by an experienced pathologist using a virtual slide scanner (MI-
RAX desk, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Munich, Germany). The dataset comprises 27,360
spectra each of 5027 data points.
Spinach single spectrum dataset
In order to explore the effect of spectral resolution, sample spectra of a piece of crude spinach
were measured (Kobarg et al., 2014). Pigments were isolated from fresh frozen spinach leafs
with repeated cycles of a methanol extraction and then filtered. 0.5 µl of the extract was spotted
on a stainless steal MALDI sample stage and mixed with 0.5 µl of the respective matrix solution
according to the dried-droplet method (Karas and Hillenkamp, 1988). Only a single spectrum
per available repetition rate (4 GHz, 2 GHz, ..., 62.5 MHz) was obtained in both positive linear
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Figure 1.7: True class image of simulated dataset. Virtual slices for a fixed spatial value z= 1, . . . ,15,
and the corresponding 3D view. Dimension of the dataset is 45× 45× 15 = 30,375 voxels, 5 classes,
m= 6639 channels. (Reproduced from Kobarg and Alexandrov, 2013.)
mode and positive reflector mode, each for the mass range of 800 to 1000 Da. The setup of this
experiment allows to detect the isotope peaks by identification in the high sampled data.
Benchmark 3D datacube
Kobarg and Alexandrov (2013) simulated a dataset with n= nx×ny×nz = 45×45×15 spectra
located at three spatial dimensions (x,y,z) represented as voxels. The spectra belong to K = 5
classes which form simple geometric shapes, see Figure 1.7. These objects are background (1),
sticks (2), upper rectangle (3), ball (4), pyramid (5a), and lower rectangle (5b), with the last two
belonging to the same class. Based on the true class assigned to the voxel, each spectrum was
simulated independently of other voxels. For each class a template spectrum with m = 6972
channels was selected from a real-life dataset of rat kidney. The selection of the template spectra
was based on an initial segmentation of the unsmoothed dataset into five classes. Those five
spectra that were closest to the computed class means were used as templates. The abundances
at p= 145 peak positions found in the template spectra were used within this class. As in the real
world, the peak positions vary by small differences in atom mass which add up to mass offset
errors. This effect is simulated by using the physical model of particles traversing a flight tube
(Coombes et al., 2005). MALDI-TOF spectra have the peaks superimposed to a noise level that
forms a baseline. Such a baseline can be approximated by the sum of two exponential functions
which in turn are characterized by four parameters in total. For the baselines found in the five
template spectra estimation of their parameters is done according to the method described by
House et al. (2011). These parameters are taken as estimates of the true parameters for baselines
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Figure 1.8: Two selected channel images, along with histogram of intensities. (Reproduced from
Kobarg and Alexandrov, 2013.)
in the dataset. In the last step, the function is used as the estimate of the general noise level in the
m/z channels of the spectrum. The effect of noise can be seen in Figure 1.8, where two channels
images are displayed.
Three-dimensional mouse kidney dataset
A single section from an organ gives only a restricted view on spatial distributions within the
whole organ. Three dimensional experiments where for example carried out by Crecelius et al.
(2005) and Andersson et al. (2008). In this thesis the dataset acquired by Trede et al. (2012b) is
used. The spectra acquired in individually measured tissue sections need to be assigned to co-
ordinates within the three dimensional structure of the organ. Access to the coordinates can be
gained by using image registration methods applied to the optical images of the tissue sections.
Reconstruction with state-of-the-art registration methods requires a set of high quality optical
images and few damages to the tissue during cutting. Damaging the tissue can be reduced by
embedding the organ (Goodwin, 2012). Having the original coordinates within the three dimen-
sional organ allows co-registration of the spectral information with other imaging modalities,
such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI; Glunde et al., 2009) For a detailed description of the
registration methods and visualization with imaging modalities, see Thiele et al. (2014).
The acquisition protocol for this particular dataset is described in detail by Trede et al. (2012b).
In short, the whole tissue had to be fixed in paraffin using the PAXgene tissue fixation reagent
(PreNalaytiX GmbH, Germany) to not damage the three-dimensional shape during cutting. The
central part of the mouse kidney was sliced into sections of 3.5 µm thickness. A representa-
tive set of 33 sections was selected and for each serial section, a 2D MALDI-IMS dataset was
acquired. Acquisition followed the standard protocols of matrix application and spectrum ac-
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Figure 1.9: Plot of Fisher’s iris multivariate dataset. A-B. Covariables plotted against each other in a
scatter plot. C-F. visualized as channel images.
quisition as described in Section 1.2.3. Additionally, the lateral resolution was increased to 50
µm and 300 laser shots per position were performed. In total there are 512,495 spectra for the
33 sections, where each spectrum comprises 7677 m/z values such that the size is 50 GB.
A second mouse kidney used by Oetjen et al. (2013) contains four times the data: in total
there are 122 sections with 2,171,451 spectra. Here each spectrum comprises 7680 m/z values
making the dataset 200 GB.
Fisher’s iris dataset
As a reference dataset to show some simple concepts in multivariate statistics, the Iris dataset
collected by Anderson (1936) is used here as well. It is most popular due to the publication by
Fisher (1936). The data originates from three different species of iris flowers, Iris setosa, Iris
versicolor, and Iris virginica. For each of the species a sample of 50 flowers was examined by
measuring the length and the width of the sepals and petals. The dataset is of special interest
since it constitutes a difficult separation problem. While the species I. setosa can be separated
based on the sepal dimensions, the lengths of the I. versicolor and I. virginica species are too
similar for linear separation. See Figure 1.9 for the paired plot and spatial representation as
channel images. Originally, there is no information how the plants were cultivated, except they
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are from the same colony. However, when one assumes the flowers where aligned in a field
where they were grouped by their species, one can create an imaging dataset. This way, the
intensities in each channel and clustering results are easy to visualize.
1.3 Previous contributions and scope of this thesis
Large portions of this thesis build up onto the work by Alexandrov et al. (2010). Parts of the
research presented in this thesis can also be found in the following publications:
• Alexandrov, T. and Kobarg, J. H. (2011): “Efficient spatial segmentation of large imag-
ing mass spectrometry datasets with spatially aware clustering”. Bioinformatics, 27(13):
i230–i238.
• Kobarg, J. H. and Alexandrov, T. (2013): “Efficient spatial segmentation of hyperspectral
3D volume data”. In: Algorithms from and for Nature and Life. Ed. by B. Lausen, D.
van den Pol, and A. Ultsch. Studies in Classification, Data Analysis, and Knowledge
Organization. Switzerland: Springer International Publishing, pp. 95–103.
• Kobarg, J. H., Maass, P., Oetjen, J., Tropp, O., Hirsch, E., Sagiv, C., et al. (2014): “Numer-
ical experiments with MALDI Imaging data”. Advances in Computational Mathematics,
40(3): 667–682.
Furthermore, this thesis is based on a series of work package reports from the European Commis-
sion funded FP7 project “Uncertainty principles versus localization properties, function systems
for efficient coding schemes” (UNLocX):
• Maass, P., Kobarg, J. H., and Thiele, H. (2011a): A Phase Space Concept for MALDI
Data. Internal Report 7.1. Project UNLocX: University of Bremen.
• Maass, P., Kobarg, J. H., and Thiele, H. (2011b): Software Specification for MALDI Data.
Internal Report 7.2. Project UNLocX: University of Bremen.
• Kobarg, J. H., Dyatlov, A., and Schiffler, S. (2011): MALDI Data preprocessing. Internal
Report 7.3. Project UNLocX: University of Bremen.
• Kobarg, J. H., Maass, P., Golbabaee, M., Vandergheynst, P., Tropp, O., and Sagiv, C.
(2012a): Efficient transformation of MALDI data. Internal Report 7.4. Project UNLocX:
University of Bremen.
• Kobarg, J. H. and Maass, P. (2012): Feature characterization in phase space. Internal
Report 7.5. Project UNLocX: University of Bremen.
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• Kobarg, J. H., Tropp, O., Sagiv, C., Rubin, E., and Hirsh, E. (2012b): GPU implementation
of BaseLine Algorithms: Efficient transformation of the MALDI data. Internal Report 5.4.
Project UNLocX: University of Bremen and SagivTech Ltd..
• Kobarg, J. H. and Maass, P. (2013): Classification with phase space features. Internal
Report 7.6. Project UNLocX: University of Bremen.
The thesis is organized into three major parts. The first part includes the introduction and a brief
overview of the computational methods. In Chapter 2 the different aspects of computational
processing of IMS data are reviewed to familarize the reader with the topic and establish a
common notation for this thesis. For this, a basic mathematical model is defined, that is used
within this thesis. The review includes a brief overview of different baseline removal algorithms
as well as a method of obtaining peaks from the data as a mean of data reduction. Furthermore,
clustering of multivariate data is explained, which is used frequently in the context of IMS. For
these clusters m/z values not identified by the peak picking can be retrieved from the data with
the method of correlation.
The Chapter 3 contains the second major part. First, individual MALDI mass spectra are
modelled for which a review of peak shape functions is performed. Second, a framework for
the simulation of IMS datasets is presented. With this framework multiple additional aspects of
IMS are introduced which were not considered in existing MS simulators.
The third major part starts with Chapter 4, which focuses on different mathematical methods
that are used to further reduce the dimensionality of IMS data. For a definition of terms, the
established methods PCA and NMF are reviewed. Then improvements adapted to the special
nature of IMS are presented. Furthermore, FastMap as an alternative to both dimensionality
reduction methods is presented. FastMap has multiple applications and is useful for efficient
implementation of the new spatial segmentation method in the following chapter.
In Chapter 5 multiple new approaches are compared with the established processing steps
introduced in Chapter 2. First, a comparison of edge preserving channel-by-channel noise re-
duction methods of Chambolle and bilateral filter are performed. Second, spatially aware seg-
mentation is presented as a fast method to incorporate the spatial information directly into the
data. It was published in Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011) and extended in Kobarg and Alexan-
drov (2013). This requires the use of the bilateral filter weights combined with the efficient
dimensionality reduction from the previous chapter.
The thesis concludes in Chapter 6 where also topics are adressed that could not be covered in
this thesis.
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2 Computational processing of imaging mass
spectrometry data
2.1 Motivation
This chapter will summarize the methods currently used in the computational analysis of imag-
ing mass spectrometry (IMS) data. In this thesis the individual steps of computational analysis
are oriented on the earlier work by Alexandrov et al. (2010). The sequence of analysis steps
is called standard processing pipeline and is shown in Figure 2.1. The steps of the processing
pipeline from (Alexandrov et al., 2010) will be reviewed and establish the common notation for
this thesis. It has been used in several publications (Crecelius et al., 2012; Alexandrov et al.,
2013; Ernst et al., 2014) and is the overarching topic of this thesis.
Over the years, several preprocessing methods have been developed for mass spectrometry
data (Caprioli et al., 1997; Schwartz et al., 2003; Wagner et al., 2003; Prados et al., 2006).
The essential part of spectra preprocessing and peak picking is also used when the data is not
IMS. Peak picking reduces the data to a meaningful list of m/z values that are relevant to
Spectra preprocessing
Spectrum-wise peak picking
Selection of dataset relevant peaks
Edge-preserving denoising of m/z-images
Spatial segmentation
Search for co-localized m/z values
Figure 2.1: Chart of standard processing pipeline. The individual steps of the segmentation pipeline
as proposed by Alexandrov et al. (2010).
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the dataset. Methods specific to the nature of IMS were added later like spatial segmentation
(Chaurand et al., 2004; McCombie et al., 2005). Edge-preserving denosing is the youngest
addition (Alexandrov et al., 2010) and an important aspect of improving data quality.
Additionally to the concept by Alexandrov et al. (2010), a basic mathematical model for spec-
tra components is the starting point for this chapter. This part is essential to the understanding of
mass spectrometry and provides background information needed in Section 3.2. Then a mathe-
matical model for baselines will be described and two algorithms for the removal of the baseline
will be introduced. Another concept that is explained in this chapter is the principle of peak pick-
ing. The treatment of data with these methods is called preprocessing of the data. Preprocessing
is a necessary step to assure data quality for all further processing steps.
The second half of this chapter will introduce common clustering algorithms with agglom-
erative linkage and K-means (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990; MacQueen, 1967). Clustering
can be used in IMS to obtain an automatic segmentation of the data. Naturally, the automation
requires evaluation methods. Evaluation allows one to access the cluster quality and to com-
pare different segmentations (Rand, 1971; Sebastiani, 2002). Finally, it will be shown how the
automatically generated segmentation maps can be used to find interesting masses.
2.2 Mathematical model for mass spectra
The obtained dataset can can be represented mathematically in multiple terms. The first repre-
sentation is along the spatial domain where X ∈Rn1×n2×m is a hyperspectral image cube consist-
ing of n1×n2 pixels and m image channels. The image channels relate to the individual detector
bins with which the mass spectrum was acquired. In this application the detector bins represent
a certain mass-to-charge ratio. Biological samples have arbitrarily shaped border other than a
n1× n2 sized rectangle. Accounting only for those n ≤ n1n2 spectra really measured, the data
is simply a collection of intensity vectors xi ∈ Rm with i = 1, ...,n that can be stored in the data
matrix
X =


xT1
...
xTn

 ∈ Rn×m (2.1)
or as a set X = {xi | i = 1, ...,n}. In both cases the data is represented without considering the
spatial location of each object. Although, the spatial information is one of the main aspects in
an IMS experiment, the computations are performed in an object-wise manner and the result is
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presented in its original spatial location for interpretation. Furthermore, the statistical methods
used in this thesis often work only with the non-spatial interpretation of the data. In statistics,
all observations are treated as independent from each other and being identically realized from
a random distribution (Hastie et al., 2009).
In this thesis and elsewhere (Renard et al., 2008; Morris et al., 2005) the general model of a
single mass spectrum
s(t) =
p
∑
l=1
al fl(t)+β (t) (2.2)
as a function of the detector tick t is usually composed of p possibly overlapping peaks fl(t)with
intensity al , l = 1, . . . , p, added to a background function β (t) called baseline . For a spectrum
obtained with a perfect mass spectrometer the function fl(t) would be like the Dirac indicator
function δ (µl− t) for a molecular mass µl and the baseline would vanish to β ≡ 0. However, it
is not possible to obtain the spectra at this perfect quality. Even with high standard equipment
the spectrum will be affected by noise. In reality, a convenient assumption is to use a peak shape
like a Gaussian distribution
fl(t) = f (t;µl ,σl) =
1√
2piσl
exp
(
(t−µl)2
2σ2l
)
(2.3)
to model this imperfection, where µl and σl are parameters modelling the mass of the molecule
and the standard deviation (Coombes et al., 2005).
As a first approximation this function already works well and in general one assumes fixed
standard deviation σl = σ for all l = 1, . . . , p. However, close examination shows that the peak
shape function (2.3) is not sufficient (Kempka et al., 2004). For example, the review by Di
Marco and Bombi (2001) accounts for 90 different functions to model peak shapes. In general,
most methods assume the shape to be essentially a Gaussian, but modify at least its skewness
to explain most observable effects. However, the models to describe a skewed Gaussian dif-
fer significantly. More importantly, those models only describe peak shapes found in related
spectrometry methods, such as surface-enhanced laser desorption/ionization (SELDI) and liquid
chromatography (LC-MS). As a consequence, there is no guarantee that the models described in
literature will fit to the spectra observed in MALDI mass spectrometry. Different functions for
the peak shapes will be the focus of Chapter 3.2.
In an IMS dataset the matrix and molecules are not necessarily equally concentrated in the
tissue. Furthermore, all spectra are measured individually and intensities from a mass spectrum
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at most account for relative abundances within this spectrum. The normalization step is nec-
essary to improve the spectrum comparability. In comparison to the other preprocessing steps,
normalization has a major influence on the interpretability of the data. Deininger et al. (2011)
give an excellent review regarding this topic. There are different types of normalization. The
most popular choice is the so called total ion count (TIC) normalization. Here, one assures the
same number of ions in each spectrum, by dividing each spectrum x ∈ Rm by the sum of all
intensities ∑
m
j=1 x j. This assures that each of the spectra has an ion count of one.
In practice, the usability of any normalization requires expert knowledge of the data (Deininger
et al., 2011). If for example some spectra are dominated by high intensities of peaks, while oth-
ers are not, unwanted and wrong scaling occurs. For more information see Alexandrov (2012)
or Sun and Markey (2011).
2.3 Mathematical functions for baselines
One can usually observe in MALDI mass spectra, a quite strong baseline effect (Schwartz et
al., 2003). This is particularly a problem with direct tissue analysis in IMS in comparison to
dried droplets (Norris et al., 2007). In the controlled vocabulary by the HUPO Proteomics
Standards Initiative, the term “baseline” is defined as “An attribute of resolution when recording
the detector response in absence of the analyte.” Several physical explanations for the baseline
are given, but are difficult to model and are also influenced by the sample preparations (Sun and
Markey, 2011; Schwartz et al., 2003). As theorized by Andrade andManolakos (2003) as well as
House et al. (2011), the measured intensity of the baseline β (t) is the major component affected
by noise in the form of intensity variations (Kwon et al., 2008). Furthermore, the variance of
noise is decreasing with increasing mass in individual spectra (Shin, 2006; House et al., 2011).
During the preprocessing of MALDI data, the baseline has to be removed from each spectrum
in order to correctly access the peak intensities.
Different approaches for the extraction of the baseline have been proposed. Since the effect of
baseline is not well understood, most algorithms propose a heuristic approach. Here, polynomial
fitting by Williams et al. (2005) and nonlinear iterative peak-clipping by Ryan et al. (1988)
should be mentioned. Points to fit the data to can be obtained by using a robust estimate with
the minimum, or a specified quantile, such as the median (Williams et al., 2005). In practice,
implementations favoured by instrument manufacturers or major software suites focus on fast
algorithms, such as Top-Hat morphological operation (Sauve and Speed, 2004) or MATLAB’s
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Figure 2.2: Quantile plot of baselines found in real-life data. Baselines were obtained with MATLAB
for TIC normalized data. Dark grey denotes the quartile range (25%–75%) and light grey denotes the
two-sided 5% quantile.
msbackadj (Andrade and Manolakos, 2003). The Top-Hat filter is a morphological filter from
signal processing (Bredies and Lorenz, 2011). The advantage is that this is a model free way
of removing a background signal and uses one parameter to control the window width. With
MATLAB’s approach, in each window the lower quantile of the signal is found. These values
are then used as the estimated contribution of the baseline to the signal. Since the value is only
available for each of the windows, interpolation is done through these window estimates.
Andrade and Manolakos (2003) replace the quantile estimate by assuming a probabilistic
mixture model to find the mean height of the baseline in each window. Recently, Shin et al.
(2010) proposed a different approach to remove the baseline. Here a wavelet denoising is paired
with the fitting of an exponential function. Rather than directly accessing the contribution of the
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Figure 2.3: Parameters of the baseline function as spatial image. The four parameters of the baseline
fit plotted for the kidney dataset.
baseline in the signal itself, the interpolation is done in the coefficient space of a decomposed
signal. Since wavelets are perfect candidates for parallelization, this approach is of special
interest. These two approaches will be examined in further detail.
The plots in Figure 2.2 show quantile information of baselines for the rat brain dataset and a
single section from the kidney data computed separately for each bin of the mass spectrum. The
baselines were obtained using the msbackadj algorithm, which is the baseline removal function
from MATLAB’s bioinformatics toolbox (Andrade and Manolakos, 2003). The baseline is as-
sumed to account for 10% of the full signal intensity. As can be seen in the quantile plots, the
range of baseline becomes narrow with high m/z value. Effectively, this illustrates the observa-
tion made by House et al. (2011) and Shin (2006).
A functional approximation for the general trend must be able to fit to several different shapes
of baselines. The general trend of the baseline
β (t) = a1 exp(λ1t)+a2 exp(λ2t) (2.4)
can be approximated by the sum of two exponential functions as proposed by Williams et al.
(2005) and Shin et al. (2010). This function of four parameters allows to model most effects
observed in the data such as the slightly increasing bulb in the first part of the spectrum that
exists in the kidney dataset. In Figure 2.3, the four parameters for the baseline function (2.4)
have been plotted at the respective pixel locations. Spectra close to the border of the sample
have parameters that lead to a much higher baseline in the beginning and decrease rapidly, while
central spectra have a much more constant baseline. The general trend reveals a strong relation
of the initial slope of the baseline with the spatial position within the sample, which is also
observed by Norris et al. (2007) and House et al. (2011).
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2.3.1 Mixture based baseline estimation
Andrade and Manolakos (2003) introduced mixture based baseline estimation to replace the
naive approach of quantile clipping. The algorithm is available in MATLAB’s bioinformatics
toolbox. The model assumption is that the intensity of a spectrum is the mixture of an inten-
sity distributed around the baseline and the actual signal. Both distributions are assumed to be
disturbed by Gaussian noise. Directly accessing the class or the mixture coefficient is not pos-
sible. Therefore, the mass spectrum is divided into several windows just as done for quantile
clipping (Williams et al., 2005). In each of the windows, an estimate for the height of the signal
background needs to be found. Likewise, once the estimate for the height is found, a regression
through these points is made.
Consider one has observed the intensities x j, j = 1, ...,m in a window of the mass spectrum.
The intensity x j maps to the hidden class variable y j ∈ {0,1} coding if x j belongs to the back-
ground signal or to a peak. The probabilistic model of this approach has the simple form
P(x j | θ) =
1
∑
c=0
pc f (x j;µc,σc)
with the parameter vector θ = (p0,µ0,σ0, p1,µ1,σ1). In this model pc = P(y j = c) ∈ [0,1] is the
mixing probability fulfilling p0+ p1 = 1, and f (x j;µc,σc) describes the normal density (2.3).
Reformulation into a log-likelihood allows the estimation θˆ of the parameter vector from the
observed data x j in the window. However, since y j is unknown, this has to be done with an
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm in two iteration steps (Hastie et al., 2009). Since
the spectrum model (2.2) consists of positive values for fl and β , peaks are only added to the
background, therefore, one can assume µ0 < µ1.
Having obtained the estimates within each window, a regression is performed with a piecewise
cubic model. Other types of regression are likewise possible as well.
2.3.2 Wavelet-based baseline removal
In wavelet-based baseline removal, a smoothed signal is obtained by filtering with a wavelet
filter function using stationary wavelet transform (SWT). In summary, a wavelet transform uses
a filter function to decompose the input signal into a detail signal and an approximation signal
(Hastie et al., 2009). Properties of the filter allow a loss less reconstruction of the input signal
with the inverse wavelet filter. A wavelet transform can be applied multiple times as a filter bank
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Figure 2.4: The different stages of wavelet-based baseline correction. A. Raw spectrum with baseline
is approximated by stationary wavelet transform. B. Approximation is interpolated at selected minima by
a baseline estimate. C. Wavelet reconstruction of the modified approximation values results in a spectrum
with the baseline removed. (Reproduced from Metzger, 2012.)
with k levels. For each level k, the wavelet transform is applied to the approximation signal as
of level k− 1. The filter function is a window function that is shifted through the input signal.
The traditional approach reduces the length of the signal in each level. This provides a sparse
representation of the signal for a known basis of filter functions. In the case of SWT this is
slightly different. Instead of a signal reduction, the windows are increased. In general, wavelet
transforms have two important applications achieved by thresholding in the wavelet domain.
First, suppression of details at the final level k followed by reconstruction, results in a smoothed
version of the signal. Second, suppression of coefficients from the approximated signal results
in the removal of general trends. In fact, a baseline is such a trend that can be observed in an
approximation.
Figure 2.4A displays, a single spectrum from the kidney dataset used as an input signal. On
the input signal SWT is performed with k = 9 levels to obtain a rough approximation. In this
approximation, peaks are removed, as these are captured in the detail function (not displayed in
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the figure). The model function that consists of two exponential functions as in (2.4) is then fitted
to the approximated signal which are both shown together in Figure 2.4B. To remove the baseline
as the trend, all values below the fit model function are set to zero. The result serves as the new
approximation for reconstruction with the inverse wavelet filter to obtain the cleaned signal. The
information about peaks is recovered from the detail coefficients of the signal. Therefore, only
the influence of the baseline is removed, see Figure 2.4C.
Shin et al. (2010) state the clear advantage of the method, is its independence from minimal
mass shifts often found in IMS. Independence from mass shifts is a direct result of using the
SWT. Moreover, wavelet methods can be efficiently implemented in a graphics processing
unit (GPU) framework. Another advantage is the innovative approach to remove the baseline
in the wavelet domain. This way adaptive thresholding of the different noise variance is very
effective. For more theory about wavelets as well as the application to MALDI data, see the
bachelor thesis by Metzger (2012).
2.4 Peak picking in mass spectra
With an initial model of peaks in mass spectra selected, a mathematical method of extracting
the peaks can be chosen, such as least-square fitting (Kempka et al., 2004; Lange et al., 2006),
wavelet transformation (Morris et al., 2008; Renard et al., 2008) or deconvolution (Broersen,
2009; Alexandrov et al., 2010). In Alexandrov et al. (2010) this algorithm is orthogonal match-
ing pursuit (OMP; Denis et al., 2009). Since mining each spectrum in the dataset is computa-
tionally expensive and, as explained later, not necessary, only a subset of spectra is considered.
Usually, a subset consisting of every 10th spectrum is provides the m/z values from the entire
dataset (Alexandrov et al., 2010). For those spectra that are considered for peak picking, OMP
tries to match the given peak shape to identify a peak at a certain m/z position. OMP is a greedy
deconvolution algorithm where a good fit is determined by the height of the peak and its shape.
For the shape, a Gaussian (2.3) with parameter σ is used. Due to the theoretical properties
of OMP it is also able to detect peaks which are hidden in the noise. This is achieved by the
step-by-step deconvolution, where intensities corresponding to a previously identified peaks are
removed from the spectrum signal leaving its residuum without the identified peak. This allows
the detection of the hidden peaks in the residuum. For more detail, see Denis et al. (2009) and
the references therein.
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Figure 2.5: Improved peak picking by alignment to maxima in mean spectrum. The dataset mean
spectrum is shown in blue, Red triangles indicate peaks (and their masses) found after peak picking.
Green arrows illustrate the process of alignment. Green triangles show aligned peaks and their masses.
(Reproduced from Alexandrov et al., 2011.)
When OMP has found a certain number of np peaks in the current spectrum, the algorithm
stops. Practically, it would be possible to continue the search for further peaks in a spectrum.
However, due to the search being carried out on a large amount of spectra, all peak positions
will be considered later on. Therefore, it is not necessary to carry out an exhaustive search on
every spectrum. Peaks that are masked in a single spectrum will most certainly be found in
other spectra if they are important. On the other hand, it would be impractically to consider all
possible peak positions.
After the subset considered for peak picking has been searched, the list of peak positions is
refined. First, only the most frequently picked peaks will be considered. Which are those found
at least τp% times in the whole dataset. This way false positives are removed from the list of
potential peaks. Second, the remainingm/z values are aligned to the peak maximum found in the
mean spectrum of the dataset. Since small mass shifts occur naturally and noise is present in the
data, several m/z values identified by OMP account for the same peak in the data. If considering
a range of consecutive measured m/z values, this gives the series of values a higher weight in
the later processing. Therefore, the redundancy has to be removed in order to achieve good
results (Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011). As already mentioned, a way to remove the redundancy
is to move the peak position uphill into the direction of the local maximum found in the mean
spectrum. This grouping of peaks is illustrated in Figure 2.5 and has increased the sensitivity of
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peak picking without a drop of the specificity (Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011; Alexandrov et al.,
2011).
To summarize, this peak picking algorithm has three parameters, σ the standard deviation
of the Gaussian shape of a peak, np the number of peaks selected per spectrum, and τp the
percentage of spectra a peak should be found in and the outcome is a list of p peaks (Alexandrov
and Kobarg, 2011). Shapes other than the Gaussian one will be the focus in Section 3.2 and the
direct assessment of complete prototype spectra is presented in Section 4.3. However, at this
point, the mass spectra measured with m bins are now reduced to a peak list. In the following,
the term mass spectrum will still be used for such a signal, but will be denoted the size as p only.
2.5 Clustering of multivariate data
As a tool for unsupervised analysis of multivariate data, clustering techniques have been proven
to create results that enable fast interpretation of the data (Hastie et al., 2009).
Using hierarchical clustering proved to be very suitable for analysis of mass spectrometry data
Schwartz et al. (2004) and in IMS (Chaurand et al., 2004; McCombie et al., 2005; Bonnel et al.,
2011), becazse the grouping reveals further information. However, cases of hierarchical cluster-
ing failing to provide reasonable segmentation where individual spectra form isolated clusters
have been reported (McCombie et al., 2005; Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011). In contrast, the fast
and efficient K-means algorithm provides similar results, but lacks the hierarchical information,
as the number of clusters must be specified in advance (McCombie et al., 2005). The advantages
of both approaches can be combined using bisecting K-means (Steinbach et al., 2000) when
applied to IMS data (Trede et al., 2012b). For the size of recent IMS data alternative clustering
algorithms could be considered, such as CURE (Guha et al., 2001), HDDC (Bouveyron et al.,
2007), minimum entropy clustering (Li et al., 2004), CLARANS (Ng and Han, 2002), or BIRCH
(Zhang et al., 1997). None of these was developed specifically for IMS and as such also suffer
from the same issue of being not suited for the number of spectra and peaks.
Mathematically speaking, a clustering algorithm creates a segmentation Ξ = {C1, . . . ,CK} of
the multivariate datasetX= {xi ∈Rp | i= 1, . . . ,n}with p features intoK disjoint subsets Ck⊂X
with
X =
⋃
k=1,...,K
Ck
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such that Ck∩Ck′ =∅ for k 6= k′. Instead of representing the data by the subsets Ck the obtained
segmentation, one can also express the result of the clustering algorithm as a vector of labels
y ∈ {1, . . . ,K}n, where yi = k if and only if xi ∈ Ck.
The segmentation of the dataset X into subsets with similar features requires the definition
of a measure of similarity. In the general case, the similarity is expressed by the dissimilarity
function d : X×X→ R. For the majority of applications, as in the case of mass spectrometry
data, a metric can be used as the dissimilarity function. Common metric functions are the well
known Euclidean distance
d2(xi,x j) = ‖xi− x j‖22 =
p
∑
l=1
(xil− x jl)2
or the city block distance
d1(xi,x j) = ‖xi− x j‖1 =
p
∑
l=1
|xil− x jl|
for any two objects xi,x j ∈X. When the angle between observations is more interesting than the
actual intensity in each dimension, the correlation coefficient
ρ(xi,x j) =
∑
p
l=1(xil− x¯i)(x jl− x¯ j)√
∑
p
l=1(xil− x¯i)2
√
∑
p
l=1(x jl− x¯ j)2
(2.5)
is a proper choice for dissimilarity. Here x¯i =
1
p ∑
p
l=1 xil denotes an observations mean. As the
correlation coefficient is a function ρ :X×X→ [−1,1] it has to be transformed into a similarity
with dρ(xi,x j) = 1−ρ(xi,x j). In the case of centralized data, which means x¯= 0, the correlation
coefficient (2.5) even reduces to the much simpler form
γ(xi,x j) =
〈xi | x j〉
‖xi‖2‖x j‖2
with 〈xi | x j〉= ∑pl=1 xilx jl being the scalar product. The latter two distance measures work very
well in the context of mass spectrometry (Deininger et al., 2008). The reason for this is that
the similarity between patterns of intensity for certain masses are more important than actual
intensity. The popularity of using distances for the dissimilarity function, leads to the two terms
being used synonymous in the context of clustering. Furthermore, several more (dis-)similarity
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measures can be considered, such as those from information theory or text mining (Sebastiani,
2002).
For convenience, the pairwise distances can be stored in a distance matrix D = (d(xi,x j))i j,
i, j = 1, . . . ,n. Even though, the metric distances are symmetric such that D = D′, there are
still n(n− 1)/2 entries from the upper triangle needed to be stored (Kaufman and Rousseeuw,
1990). Since this is depending on the number of observations squared, the distance matrix is
considerably large. This poses a problem and demands a careful choice of clustering algorithm
(Deininger et al., 2008).
2.5.1 Hierarchical clustering with pairwise linkage
When speaking of clustering, two approaches can be considered, hierarchical or partitioning.
First, hierarchical clustering will be considered, which again can be divided into two methods,
agglomerative and divisive (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990). However, it is often automatically
assumed that an agglomerative method is employed. The agglomeration is created by linking the
two most similar objects or clusters in a dataset (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990). Therefore it
is also known as a bottom-up method. While the similarity between objects can be based on one
of the distance measures introduced before, a concept of similarity between clusters requires
the definition of a linkage function. The linkage function d : P(X)×P(X)→ R specifies the
dissimilarity in a more general concept. Several types of linkage do exist and will be discussed.
Usually it is not possible to specify a generally working linkage and distance for all applications.
Based on data and underlying theory the appropriate linkage has to be selected.
Given two non-empty sets A,B ⊂ X with A∩B =∅, the distance
d(A,B) = min
a∈A,b∈B
d(a,b)
by single linkage between the two segments is defined as the minimal distance between all
pairs from the sets. Therefore single linkage is also known by the alternative name of minimal
linkage. Naturally the quite opposite is the maximal linkage also called complete linkage. Here
one defines the distance between the sets
d(A,B) = max
a∈A,b∈B
d(a,b)
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Figure 2.6: Dendrogram and segmentation map of Fisher’s iris dataset for hierarchical clustering
with linkage. From left to right: single linkage, complete linkage, average linkage.
as the pairwise maximum. Aside from these two linkages, the average linkage is used
d(A,B) =
1
|A||B| ∑a∈A ∑b∈B
d(a,b)
to determine the average dissimilarity between all objects.
In all three cases the clustering is initialized by considering all n elements from the dataset
as clusters Ci = {xi}, i = 1, . . . ,n and the calculation of the corresponding distance matrix D.
Since the segmentations only contain one element, they are also called singletons. Those two
clustersA,B form a new cluster, where d(A,B) =mini, jDi j. The linking of clusters is repeated
until only one cluster remains such that Ξ = {X} (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990). A so called
mergelist keeps track of all linkage actions and contains the pair that form the nested hierarchy.
Exemplary, the clustering results of the three linkage types are visualized for the iris data
in Figure 2.6. The most common visualization for the hierarchy is by usage of a dendrogram
(Hastie et al., 2009). In contrast to a simple binary tree where just the splits of classes are
visualized, a dendrogram reveals the impact of the split. This is achieved by using the distance
between the joined clusters as the length of the branch.
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Computationally these linkage functions can be implemented quite easily once the distance
matrix has been calculated. This is mainly due to the fact that the linkage can be calculated
recursively (Lance and Williams, 1967; Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990). Assume the clusters
A and B are to be joined to form the cluster R with average linkage. Then it is necessary to
obtain the dissimilarity d(R,Q) of R to any other cluster Q by
d(R,Q) =
1
|R||Q| ∑
r∈R
q∈Q
d(r,q)
=
1
|R||Q| ∑r∈A
q∈Q
d(r,q)+
1
|R||Q| ∑
r∈B
q∈Q
d(r,q)
=
|A|
|R|
(
1
|A||Q| ∑r∈A
q∈Q
d(r,q)
)
+
|B|
|R|
(
1
|B||Q| ∑
r∈B
q∈Q
d(r,q)
)
effectively this means the distance
d(R,Q) =
|A|
|R| d(A,Q)+
|B|
|R|d(B,Q)
is directly accessible from the information existing before the merge. However for recursive
calculation all pairwise distances need to be present in the memory. Effectively, this prevents
the application of linkage clustering to huge mass spectrometry datasets (Trede et al., 2012b)
and alternatives have to be used.
2.5.2 The K-means algorithm
Most often the K-means algorithm is employed as an alternative to the iterative merging of a
dataset based on the defined similarity measure. MacQueen (1967) initially described K-means
with the objective to find from all possible segmentations P(X) the segmentation with minimal
variance within the clusters. Since then, it had multiple applications and is used for mass spec-
trometry data mainly due to its high efficiency on large datasets (Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011).
In contrast to the hierarchical method from the previous section K-means is a partitioning clus-
tering where the number of segments has to be specified in advance. However, K-means can be
extended to a hierarchical variant as well, which is introduced in the next section.
At first, the algorithm is initialized with centroids ξ1, . . . ,ξK ∈ X to generate clusters. The
centroids are selected randomly or by a selection strategy discussed later. For each of the selected
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Figure 2.7: Individual steps in K-means clustering. Each image displays the segmentation based on
centroids after n = 1, ...,4 iterations. The dashed line shows the decision boundary before and the solid
line after the corresponding iteration.
centroids the distances to the objects x ∈ X are calculated. So instead of n(n−1)/2 entries of a
distance matrix, only nK distances are needed. The objects x ∈ X are assigned to the cluster
Ck = {x ∈ X | k = argmin
κ=1,...,K
d(ξκ ,x)}
generated by the closest centroid ξk. The next step will update the centroids as the mean of all
objects
ξk =
1
|Ck| ∑x∈Ck
x
in each cluster, where |Ck| denotes the number of elements in Ck. The centroid update is shown
in Figure 2.7 and is repeated until no element is reassigned.
A problem that has to be faced is the fact that the solution found by K-means is only a local
solution (Steinley and Brusco, 2007). Based on the initialization different cluster centroids can
be found and therefore different cluster maps are obtained. Implementation such as the one
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from MATLAB solve this problem by using different initializations and declaring the one as
representative which has the most compact clusters. The clusters are named compact, if the
variance within the obtained groups is small (Mirkin, 2005). Alternative strategies involve the
selection of elements that form a convex hull of the data (Mirkin, 2005; Chiang and Mirkin,
2010). For example, by selecting ξ1 = argmaxx∈X d(x, x¯) and then
ξk = argmax
x∈X
k−1
∑
κ=1
d(x,ξκ)
for k = 2, . . . ,K poses one deterministic selection strategy. For a complete review of alternative
methods, see Steinley and Brusco (2007).
2.5.3 Bisecting K-means
While the speed and low memory need of K-means are major advantages of the algorithm in
contrast to hierarchical clustering with a linkage, the drawback is the need to specify a desired
number of clusters in advance. Often, this is not known and several numbers have to be tried.
However, due to the fact that K-means tries to create an optimal segmentation into K segments,
objects will not necessarily be grouped together across the results. So for a plausible segmenta-
tion into K classes, one might obtain an implausible result for K+1 classes. This is most often
the case, as the K+1 classes are need to be found together rather after each other.
Fortunately, a simple modification ofK-means will avert this disadvantage by using the bisect-
ing approach proposed by Steinbach et al. (2000). Instead of directly searching for an optimal
segmentation, each iteration only searches for a split into exactly two classes. The process is
repeated for each of the subsets until each segmentation only contains singletons. Since one
starts with the full data and end with singletons, this is also called top-down clustering. Earlier
top-down clustering by divisive analysis has been proposed (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990).
Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990) propose to iterate through all elements to find a sequence of
elements that best form their own cluster. This approach is sequential like agglomerative cluster-
ing and does not scale well to large data. It has not gained the same popularity as agglomerative
hierarchical clustering or K-means (Hastie et al., 2009).
Computationally, bisecting K-means has a fast run time, as only a two-fold segmentation
needs to be obtained and the cardinality of the sets to work on decreases with each iteration.
The problem of switching labels is avoided by this approach. Furthermore, it re-introduces the
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estimate
known state positive yˆ= 1 negative yˆ= 0
true y= 1 true positive false negative
false y= 0 false positive true negative
Table 2.1: Confusion matrix for classification evaluation. Confusion matrix showing the relation be-
tween a known state and the positive or negative outcome of an estimator.
possibility to display the hierarchical splitting of the data. With this method, segmentation of
very large datasets can be achieved (Trede et al., 2012b; Oetjen et al., 2013).
2.5.4 Evaluation measures for segmentation results
A difficult question to answer is how to evaluate the agreement between the segmentation maps
that are obtained when initialization parameters are changed or when the best choice of clus-
tering is not known. The question becomes easier with actual labels known, as it is the case in
training a classifier with (semi-) supervised statistical learning (Hastie et al., 2009). Training of
a classifier is a task in supervised data analysis where the goal is to obtain a label for new data
based on previously learned model from training data. Even though, training of a classifier is
different from segmentation, here the evaluation measures are introduced to compare segmenta-
tion maps from clustering. Recall the segmentation results obtained by hierarchical clustering
in Figure 2.6. In this case, the actual label each object has is known and the quality of the seg-
mentation can be evaluated. Manual alignment of the class label and the clustering result has to
be performed. As a starting example, evaluation of the complete linkage result for I. versicolor
(yellow) and I. virginica (red) will be done. In total 28 flowers were assigned to I. versicolor
and 72 to I. virginica. Obviously, several flowers were misclassified as there are only 50 of each
species. In detail, complete linkage assigned 23 flowers to the species I. virginica while it is
truly I. versicolor, yet only one of I. virginica is incorrectly identified as I. versicolor.
One family of suitable quality measures can be obtained from a confusion matrix (Sebastiani,
2002). First consider the simple case of comparing label estimation for two classes. Then one
has for n observations the known labels y = {0,1}n and an estimate yˆ = {0,1}n. To distinguish
between the labels and estimates, one usually speaks of classes true and false for the known
labels (for example health status) and of positive and negative for the estimates (in the sense of
identifying the health status). In this setting, a confusion matrix is a two-by-two matrix as shown
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in Table 2.1. The entries of the matrix count all those observations that belong to the true class
and are classified correctly as such (true positive, TP = #{y∧ yˆ}) and those that are correctly
classified to the false class (true negative, TN = #{¬y∧¬yˆ}). Naturally both false negatives
(FN = #{y∧¬yˆ}) and false positives (FP= #{¬y∧ yˆ}) exist. From these four values a measure
of classification quality can be obtained. In practice the last two values should reduce the score
as misclassification occurs. Therefore, good scores are the true positive rate
TPR=
TP
TP+FN
(2.6)
also called sensitivity or recall and the true negative rate
TNR=
TN
TN+FP
(2.7)
also known as specificity (Hastie et al., 2009). Depending on the perspective, either of the scores
can be controlled to be maximized or minimized. In our example, the true positive rate for I.
versicolor is 27
50
≈ 0.54 and the true negative rate 49
50
≈ 0.98.
The perspective has an influence on the interpretation: If the I. virginica species were posing a
threat, just one of the threats was missed, so the obtained segmentation can be considered a good
result. However, by looking at just one of the scores, trivial classification can occur by assigning
all observation only positive or negative labels. Furthermore, if the two examined classes are
equally valid, one is usually interested in the overall performance. Therefore, a compromise is to
maximize the balanced accuracy which is the arithmetic mean of the two error rates (Sebastiani,
2002). Instead of the arithmetic mean, the F-Score
F = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall
as the harmonic mean of recall (2.6) and precision
PRC =
TP
TP+FP
(2.8)
is also a popular measure (Hastie et al., 2009). The precision of I. versicolor is 27
28
≈ 0.96, listed
here for completeness.
In general, the above mentioned approaches are only valid if one really knows the underly-
ing labels. Especially in our example, the complete linkage only produces labels blue, yellow,
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and red. These methods are therefore only applicable in the supervised or semi-supervised con-
text. Great care is advised when they are used to access the similarity between unsupervised
segmentation maps without adjusting for chance permutations of the labels.
Expansion to multi class
In the case of K > 2 labels y = {1, . . . ,K}n, the notation changes slightly, but the concept can
be transferred. Consider the case that the labels are ordered and the estimator yˆ can produce the
class assignments in the corresponding manner. Alternatively, a supervised correction for the
labels is needed. Then the confusion matrix is a K×K matrix T = (ti j), where each entry of T
is defined as ti j = #{y= i∧ yˆ= j}. For the multi class confusion matrix
TPk = tkk as true positives, FNk = ∑
j 6=k
tk j as false negatives,
FPk = ∑
i 6=k
tik as false positives, TNk = ∑
i 6=k
∑
j 6=k
ti j as the true negatives
are defined for each of the possible labels k = 1, . . . ,K, and one obtains K confusion matrices
containing TPk, TNk, FPk, FNk. From these the global confusion matrix is computed, which
simply sums up all individual entries, for example TP = ∑Kk=1TPk. Using the values from the
global confusion matrix allows computation of the scores sensitivity (2.6), specificity (2.7), and
precision (2.8) as before (Sebastiani, 2002).
One can also consider to do the computation of the local scores like TNRk =
TNk
TNk+FPk
and
then generate TNR= ∑Kk=1TNRk. However, this can produce a different result, especially when
there are categories with few observations, that have little influence otherwise. For a detailed
discussion, see Sebastiani (2002). As in the simple case, again one faces the problem that the
segmentation result has to match each others labels.
Other quality methods for segmentation
A different, very well known measure of quality is the so called Rand index which was first
proposed by Rand (1971) and is reviewed by Hubert and Arabie (1985). The Rand index will
compare object pairs and how they are grouped by two different segmentations Ξ1,Ξ2 putting the
focus on consensus among the segmentation maps. Let n00 denote the number of objects placed
both times in the same class and let n11 be the number of objects assigned both times to different
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classes. Since the objects itself are used in pairs, no need for label alignment is necessary, but
this way, no judgement is obtained. The Rand index
R(Ξ1,Ξ2) =
n00+n11(
n
2
) (2.9)
is defined by the agreement between two segmentations (Rand, 1971). The agreement is divided
by the total number of possible pairs. Hubert and Arabie (1985) give alternative divisors to
adjust for chance grouping or to take the disagreement into account as well. Details about the
alternative corrections are found in their publication, while in this thesis an efficient calculation
will be explored.
Directly related to the Rand index is the matching coefficient by Ben-Hur et al. (2001). For
this the consensus matrix M ∈ {0,1}n×n of a segmentation Ξ with entries
Mi j =
{
1, xi and x j belong to the same cluster and i 6= j,
0, otherwise,
(2.10)
has to be constructed. The consensus matrix is also called connectivity matrix and is practical
in the sense that it groups the objects from the dataset based on their paired appearance in the
clusters as needed for the Rand index. This makes two different segmentation sets comparable,
as the arbitrarily chosen labels are ignored. In Figure 2.8 two matrices are shown for Fisher’s
iris data. For the ground truth with known labels blocks of object pairs can be seen. The result
of complete linkage has a different appearance in the consensus matrix. The upper left block is
the same, but from this visualization one can conclude that the result for the other two classes is
inconclusive. Since the order of the objects was preserved, the block structure will only appear
when the rows and columns are re-ordered, such that they are sorted by class label.
The use of the consensus matrix (2.10) allows the definition of
〈M(1) | M(2)〉= ∑
i, j
M
(1)
i j M
(2)
i j (2.11)
as the dot product between two consensus matrices (Ben-Hur et al., 2001). Since this dot product
will only count entries being zero or one, the value can be computed by boolean operations. Even
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Figure 2.8: Consensus matrices for Fisher’s iris data. Two consensus matrices, consensus matrix of
the known labels (left) and consensus matrix of complete linkage (right). The class colour is only added
to aid getting the correspondence between the segmentation images presented earlier.
for large matrices these operations are fast and require few memory. Therefore, the number of
comparing pairs
n11 = 〈M(1) | M(2)〉 n01 = 〈¬M(1) | M(2)〉
n10 = 〈M(1) | ¬M(2)〉 n00 = 〈¬M(1) | ¬M(2)〉
are defined using the dot product (2.11) and one can obtain the values needed for computation
of the Rand index (2.9).
Beside using the consensus matrix for efficient calculation of the Rand index, it can also be
used to obtain a grand consensus of more than one segmentation map (Monti et al., 2003). The
sum of several consensus matrices M(1), . . . ,M(r) divided by their number transforms them into
a dissimilarity matrix for the dataset. This dissimilarity matrix can be used as the input for the
hierarchical clustering algorithms from Section 2.5.1. This approach can be used to remove the
influence of outliers when each segmentation is only performed on a (random) subset.
2.6 Accessing mass-to-charge values with segmentation maps
After the spectra have been grouped by a segmentation algorithm, the search for important m/z
values is the next step. Usually, segmentation is performed on peak picked spectra xi ∈ Rp for
performance reasons. Therefore, the search for important m/z values has to consider the full
spectra xi ∈Rm, i= 1, . . . ,n, again. The labels y of the segmentation map will create k= 1, . . . ,K
spatial masks bk ∈ {0,1}n with bki = 1 if and only if yi = k. Van de Plas et al. (2007) and
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spatial mask 1 m/z 7139, ρ = 0.3 spatial mask 2 m/z 6757, ρ = 0.3
spatial mask 3 m/z 5565, ρ = 0.3 spatial mask 4 m/z 7535, ρ = 0.5
spatial mask 5 m/z 4936, ρ = 0.2 spatial mask 6 m/z 2563, ρ = 0.7
Figure 2.9: Pearson correlation chart for rat brain dataset. For each of the segments the m/z image
with the highest correlation is shown. (Reproduced from Alexandrov et al., 2010.)
McDonnell et al. (2008) have proposed to use the correlation coefficient (2.5) to find m/z values
at which the intensity is co-localized with a spatial mask. In Figure 2.9 this principle is shown
for the six spatial masks obtained by Alexandrov et al. (2010). With this approach it is easy to
gain a list of values that are important for the found segments (Bruand et al., 2011b; Suits et al.,
2013). Out of the full list of m/z values, the one with the highest correlation is displayed in
the figure. Naturally, the correlation coefficient can also be calculated between any two given
m/z values from the dataset. For example, a m/z value relating to a known compound can be
examined with the correlation to search for other co-localized m/z values. In theory, these m/z
values can be fragments or reveal anti correlation.
Evidently, the correlation coefficient is a simple way to access the spatial location of m/z
values. However, technically it relies on the data being provided in the nature of images rather
than spectra. This is often not the case from the data storage perspective, as spectra are provided
pixel by pixel. The reduction of spectra to peak lists is not only natural from the biological side
of application, but also practically from a computation and memory storage side. Moreover,
naive reading of the image data as chunks into the available memory slows down the whole pro-
cess. Improper setting of chunk sizes causes multiple read times from file. However, Pearson’s
correlation formula (2.5) consists of several sums, therefore it is possible to load a single spec-
trum, store the summands for each m/z channel and compute the correlation values after each
spectrum has been loaded.
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Mathematically speaking, the correlation coefficient between a bool mask b ∈ {0,1}n for
spectra xi ∈ Rm, i= 1, . . . ,n, in j-th m/z channel x j ∈ Rn is
r(x j,b) =
∑
n
i=1(xi j− x¯ j)(bi− b¯)
(n−1)σˆx j σˆb
(2.12)
which is a slight reformulation of (2.5) with respect to the number of spectra n. In order to
change from image wise computation to spectrum wise, first one expands and then reorders the
sums
n∑i xi jbi−∑i xi j ∑i bi√
n∑i x
2
i j− (∑i xi j)2 ·
√
n∑i b
2
i − (∑i bi)2
=
nS
j
0(b)−S j1Sb√
nS
j
2− (S j1)2 ·
√
nSb−S2b
(2.13)
where in short the sums over spectrum values are replaced by
S
j
0(b) =
n
∑
i=1
xi jbi S
j
1 =
n
∑
i=1
xi j S
j
2 =
n
∑
i=1
x2i j
and a constant Sb = ∑bi which only depends on the mask.
Naturally, the vectors of sums are obtained by sequential reading of all spectra. Therefore, the
vectorized form (2.13) is equal to the correlation (2.12) in the original form. Even more so, it
becomes clear that the correlation can be instantly calculated for several different spatial masks
bk during reading. Each spatial mask only requires its own vector of sums S
j
0(b
k).
2.7 Summary of processing pipeline
In this chapter, a computational approach to process imaging mass spectrometry data has been
given. Rather than the pure application presented in Alexandrov et al. (2010) the individual
steps have been examined in more detail with some theoretical background being provided.
This allows the formulation of improvements and alternatives in the next chapters.
One aspect of spectrum processing also considered by some groups is the need to align the
peak bins (Wolski et al., 2005; Norris et al., 2007). As briefly mentioned in Section 2.4, small
mass shifts have to be taken into account. Common workarounds are the binning of data or using
methods such as the alignment of peaks to the mean spectrum (Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011).
However, this is a technical issue best left to the software used to acquire the spectra. Likewise,
the presented methods for baseline removal are by no means exhaustive. A literature research
reveals numerous method proposals (Gibb and Strimmer, 2011).
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In the second half of this chapter different clustering methods were explored. The use of
hierarchical clustering for IMS was proposed by Chaurand et al. (2004) later data reduction
was performed with principal component analysis (PCA) by McCombie et al. (2005), PCA is
a method that will be focused on in Section 4.2. Originally, the authors proposed Euclidean
distance and with Ward’s linkage. However, usage of Ward’s linkage is often unattainable due
to high memory need for IMS data (Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011). For the rat brain dataset,
average linkage is about 300 times faster thanWard’s linkage. Therefore, Ward’s linkage was not
highlighted as a feasible method and use of correlation with average linkage is recommended
(Deininger et al., 2008). Moreover, it was later shown that segmentation algorithms such as
K-means is even faster due to the top down approach (Trede et al., 2012b).
A new topic introduced here, is the usage of evaluation measures for the comparison of seg-
mentation maps. This helps to objectively access their quality, granted that the ground truth is
known. The objective evaluation is essential for determining the usefulness of new methods for
processing of mass spectra or to explore the effect that the change of parameters have on the
segmentation map. Finally, the connection of segmentation maps for automated segmentation
of the data has been drawn to fetch interesting m/z values by correlation analysis. This was
the final part of the pipeline by Alexandrov et al. (2010), but required the full data to fit into
memory. A small reformulation (2.13) has shown, this is not a restriction.
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3 Modelling and simulation of MALDI-TOF
spectra
3.1 Motivation for this chapter
While MALDI-TOF is already a useful tool in various biological applications of analysing 2D
tissue sections with imaging mass spectrometry (IMS), it is desirable to surpass being restricted
to a 2D sample. Recent improvements of the hardware allowed the acquisition of a whole 3D
specimen and digital realignment (Crecelius et al., 2005; Andersson et al., 2008). Research of
several sections for a 3D dataset is already routinely possible thanks to standardized preparation
protocols and advanced, automated hardware (Andersson et al., 2008; Trede et al., 2012b).
Automated matrix application such as using the ImagePrep device (Bruker Daltonik, Bremen,
Germany) or the SunCollect (SunChrom, Friedrichsdorf, Germany) allows fast and standard-
ized preparation of tissue sections and provides the necessary cross-sample quality. This is
essential, for merging of sequentially obtained 2D measurements into a single 3D dataset. Stan-
dardized preparation with automated steps is the only way to provide high data quality across
tissue sections. Without cross-sample quality, features of interest that have a three-dimensional
distribution could not be identified. The increasing repetition rate of lasers will allow the acqui-
sition of data to be performed in short time. While now repetition rates of 200–1000 MHz are
standard, first results of lasers with rates up to 20 kHz have been reported (Brown et al., 2010;
Trim et al., 2010) and are already combined with continuous profiling methods (Spraggins and
Caprioli, 2011).
Already 2D IMS delivers large datasets which are considerably difficult to process (Alexan-
drov et al., 2010). For a sample of 0.5 cm², the number of spectra (pixels) is usually of the size
of n= 20,000 with 200×100 as the image size at 50 µm spatial resolution. The length of each
spectrum poses greater computational problems: a mass spectrum can contain of 10,000 data
points, high resolution spectra can contain more than 50,000 data points. Bringing the technique
to the third dimension a 3D object is sliced as usual and later the individually measured sections
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are reconstructed to obtain the original structure (Crecelius et al., 2005; Trede et al., 2012b).
With each section being 10 µm thick (Goodwin et al., 2008), it takes one thousand sections to
reconstruct the entire anatomy of the sample under research (Trede et al., 2012b). It is quite
acceptable to measure only every fifth section, which saves measurement time and also allows
the creation of equidistant grid in which the data points exist.
With increasing acquisition by improved hardware, the algorithms to process the datasets are
often slow due to the fact that they mostly depend on the number of obtained spectra. This is
because availability of such huge datasets is usually restricted to the labs acquiring them. Even
though the sample preparation is standardized, the difficulties and costs of a 3D experiment are
high. Therefore, computationally groups have little chance to test their improvements. Further-
more, evaluating IMS data has to be performed in an objective and possibly unbiased manner
that requires a gold standard dataset. A simple, common approach makes use of mean spectra
obtained by segmentation, followed by replication of the mean with added noise to create arbi-
trarily sized data (Hanselmann et al., 2008; Kobarg and Alexandrov, 2013; Race et al., 2013).
However, this introduces bias, as the underlying data model is already proven to be identifiable.
Instead, a statistically simulated dataset should be used. This allows a researcher to create data
with known and adjustable ground truth. Furthermore, a flexible simulation framework allows
a to control the level of noise. In this thesis, the solution for simulation of spectra by Coombes
et al. (2005) is employed, where the authors propose to model the flight time of particles in a
vacuum tube. Another article dealing with simulation of spectra was published by House et al.
(2011), where the main emphasis is on finding probability distributions of simulation parameters.
However, so far only MS datasets have been created. In this chapter, both approaches will be
combined to create simulated IMS and extend the framework to generate a 3D dataset of the
anatomy of a mouse brain.
Generation of simulated data can be categorized into replication approaches and simulations.
Simulation of mass spectra has been investigated by Coombes et al. (2005); Renard et al. (2008);
Schulz-Trieglaff et al. (2008); Bielow et al. (2011); House et al. (2011), and Deininger et al.
(2012). The approaches range from complete simulation of peak models to mixing real-life data
with a noise model. Like the approaches by Coombes et al. (2005) and House et al. (2011), the
methods described in the following survey often do not account for the large number of spectra
needed for an imaging dataset. There is also no automatic generation of parameters to generate
multiple spectra.
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Replication of real-life data was also used by Hanselmann et al. (2008) to create validation
datasets for probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA). It comprises three classes for which
the authors use the average of real-life SIMS spectra as templates. New spectra are generated
by adding Poisson noise to the template spectra. A MALDI imaging dataset was created by
Deininger et al. (2012), where for a given peak list the flexControl simulation mode was used.
The authors prespecify classes and generate spectra for these. For the final dataset, a low reso-
lution sample is created by the combination of every two-by-two pixel neighbourhood to form a
single pixel. For the new pixel, the spectra of its sub-pixels are combined into a mixed spectrum.
However, this approach is primarily employed to demonstrate the performance of PLSA as in-
troduced by Hanselmann et al. (2008). The replication performed by Race et al. (2013) uses all
spectra available from real-life tissue to create a 3D mouse brain. Noise is added to a smoothed
version of the spectrum randomly chosen from the real-life data.
The simulated data used by Kobarg and Alexandrov (2013) also rely on real-life data. How-
ever, a small number of distinct spectra were converted into line spectra by peak picking. Noise
was added to the line spectra and the time-of-flight model by Coombes et al. (2005) was then
used to distort the data. This constitutes an intermediate step between a true simulator and a
replication approach.
A complete biological approach is introduced by the LC-MSsim software (Schulz-Trieglaff et
al., 2008). The user can specify the proteins and their abundances to be found in the sample. The
software then simulates the digestion to generate the spectrum profile of the sample. The hulls
of the peak shape are modelled according to the exponential Gaussian hybrid function (3.16).
Shot noise, a baseline and impurities can be added to the spectra. The software is available as
a module in the OpenMS library. The functionality of LC-MSsim is extended by MSSimulator
(Bielow et al., 2011). Most notable is the fact that the latter is also able to model the charge
state of electrospray ionization (ESI) or MALDI spectra. This allows to test algorithms on
biologically relevant simulated spectra.
Another approach is followed by Renard et al. (2008) who suggest to randomly select digested
product peptides and intensities from data base. The generation of isotope patterns is realized by
a multinomial distribution. Intensities are convoluted by a Gaussian aperture function dependent
on m/z value. The spectra obtained for the specified peptides are combined and Poisson noise
is added. It is possible to set the parameter of the Poisson noise level by specifying the signal to
noise ratio.
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The concept of the here described simulation model will merge the simulation models by
Coombes et al. (2005) and House et al. (2011) into a unified model. In the model a spectrum
s(t) =
p
∑
l=1
al fl(t)+β (t)+ ε(t) (3.1)
is a function of the flight time t that consists of the sum of p peak hulls fl(t), l = 1, . . . , p,
and a baseline function β (t) with some noise ε(t). This scheme is identical to all spectra in
the simulated dataset. However, the parameters to generate both fl and β of the spectrum at a
given spatial position will depend on the statistical simulation the different classes found in the
data. Since this approach requires the definition of plausible peak shape functions (House et al.,
2011), a review and mathematical representation of established peak shape models is performed
(Di Marco and Bombi, 2001).
3D IMS datasets quickly surpass 100 thousand spectra and even consist of several million
spectra (Race et al., 2013). Using statistical simulation, generation of these many spectra can
be achieved much faster and cheaper than in a laboratory experiment. Possible disadvantages
are the assumption of too simple interactions or variability in the data. Most experiments in the
context of IMS use organs from rodents, most prominently kidney and brain tissue (Watrous
et al., 2011; Seeley and Caprioli, 2012). Therefore, the annotations by Allen Mouse Brain Atlas
(2009) are used to statistically simulate a realistic tissue object to be used for the evaluation of
new methods.
3.2 Modelling of individual mass spectra
In this section, MALDI spectra are explored with two different types of approaches. This has
been done in different publications (Di Marco and Bombi, 2001), but was never fully part of
the pipeline established by Alexandrov et al. (2010). First, the approach by Coombes et al.
(2005) to model the physical process of particles in a vacuum tube is reviewed. Later this model
will be used for statistical simulation of a complete dataset. Second, from both the theoretical
background and observation of real-life data, one can see that Gaussian peak shapes do not fully
model the shape of a peak in a general form. The peak shape has different appearance, depending
on the mass. This leads to the conclusion, the peak shape parameters are a function of mass. The
second part of this section will compare different peak shape models and evaluate their potential
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Figure 3.1: Approximation of isotope distribution. The probability distribution functions for different
nominal masses according to Coombes et al. (2005).
to be fit to data. A way to efficiently compute parameters for the presented peak shape models
is also described.
3.2.1 Preliminary considerations
Before describing the model from Coombes et al. (2005) in detail or the peak shape functions
presented later, two aspects influencing the shape of a peak need to be discussed.
One aspect that has to be considered in mass spectrometry is the so called isotope distribution.
In low resolution spectra, like MALDI-TOF, the isotope distribution cannot be observed directly
(Russell and Edmondson, 1997; Spengler, 2013). However, since the different masses differ
by one unit, the shape of the isotope distribution will largely influence the overall peak shape.
Therefore, peak shapes with asymmetry need to be found (Kobarg et al., 2014).
There exist several isotope variants for all atoms. These isotopes have different mass due to
the addition of neutrons. When a specific chemical formula is given the isotope distribution
can be approximated based on the most abundant atoms for which natural occurrence is known
(Kubinyi, 1991; Nicolardi et al., 2010). In the case where the chemical formula is not known
an approximation based on the mass has to be made. Coombes et al. (2005) use the binomial
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Figure 3.2: Theoretical values of parameters in peaks. Parameters describing the isotope distributions
depending on mass.
distribution Bn,p(k) =
(
n
p
)
pk(1− p)k as a model for the mass n with parameter p = 0.015. As
seen in Figure 3.1 the distribution of the possible isotopes changes from a very asymmetric
function for low mass values to an almost symmetric one for large masses.
Another observation that can be made from Figure 3.1 is the increasing variance of the peak
shape for increasing mass. Due to the overlap of convoluted peak shapes this results in increasing
variance for a unifying peak shape while in fact the measurement uncertainty of the individual
isotope peaks stay the same. This effect can be shown in Figure 3.2 where the variance and the
skew of the peak shapes from the binomial distribution are plotted against the mass.
This convolution effect is sometimes also confused with a second theoretical aspect. One
characteristic of using a flight tube is of course the fact that the mass is only measured indirectly.
The observed time t the ions needed to arrive at the detector is converted to m/z value. This is
done with the conversion rule by Titulaer et al. (2006) which requires three calibration constants.
The quadratic equation
0 = A
(√
m
z
)2
+B
√
m
z
+C(t j) (3.2)
describes the relation between m/z and a detector tick t j = δ +∆t · j with time offset δ and de-
tector interval ∆t. In practice, a set of calibration masses is used to compute corresponding flight
times (Gobom et al., 2002). For the physics based time-of-flight model this conversion is com-
puted accordingly. Then a quadratic function is fit to the observed time-of-flight for the specified
instrument parameters (Coombes et al., 2005). The quadratic function (3.2) mapping the detec-
tor ticks to m/z values increases the appearance of increasing variance with high masses. For
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Name Value Description
d1 17 mm distance from sample plate to first grid
d2 8 mm distance between charged grids
L 1 m length of the drift tube
U1 2 kV voltage used in the ion focusing phase
U2 20 kV voltage between charged plates
δ 600 ns delay time before focus voltage is applied
µv0 350 m/s mean initial velocity; attributed to the laser
σv0 75 m/s standard deviation of initial velocity
∆t 8 ns time between detector records
Figure 3.3: Simplified flight tube and parameters. Schematic denoting the individual stages and path
of a compound with mass-to-charge ratio m/z within a time-of-flight tube between sample plate and
detector. Description of parameters with default settings. (Reproduced from Coombes et al., 2005.)
estimation of the variance parameter, one should therefore consider the estimation in units of the
detector time rather than directly on the mass.
3.2.2 Physics based time-of-flight model
The physics based time-of-flight model, introduced by Coombes et al. (2005), formulates the
physical relations of ionization and acceleration towards the detector. Given a particle with
specified mass m and charge z, the physical time-of-flight model computes the particle’s velocity
resulting from this acceleration. From the velocity, the instrument parameters, and the settings
of the electrical field the particle’s path through the flight tube and arrival time at the detector
is computed. The settings for the electrical field and other instrument parameters needed to
compute the velocity are known to, respectively adjustable by, the operator of the instrument.
All parameters in this model are listed in Figure 3.3.
In a flight tube (see Figure 3.3), three phases of flight time have to be discriminated once the
particle was hit by the laser. The laser impact will cause the particle to have an initial velocity v0.
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The particle will keep this velocity during the dwell time δ which essentially denotes a constant
offset, adjustable by the operator. The dwell time mostly corrects for height differences in the
tissue across laser shots by giving the plume time to enter the range of the accelerating electrical
field (O’Connor et al., 2013). What follows are further phases in the different stages of the flight
tube. The initial phases are focusing time t f , at which end the particle has the velocity v1, and the
acceleration time ta, which brings the particle to its final velocity v2. Both changes are achieved
by an electrical field with voltages U1 and U2. This velocity is kept during the drift time td , the
final and longest phase. Naturally, the total time of an analyte in the flight tube is then the sum
of the three time phases t = td + ta+ t f + δ . Except for the dwell time δ , all time steps mainly
depend on the mass of the particle allowing the discrimination of masses at the detector.
The velocities are all influenced by the physical dimensions of the instrument and can be
computed by exploiting the law of conservation of energy. In detail this results in the following
relations. Simple physics states that the work
W = Fd = mad
equals force F times distance d and force itself equals mass m times acceleration a. Moreover,
work can be expressed as the change in kinetic energy
Wi = ∆Ei =
1
2m(v
2
i − v2i−1)
where vi and vi−1 are the velocities after and before the application of force Fi. The electrical
force Fi = zUi/di is generated by an electric field of voltage Ui that acts on a particle with
constant charge z over distance di.
These are the ground principles in the physical time-of-flight model and this model allows
to compute the physical variables in the different phases. First during the focusing phase one
observes a change in kinetic energy
∆E1 =
1
2mv
2
1− 12mv20 = F1(d1−δv0) (3.3)
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that is equal to the force generated by the acceleration force F1 which is generated after the
particle has travelled a short time δ at velocity v0 closer to the accelerating grid. Using F1 =ma1
and solving (3.3) for v1 gives the velocity
v21 = v
2
0 +
2F1
m
(d1−δv0) = v20 +2a1(d1−δv0)
of the particle at the end of the focusing phase. Likewise one obtains from ∆E2 and F2 = ma2
v22 = v
2
1 +
2F2
m
d2 = v
2
1 +2a2d2 (3.4)
as the velocity after the acceleration. Furthermore, after the acceleration phase the velocity
v2 =
L
td
(3.5)
is assumed to be constant and can be expressed as the ratio of distance L and time td that is
passed. Using (3.4) and (3.5) one obtains
td =
L√
2zU2
m
+ v21
for the drift time. For the other times in the individual phases the focusing time
t f =
v1− v0
a1
=
m
F1
(v1− v0)
in which an acceleration a1 holds that can be expressed by the force F1 =ma1. With this velocity
known the difference of energies
∆E2 =
1
2
mv22−
1
2
mv21 = F2d2
in the acceleration phase allows solving for the acceleration time
ta =
md2
zU2
(
L
td
− v1
)
of that phase.
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In summary, Coombes et al. (2005) lists the equations
v21 = v
2
0 +
2zU1(d1−δv0)
md1
= v20 +2a1(d1−δv0)
td =
L√
2zU2
m
+ v21
=
L√
2a2d2 + v21
ta =
md2
zU2
(
L
td
− v1
)
=
1
a2
(√
2a2d2 + v21− v1
)
t f =
md1
zU1
(v1− v0) = 1
a1
(v1− v0)
for flight times, where a1 =
zU1
md1
and a2 =
zU2
md2
. Apparently, these values depend on instrument
parameters listed in Table 3.3 and the ratio of mass m and charge z. The only other variable
not known is the initial velocity v0. Coombes et al. (2005) set the particle’s initial velocity by
simulating it as a normal distributed random variable. Then, a realistic peak shape is obtained
given the particle’s m/z value and can be used to generate simulated mass spectra. However,
equations for flight time are a complex model and the shape is mainly depending on the particle’s
initial velocity. Therefore, it is not as suited for the case when the peak shape is observed and
the m/z value needs to be obtained.
3.2.3 Skewed Gaussian function
Alexandrov et al. (2010) relied on a Gaussian function for recovering the m/z value based on
the peak shape. However, there are reasons such as the often observed asymmetry of the peak
shape to expand this model by introducing parameterized modifications of the Gaussian function
(Kempka et al., 2004; Kobarg et al., 2014). While shift and scaling of the function lead to the
wavelet transform (Shin et al., 2010; Morris et al., 2008), changing the kurtosis and the skewness
of the Gaussian are options to consider (Maass et al., 2011; Morris et al., 2008). This section
will mainly focus on the skewed Gaussian function (Azzalini, 1985), as it provides parameters
to control skewness. Furthermore, two possible alternatives (Foley, 1987; Lan and Jorgenson,
2001) are reviewed in the next section.
The skewed Gaussian function defined by
f (z;α) = 2φ(z)Φ(αz), (3.6)
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Figure 3.4: Peak shapes of the skewed Gaussian function. Variation of scale (σ2) and skewness (α) is
shown for selected values.
is an unimodal probability density function with shape parameter α (Azzalini, 1985). Basically
it is the multiplication of the standard normal probability density
φ(z) =
1√
2pi
exp
(
−z
2
2
)
(3.7)
and its cumulative distribution
Φ(αz) =
∫ αz
−∞
φ(ζ )dζ (3.8)
integrated up to αz. This way the shape parameter α ∈ R controls the skewness of the function
which vanishes for α = 0. Setting α = 0 leads to Φ(0) = 12 and an unskewed Gaussian is
obtained. This means, the Gaussian function is a member of this parameterized function family
and not a limit (Azzalini, 1985).
Furthermore, the function (3.6) fulfils all criteria of a probability density. Therefore, applying
a linear shift µ and standard deviation σ > 0 to (3.7) and (3.8)
fskew(t;µ ,σ ,α) =
2
σ
φ
(
t−µ
σ
)
Φ
(
α
t−µ
σ
)
=
1
piσ
exp
(
−(t−µ)
2
2σ2
) ∫ α t−µσ
−∞
exp
(
−ζ
2
2
)
dζ
(3.9)
is obtained. The peak shapes shown in Figure 3.4 demonstrate the influence of the shape parame-
ter α compared to the unskewed Gaussian. The density function (3.9) characterizes a probability
distribution for a random variable Z and can be described by its moments E(Zc), c ≥ 1, which
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can be computed by the moment generating function (Ross, 2007). For a random variable Z
distributed like (3.6) Azzalini (1985) has shown that
MZ(k) = E(e
kZ) = 2 · exp( 12k2)Φ(βk)
with β = α /
√
1+α2 is the corresponding moment generating function. In the shifted and
scaled case of (3.9), where Z = 1σ (T −µ), the moment generating function
MT (k) = E(e
kT ) = 2 · exp(µk+ 12(σk)2)Φ(βσk) (3.10)
is obtained by the relation MσZ+µ(k) = MZ(σk) · exp(µk). If the c-th derivative to k of the
moment generating function (3.10) is computed and evaluated at k = 0 the moments
E(T c) = m¯c =
∂ iMT (k)
∂kc
∣∣∣∣
k=0
are obtained (Ross, 2007). These expressions can be used to find expectation and variance
E(T ) = m¯1 = µ +σβ
√
2
pi
Var(T ) = m2 = σ
2(1− 2pi β 2) (3.11)
of the function. The third and fourth central moments E(T −E(T ))3 = m3 and E(T −E(T ))4 =
m4 can also be calculated with the same method and lead to standardized skewness
γT =
√
2(4−pi)α3
(pi +(pi−2)α2) 32
(3.12)
and standardized kurtosis
κT = 3+
8(pi−3)α4
(pi +(pi−2)α2))2
(3.13)
of the function (Azzalini, 1985). Note they depend on the shape parameter α only. The limits of
(3.12) and (3.13) as functions of the shape parameter α are
lim
α→±∞ γT (α) =
√
2(4−pi)
(pi−2) 32
γT (α = 0) = 0
lim
α→±∞ κT (α) =
3pi2−4pi−12
(pi−2)2 κT (α = 0) = 3.
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Having established the theoretical properties of the parameters, a method to reliable access them
given the data needs to be used. With the method of moment estimation, Arnold et al. (1993)
solve (3.11) and (3.12) for the unknown parameters and obtain
µˆ = mˆ1−
√
2
pi
(
mˆ3
b1
) 1
3
σˆ2 = mˆ2 +
2
pi
(
mˆ3
b1
) 2
3
βˆ =
(
2
pi
+ mˆ2
(
mˆ3
b1
)− 23)− 12
(3.14)
where b1 =
√
2/pi(4/pi−1) and
mˆ1 =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
ti mˆ2 =
1
n−1
n
∑
i=1
(ti− mˆ1)2 mˆ3 = n
(n−1)(n−2)
n
∑
i=1
(ti− mˆ1)3 (3.15)
are the bias corrected moment estimators (Klemens, 2009). Within the defined window the
estimates can be computed to obtain parameters suiting the observed peak shape. Since overlaps
might exist, numerical optimization of the peak shape is done using the estimates (3.14) as
initialization. Alternatively, the truncated expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm by Arnold
et al. (1993) can be considered.
3.2.4 Modified Gaussians and truncated exponentials
In the following, some of the functions used in life science to fit the peak shape will be re-
viewed. As mentioned in the introduction, these constitute good candidates for related spectrom-
etry methods, but application in MALDI mass spectrometry is unusual (Di Marco and Bombi,
2001). Their ability to model MALDI peak shapes will be compared with performance of the
skewed Gaussian function.
Exponentially modified Gaussian
In chromatography, the exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG) was introduced by Foley (1987)
to model a chromatographic peak. The EMG function is quite popular in chromatography as
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Figure 3.5: Peak shapes of the exponentially modified Gaussian function (EMG). Variation of scale
(σ2) and shape (τ) is shown for selected values.
shown by the list of publications provided by Di Marco and Bombi (2001) It has been used at
least once for MALDI-TOF data (Mantini et al., 2008). The function
fEMG(t;µ ,σ ,τ) =
1
τ
√
2pi
exp
(
σ2
2τ2
− t−µ
τ
)∫ t−µ
σ − στ
−∞
exp
(
−y
2
2
)
dy
=
1
2τ
exp
(
σ2
2τ2
− t−µ
τ
)
erfc
(
1√
2
(
σ
τ
− t−µ
σ
)) (3.16)
results from the convolution of a Gaussian function
fgauss(t;µ ,σ) =
1√
2piσ
exp
(
(t−µ)2
2σ2
)
with parameters µ and σ > 0, and an exponential distribution function
fexp(t;τ) =
1
τ
exp
(
− t
τ
)
with shape parameter τ > 0. See Figure 3.5 for the influence of the parameters to the function.
The function erfc(t) denotes the complementary error function, which relates as
erfc
(−t√
2
)
= 2Φ(t) =
2√
2pi
∫ t
−∞
exp
(
−y
2
2
)
dy
to the standard normal probability function Φ, i.e. an uncentred and unscaled Gaussian.
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Parameter estimation can be done analogous to the skewed Gaussian (Lan and Jorgenson,
2001). A random variable T with the distribution function (3.16) has
E(T ) = m¯1 = µ + τ E(T −E(T ))3 = m3 = 2τ3
Var(T ) = m2 = σ
2 + τ2 E(T −E(T ))4 = m4 = 3σ4 +6σ2τ2 +9τ4
as the expectation and central moments. Therefore, the standardized skewness
γT =
m3
σ3T
=
2τ3
(σ2 + τ2)
3
2
=
2
(
τ
σ
)3
(
1+
(
τ
σ
)2)32
and standardized kurtosis
κT =
m4
σ4T
=
3σ4 +6σ2τ2 +9τ4
(σ2 + τ2)2
=
3+6
(
τ
σ
)2
+9
(
τ
σ
)4(
1+
(
τ
σ
)2)2
can be expressed in terms of the parameters defining (3.16). As can be seen, these terms are
functions parameterized by the ratio ρ = τσ . Therefore, the skewness and kurtosis of the EMG
also depend on the scale parameter σ , while in (3.12) and (3.13) for the skewed Gaussian func-
tion this was not the case. Furthermore, note that for increasing τ the position of the mode
increases and the amplitude decreases. Most importantly, the skewness has a lower bound of 0,
because τ > 0 and the denominator is always positive. Therefore, the Gaussian function fgauss is
not part of the function family, but forms its limit as τ → 0, likewise fexp is the limit as σ → 0
(Lan and Jorgenson, 2001). Employing the method of moment estimation, the sample estimators
mˆ1, . . . , mˆ3 as in (3.15) are used to substitute the parameters of (3.16). This way one obtains
µˆ = mˆ1−
(
mˆ3
2
) 1
3
σˆ2 = mˆ22−
(
mˆ3
2
) 2
3
τˆ =
(
mˆ3
2
) 1
3
(3.17)
as estimators. An important aspect to note here is, the estimation of τˆ will have the same sign
as mˆ3 and as such the restriction of τ > 0 can be violated. In numerical experiments the data of
peaks indicated several times a skew of γT < 0 requiring τ < 0.
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Figure 3.6: Peak shapes of the Exponential-Gaussian hybrid function (EGH). Variation of scale (σ2)
and shape (τ) is shown for selected values; note that the area under the curve of fEGH is not normalized
to unit.
Hybrid of Gaussian and truncated exponential functions
A hybrid of a Gaussian and a truncated exponential function, also called Exponential-Gaussian
hybrid (EGH), was proposed by Lan and Jorgenson (2001) to account for the asymmetry of
peaks. The foundation of this model are two functions
fgauss(t) = hexp
(−(t−µ)2
2σ2
)
ftrexp(t) =

hexp
(−(t−µ)
τ
)
, τ(t−µ)> 0,
0, τ(t−µ)≤ 0,
which are combined to
fEGH(t) =

hexp
( −(t−µ)2
2σ2+τ(t−µ)
)
, 2σ2 + τ(t−µ)> 0,
0, 2σ2 + τ(t−µ)≤ 0.
Figure 3.6 shows the peak shapes depending on the scale and shape parameters in comparison to
the Gaussian profile. The main idea of this function is to simplify the model of chromatography
peaks as described by the exponentially modified Gaussian. When a chromatography peak is
highly asymmetric, it cannot be fitted by the EMG as discussed by Lan and Jorgenson (2001).
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Furthermore, initial parameters for the hybrid function are easier to find. These are the height h
of the peak and its position µ . The shape and scale parameters
σ2 =
−1
2lnα
(h+αh−α) and τ =
−1
2lnα
(h+α −h−α) (3.18)
of the function can be estimated based on the tail values h−α and h+α of the peak shape. In
contrast, the description of the function based on statistical moments is not given. So far only
numerical approximations exist
E(T ) = m¯1 = τε1 +µ m3 = (3σ
2 +4σ |τ|+4τ2)τε3
Var(T ) = m2 = (σ
2 +σ |τ|+ τ2)ε2 m4 = (3σ4 +10σ2τ2 +9τ4)ε4
where εc, c = 1, . . . ,4, denotes the numerical integration error (Lan and Jorgenson, 2001). Be-
cause the parameters of the function can already be estimated by the shape of the peak, the
moments are listed here for the sake of completeness. Lan and Jorgenson (2001) compared the
EGH versus the EMG only, considering just chromatography data which is different to MALDI.
3.2.5 Function fitting with moment estimation
As described in the previous section, the peak shapes for (3.9) and (3.16) are defined by parame-
ters which can be estimated by the moments. However, for efficiently estimating the peak shape,
the traditionally employed moment estimators (3.15) usually reported in literature (Klemens,
2009) are of little use with single mass spectra. The literature estimates are assuming to have a
random variable T and observations t1, . . . , tn being realized with a certain probability. In mass
spectra it is known how many observations of a certain m/z ratio corresponding to the detector
bin ti were made. Therefore, the number of of each observed ions for an m/z can directly be
taken into account. This leads to the introduction of the mean as
m˜1 =
n
∑
i=1
witi (3.19)
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where wi denotes the frequency with which the mass ti was observed and ∑ni=1wi = 1. The mean
mˆ1 is obtained by setting wi = 1n for all i= 1, . . . ,n. Higher decentral moments likewise need to
be obtained in a similar manner. For c= 2,3 denote Vc = ∑ni=1w
c
i , then
m˜2 =
1
1−V2
n
∑
i=1
wi(ti− m˜1)2 and m˜3 = 11−3V2 +2V3
n
∑
i=1
wi(ti− m˜1)3 (3.20)
are the bias corrected moments for weighted observations. Higher estimators from observed
data are not needed to compute (3.14) and (3.17).
The peak shape functions will be evaluated based on the spinach data in the next section.
For the spinach data multiple detector resolutions are available. This allows to evaluate the
effect on the moments and later the fit of the discussed function candidates. Available detector
resolutions range from 4 GHz, 2 GHz, . . ., 62.5 MHz, with the resolution being halved. For
economical reasons, the detector resolution is set to 125 MHz in IMS experiments (Shin et al.,
2007). This is due to the amount of pixels that are obtained. The fit was computed in two steps.
First, the three moments based on the frequency formulas (3.19)–(3.20) were computed for all
peaks found in the data. With these, estimates for the shape parameters of the skewed Gaussian
function (3.14), and exponentially modified Gaussian (3.17), as well as the estimators for the
hybrid function (3.18) are obtained. Second, the resulting shape parameters are used as initial
values of a numerical optimization.
The mean values of the corrected moment estimates for the spinach data for all peaks are
shown in Figure 3.7. For more robust display of the values, 5% of the moment estimates were
excluded as outliers. As expected, the general trend of the empirical variance in the data is
negatively correlated with the decreasing sample rate of the detector. The same is true for the
empirical skew. Since the isotope pattern is obscured by decreasing sample rate this in turn
results in the increase of an apparent skewness. However, the graph only shows the mean of the
absolute value. Since the third moment can take both positive and negative values, this does also
occur for the given data. Effectively, this results in a distribution of the skews around zero for
all peaks in the data. Therefore, the restriction of τ > 0 for the EMG model (3.16) is violated.
Additionally, the region of the most abundant peak in the spinach spectra data (from m/z
647.530 to m/z 656.068), will be explored in more detail. The fit of the skewed Gaussian can
be seen in Figure 3.8A. The initial fits by the moment already match the actual data quite well.
However, it is worth noticing, that in the case of 4 GHz, numerical optimization did set the
skewness parameter α close to 0 which would lead to a standard normal shape of the peak.
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Figure 3.7: Statistics of moment values for spinach data. The mean values of all moments estimated
for the spinach data at different sample rate shown in a logarithmic scale. Note that the absolute mean of
the third moment is shown.
This was not the case for the other resolutions and indicates the data indeed requires this extra
parameter for peak fitting.
Parameter estimation for the exponential modified Gaussian is shown in Figure 3.8B. Visually
the peak shapes already fit the data well. This suggests the parameters are close to their true
values. However, optimization changes the initial parameters, as it can be observed for τ in
the case of 125 MHz. Despite these results, the EMG function has the major disadvantage of
the restriction of τ > 0 which cannot be averted by the employed moment estimation. If one
has a symmetric peak, it cannot be modelled with any combination of parameters. Symmetric
Gaussian profiles can only be achieved with τ → 0.
The advantage of the hybrid of Gaussian and truncated exponential function is its simplicity
in terms of parameterization and estimation. As a result, the overlap of the peak shapes in
Figure 3.8C show minimal difference between data and function. Due to the inclusion of height
in the parameters of the function, it also does not suffer from the problem of overlapping peak
hulls that hampered the skewed Gaussian and exponentially modified Gaussian.
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Figure 3.8: Peak shape function fitting to spinach data. Mass spectrum is shown in blue, the initial fit
by moment estimation in red, the optimized fit in green, all plots depict the data for the window of m/z
647.530 to m/z 656.068. A. Skewed Gaussian distribution. B. Exponential modified Gaussian. C. Hybrid
of Gaussian and truncated exponential function.
3.2.6 Conclusion of spectrum modelling
Several theoretical options to model a peak are available in literature (Di Marco and Bombi,
2001). Rather than assuming a symmetric Gaussian function, most of the models incorporate
parameter to modify the skew. Especially for time-of-flight (TOF) data, the theoretical process
of spectrum acquisition can be taken into account. To get a better understanding of the theory
that leads to the peak functions, the work by Coombes et al. (2005) was reviewed. From that
work one can learn that both the isotope pattern, as well as the conversion from time-of-flight t
to mass-to-charge m/z distort the shape of a peak. Alexandrov et al. (2010) assume a Gaussian
shape for the peak, which only approximates the underlying theory of a flight tube. Furthermore,
related fields of mass spectrometry use more complex models with asymmetric peak shape.
Therefore, the skewed Gaussian was introduced to allow more flexibility without disregarding
the Gaussian (Kobarg et al., 2014). From theoretical aspect mainly the distortion from isotopes
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have an influence on the peak shape. The effect from the conversion from time to m/z is not
necessary to model the shapes since detector ticks can be used. Therefore, one expects to have
the width of a peak to grow with increasing mass and to have the skew of the peak decrease.
In order to estimate how well the new model performs and to confirm the theoretical expec-
tations an experiment was performed. In this context there is no spatial information included
and only single spectra are of interest. As it was explained, a low detector sample rate does not
resolve the ions belonging to various isotopes. Consequently, the decreasing sample rate results
in an increasing peak width. For the visible peaks at 4 GHz, the peak widths are similar, with
decreasing sample rate, the width of the peaks increase. However, the theoretical background
leads to the assumption of the skew always being positive. This is even compulsive in the ex-
ponentially modified Gaussian model by Foley (1987). With the data at hand this could only
be confirmed in part. Since the detector’s resolution is not high enough and the spectra are af-
fected by noise, negative skews or at least parameter estimates of them do occur. There exists
no motivation for this effect from the theoretical influence of isotopes.
3.3 Simulation framework for imaging mass spectrometry data
Individual spectra were the focus in the first part of this chapter. Concluding, a wide range of
parameters influences the appearance of the peak shapes. For an IMS dataset, the parameters
such as height al and position µl of a peak l = 1, . . . , p in the function (3.1) must be simulated
for each spectrum and be based on a class. In Figure 3.9 the workflow of the different steps to
obtain such a set of parameters for the model is shown. As input the user has to provide a digital
anatomical model in the form of class labels which adhere to a certain hierarchy shown in Figure
3.10. Furthermore, the user can specify a set of mass values that are to be used or have those
values be generated accordingly to a probability function with user specified parameters. The
anatomical model as well as the m/z values are required as inputs to generate line spectra for
each of the pixels belonging to the given classes. The list of input parameters needed to set up the
framework is shown in Table 3.1. Following the concept of Coombes et al. (2005), the physical
relations within an instrument are modelled and require a set of instrument parameters. This
allows to transform the line spectra into spectra with realistic peak shapes using the conversion
from flight time t to mass-to-charge ratiom/z as described by Coombes et al. (2005). To generate
the baseline function and an amount of background noise in the spectrum, the anatomical model
is used again. The concept is shown in Figure 3.11 and will now be explained in more detail. In
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Figure 3.9: Simulation work flow. Required user input in red, optional user input in yellow, green self-
sufficient methods that work based on user defined parameters or the output of other methods, blue the
final output.
brief, the spatially dependent noise and the total ion count of the line spectra are used to set up a
smooth baseline function β (t). Around the trace of the function, noise is added which depends
on the function. The overall outcome is a simulated spectrum for each of the annotated pixels.
3.3.1 Allen Brain Annotations
In order to have a realistic anatomical model, the classes are based on the Allen Mouse Brain
Atlas (2009). Studies with mouse brain tissue uses this atlas as a reference to compare results
with the anatomy (Abdelmoula et al., 2014). The atlas provides detailed annotation for an adult
mouse brain in three different resolutions of 200 µm, 100 µm, and 25 µm. These datasets com-
prise 25,155, 201,284, and 12,803,897 voxels respectively. A spatial resolution of 50 µm is
routinely used for analysis of metabolites and proteins (Goodwin et al., 2008). Therefore, the
25 µm resolution data provided by the Allen Institute is used to create a subset with 50 µm res-
olution by taking only every second pixel in x and y direction in the coronal plane. For the z
direction every third pixel is taken into account, giving a resolution of 75 µm, in order to arrive
at the goal of one million voxels.
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Name Description
c= 1, . . . ,C number of hierarchy levels in data
µ
(c)
0 ,σ
(c)
µ mean and standard deviation of nominal mass values per hierarchy level c
pc = µ
(c)
0 /5000 number of mass values per hierarchy level c
h0) base abundance for dataset
σa maximal deviation of abundance
r convolution radius for pixel dependency
aw base intensity of pixel dependency
µβ location of baseline maximum
λβ slope parameter for baseline
σ variance of additive noise
q number of baseline spline points
Table 3.1: Parameters for simulation framework. Description of parameters with default settings.
Brain
Cerebrum (CH)
Cerebral cortex (CTX)
Cerebral nuclei (CNU)
Brain stem (BS)
Interbrain (IB)
Midbrain (MB)
Hindbrain (HB)
Cerebellum (CB)
Cerebellar nuclei (CBN)
Cerebellar cortex (CBX)
A) B)
X-Plane Y-Plane Z-Plane
C)
Figure 3.10: Class annotations and volume rendering. A. Hierarchy of the annotations based on Allen
Mouse Brain Atlas (2009). B. Volume rendering of said labels. C. Virtual sections through an arbitrary
point.
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From the annotations provided by the Allen Institute the three top anatomical structures
are considered. These split off the tissue region along with their two immediate sub-regions.
Namely, the regions are cerebrum (CH), brain stem (BS) and cerebellum (CB) which each split
into two to three finer sub-regions. The hierarchy is visualized in Figure 3.10 for the first three
levels. A class k is therefore associated with the direct parent class κ = κ(k) and the number of
ancestors c= c(k), also called hierarchy level. For example, the cerebral cortex (CTX) is k= 3,
κ = 2, denoting cerebrum, and c= 3, as it has two ancestors.
Additionally to the annotated pixels, the measurement area in each coronal section was added.
These new pixels in the dataset represent non tissue area measured by the machine. The spectra
in this background class do not contain any peaks and only consist of a noisy baseline. The
number of classes for the two immediate sub-regions following the top level structure is K = 12.
Utilizing one more layer of sub-regions, as was done for the simulation, the number of classes
K = 24. The number of annotated pixels from the atlas is n1 = 1,066,910, further n0 = 134,105
pixels belong to the background class.
3.3.2 Simulation of nominal masses
For the whole dataset, a global list M of molecules with nominal masses µl ∈ M, l = 1, . . . , p.
was created in the following manner. The nominal masses µl result from a negative binomial
distribution with density
ψ(µl;ϑ ,λ ) =
(
ϑ +µl−1
µl
)
λ ϑ (1−λ )µl (3.21)
defined by probability λ ∈ (0,1) and number of trials ϑ . With this parameterization it is not clear
how to choose λ and ϑ to receive nominal masses in a certain area of the mass axis. However,
the distribution defined by (3.21) can also be characterized by the moments, namely the mean
µ0 =
ϑ(1−λ )
λ and the variance σ
2
µ =
ϑ(1−λ )
λ 2
= µ0λ . This allows to substitute the parameters
ϑ =
µ20
σ2µ −µ0
and λ =
µ0
σ2µ
(3.22)
in (3.21) by choice of suitable µ0 and σµ .
Initially it was planned to use individual mass lists Mk for each the different annotated classes
k = 1, . . . ,K. However, that approach led to too few common mass positions. This in turn pro-
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duced classes that are easy to discriminate. Therefore, the mass positions have to be predefined
for the whole dataset. To allow variability of mass positions based on the anatomical structures,
there will be C = 4 mass lists Mc for the chosen hierarchy levels, where each Mc, c= 1, . . . ,C,
has its own parameter pair µ(c)0 , σ
(c)
µ defining the the substitute parameters (3.22). This way,
each Mc will contain pc masses generated at random using (3.21). The number of masses per
hierarchy level is fixed as pc = µ
(c)
0 /5000 which will generate more lower masses than higher
ones.
3.3.3 Generation of line spectra depending on class and mass
With the mass positions being modelled for the entire dataset, the next step is to determine a line
spectrum
sk(t) =
p
∑
l=1
αkl ·δ (t−µl) (3.23)
for each class k = 1, . . . ,K. This is done via the class hierarchy in the following recursive manner.
In general, one can observe in experiments, that the abundance of a peak decreases with the m/z
value (Shin, 2006). Therefore, as an initialization with a base abundance of h0 the logarithmic
function
hl = h(µl;h0) = h0 logµl 2 (3.24)
is used, which is dependent from mass µl for the top level structure brain. At this point, the use
of a logarithmic function is by no means mandatory and can be replaced with random values
or known abundances as well. In so far, (3.24) equals a vector of abundances (h1, . . . ,hp)T . To
compute the random height of a peak, based on a parent line spectrum, the function
α(h,σa) = max{h · (η ·σa+1),0}, (3.25)
is used where η ∼ N(0,1) is a standard normal random number and σa an allowed variance.
This enforces a hierarchy by using the value of the parent structure as expectation. From the
deterministic initialization (3.24) the line spectrum s1(t) = ∑
p
l=1 α1l ·δ (t−µl) for brain is com-
puted by (3.25) α1l = α(hl) and σa being dependent on which of theC mass lists µl belongs to.
For all other classes k = 2, . . . ,K, (3.25) is a function αkl = α(ακl) depending on the parent’s
value.
However, evaluation of the noise level showed, that the variance parameter σa should be
different for both k and l. If this was not the case, the noise in the data was not high enough,
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as the peak intensities were too similar. Here, the hierarchy level c = ck was used to generate
individual deviations σ (kl)a . Essentially, the deviation parameter σ
(kl)
a is based on the class’
parent deviation parameter σ (κl)a . To do this for the other classes, the function
σ
(kl)
a =

σ
(κl)
a + ε(σ
(κl)
a /2ck), if µl ∈Mck ,
σ
(κl)
a , else,
is used, where σ (κl)a is the parent’s deviation and ε(λ ) is an exponentially distributed random
number with density ψ(ε;λ ) = 1λ exp(− ελ ). The rationale to use an exponential random number
is the heights of peaks within a sub-class should be similar to the heights in parent class. This
procedure is repeated for the sub-regions, using the respective abundance values of the parent
class of course. The choice of creating all σ (kl)a , for k= 1, . . . ,K and l = 1, . . . , p is quite arbitrary
and not modelled with physical observations in mind, but creates datasets with realistic level of
noise.
As the function (3.25) allows zero intensities, optionally the value of the deterministic func-
tion (3.24) can be used instead. This avoids omitting a peak, as for subsequent classes the
intensity would also be zero. However, the removal of a peak from a certain class can also be
a feature specific to the class. In the base classes where c ≤ 2, this should not be used, as good
segmentation results can then be achieved simply on the presence of a given peak.
Finally, the individual spectra i= 1, . . . ,n are then constructed based on the ki-th line spectrum
(3.23) of the pixel’s class in the dataset. This is done by creating n · p standard normal random
numbers ηil , one for each mass in the spectrum, shift each by 1 and take the absolute value of it.
This creates the individual pixel line spectrum
si(t) =
p
∑
l=1
|1+ηil| ·αkil ·δ (t−µl)
for which the detection with the physical TOF model is simulated, resulting in each peak being
distorted.
3.3.4 Generation of spatial dependency
One main goal of the simulation is the creation of a realistic imaging dataset where spatial
dependency of the spectra is assumed and the influence of a matrix layer is considered. For line
spectra, the peak abundance (3.25) only depends on the class. Real-life datasets usually show
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strange effects near the edge of a tissue that mostly affect the baselines found in the spectra
(Norris et al., 2007; McDonnell et al., 2008). Therefore, special treatment for the pixels near
the border of the tissue needs to be simulated. This is achieved by two separate effects that are
combined as shown in Figure 3.11. The digital anatomy image v with only pixels from the tissue
section is used to recreate one of these effects. All those pixels belonging to either the matrix
class or only the top level structure brain were defined as not belonging to the tissue section. The
bwdist function Dd(·) from the MATLAB image processing toolbox is then used to compute the
distance d(·, ·) of each pixel from v to the boundary of the section. A smooth transition from the
border into the tissue was achieved using the quasi-Euclidean distance function
d(s1,s2) =

|x1− x2|+(
√
2−1)|y1− y2|, if |x1− x2|> |y1− y2|,
(
√
2−1)|x1− x2|+ |y1− y2|, else,
where (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) are the pixel coordinates of two spectra s1,s2. The function d(·, ·)
applied to a unit circle resembles an octagon shape.
Further spatial dependency is created by simulation of a matrix layer within each 2D section.
The matrix layer is represented as a cloud texture. First, for each pixel at (x,y) a uniformly
distributed random number uxy in the interval [0,2] is generated. In the next step, a circular con-
volution filter Fr(·) with radius r is applied to the image u. This introduces a spatial dependence
between the formerly independent random pixels and results in
u′ =
pi
2
(
Fr(u)−1
)
(3.26)
as a new image which mimics a cloud texture.
Finally, the spatial dependency value is calculated by merging the distance transformed image
v′ =
(√
r+ log
(
1+Dd(v)
))
and convoluted image (3.26) to
wxy = aw(1−u′xy) · v′xy (3.27)
as the combined spatial dependency with a given base intensity aw. Even though the goal is
to simulate a three dimensional dataset, there is no spatial interaction into the z-direction. This
is motivated by the fact that sample preparation requires individual matrix application of two
dimensional tissue sections.
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Figure 3.11: Spatial pixel dependency. Random values for each pixel is made interdependent by convo-
lution; in parallel the basic anatomy is used to create a bleeding-out effect; in the last step the two inputs
are combined to create a spatial dependency for the tissue section.
3.3.5 Baseline simulation
In MALDI-TOF spectra, the baseline usually plays a major role, especially those in imaging
datasets. Experiments by Schwartz et al. (2003) have shown, that the shape of the baseline is
influenced by the used matrix. However, a proper baseline simulation is usually excluded in
the available software packages. For real-life data, standard preprocessing packages remove the
baseline in an empirical way (Norris et al., 2007; Shin et al., 2010). In this manner, a pointwise
vector is removed from the signal. For simulation this approach is not feasible, as it would
require a large number of random numbers that are highly correlated.
The use of large number of random numbers can be avoided if the baseline is represented by a
smooth function, that depends on a small set of parameters. This smooth function is described by
House et al. (2011) with the exponential function β (t;a,λ ) = aexp(λ t), with noise depending
on the function value in t. However, the use of this particular function as described in the paper
seems only to be good to simulate few spectra. In the context of simulating large imaging
datasets, the approach does not work well. When the mean spectrum of the simulated dataset
is calculated, the shape of the exponential function is too obvious. In real-life datasets this is
hardly the case. Furthermore, the function is rather restricted and one cannot model certain
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Figure 3.12: Baseline simulation scheme. A. Simulation of parameters for Wald distribution results in
smooth functions determining the trend of the baseline. B. Interpolation of shifted points from the linear
trend function results in a curvy baseline function.
characteristics such as a high, almost polynomial bulge in the low mass range. This can be
achieved by increasing the number of parameters of the function. The resulting model
β (t;a1,a2,λ1,λ2) = a1 exp(λ1t)+a2 exp(λ2t) (3.28)
is popular in literature (Williams et al., 2005; Sun and Markey, 2011) because with four param-
eters a1,a2,λ1,λ2 it is highly flexible to match empirically found baselines. Even though this
function family allows more control over the shape of the functions to fit real-life data, simu-
lation of parameters using the ranges obtained by the parameter estimates from real-life data
does not generate realistic baselines. Simulation of the parameters usually results in implau-
sible shapes as certain combinations of parameters may not be valid. Furthermore, the choice
of a1,a2,λ1,λ2 is not intuitive beyond utilizing the estimated ranges. Reformulation of the pa-
rameters in terms of the derivatives in the origin and of the position of the maximum make the
definition more predictable, but still allows too many degrees of freedom and with that invalid
parameter combinations.
Since the most intuitive way is to describe the location of the maximum with a parameter µβ ,
a function allowing this should be used. A function that fulfils this requirement is the probability
density of the Wald distribution. The Wald distribution is also known as the inverse Gaussian
and its density
β (t;µβ ,λ ,a) =
a√
2piλ t3
exp
−(t−µβ )2
2λ µ2β t
(3.29)
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is defined by only three parameters a,µβ ,λ , yet it models the trend found in real-life data. The
possible trends for the function are shown in Figure 3.12A. The interpretation of (3.29) is then
how likely it is to observe ions belonging to the matrix. Control over its maximum is obtained
with µβ and the parameter λ which mainly controls the slope. For the amplitude parameter a the
pixel value of the spatial dependency image (3.27) is taken. In contrast to the parameters needed
for the exponential function (3.28) this allows for specific control over the location and shape of
the baseline functions.
3.3.6 Spectrum-wise noise level
Most of the standard denoising algorithms assume the noise to be Gaussian distributed (Alexan-
drov et al., 2010; Shin, 2006). However, when the physics of the detector is taken into account,
this assumption does not hold. As the detector counts the number of ions arriving, the error
should be Poisson distributed (Keenan and Kotula, 2004; Piehowski et al., 2009). Furthermore,
one can observe the noise level within real-life spectra differs and appears to depend on the mass
ranges (Shin et al., 2010; Kwon et al., 2008). House et al. (2011) model this effect by using the
baseline function as parameter for the random noise. This way, mass dependent noise is simu-
lated by Z ∼ b · (ησ +1) where ησ is a normal random variable with variance σ and b the value
of the baseline. As the Poisson distribution converges against the Gaussian for large numbers,
this is a valid form for generating Poisson distributed random numbers. This approach produces
spectra with a reduced level of noise in the high mass range and an almost chaotic appearance
for compounds with m/z being less than 10,000.
Before doing so, another grade of distortion to the general trend of the baseline function adds
more realism to the data. This is done by a set of q supporting points ζ1, . . . ,ζq for the entire
dataset. The points spread evenly through the mass range to be simulated. In each baseline that
is to be generated, first a small shift is added to the standard positions in the mass range. Then
the heights βν = β (ζν), ν = 1, . . . ,q, are calculated from the baseline trend function (3.29) and
to be used as the parameter the probability density
φ(k;βν) =
β kν
k!
exp(−βν)
from which a Poisson random number K is generated. Using the supporting points and the
random heights K, a spline function interpolating them is found. Figure 3.12B demonstrates
this concept. The interpolated spline function is then used as baseline for a specific spectrum.
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Of course, non-negativity for this function and a decrease in its end tail needs to be ensured.
However, this approach leads to the desired high variability of baselines, which is usually found
in imaging datasets (Norris et al., 2007).
3.4 Evaluation of simulated dataset
The data was simulated with the framework described in Section 3.3 using MATLAB and directly
saved into hierarchical data format (HDF). As described in the introduction of this chapter, the
goal was the creation of a dataset with at least one million spectra. This was achieved by taking
a fraction of annotated pixels from the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas (2009). The decision to directly
save into a HDF file allowed to discard the spectrum from MATLAB’s memory directly after
simulation. Only one spectrum was kept in memory during the entire process. In total the file
occupies 68 GB on hard drive. Loading a file this big into the memory to process with MATLAB
is not possible. Even though HDF allows partial reading of the data even in MATLAB, the entire
dataset is preprocessed in SCiLS Lab (SCiLS GmbH, Bremen). Once the peak picking was
performed in SCiLS Lab, the necessary m/z cubes were identified and the reduced line spectra
were analysed in MATLAB.
In Figure 3.13 the outcome of the simulation is displayed. Two simulated spectra of different
annotated regions are shown in Figure 3.13A–B. As can be seen in Figure 3.13C, the mean
spectra from these regions also differ. Looking at different m/z images for a two-dimensional
section, we see that the spatial distribution at the given values differs as well. As reference, a
spectrum from the rat brain data is shown in Figure 3.13E, along with the mean spectrum of the
described dataset (Figure 3.13F). One can see that the spatial distribution of the real-life data is
also similar to the simulation result as seen in Figure 3.13G. Therefore, the principal goal of the
statistical simulation is achieved, the appearance of the simulated data matches that of real-life
data. In the following, the dataset will be analysed in closer detail. In this dataset the level of
noise can be considered as very strong.
3.4.1 Spectra preprocessing and peak picking
Standard preprocessing routines as described by Trede et al. (2012b) were carried out with
SCiLS Lab, as described in Chapter 2. Each spectrum was individually normalized to the ion
count and its baseline was removed. In the original data, the parameter settings generated 216
peaks, of which 194 were in the mass range of 2 to 17 kDa which is typically employed to
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Figure 3.13: Result of simulation process. A–B. Two simulated spectra from two different annotations.
C. Two mean spectra from those regions. D1–D3. The m/z images of simulated spectra. E-F. Reference
spectrum and mean spectrum from real-life dataset. G1–G3. Three m/z images from real-life dataset.
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measure proteins and peptides in MALDI-TOF (Goodwin et al., 2008; Rauser et al., 2010a).
The peak picker by Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011) was used to obtain peaks for this study. It
identified 138 masses as containing peaks, of these, 39 were identical with the true peaks. The
remaining 99 peak positions were either near true peaks or marked only noise. Despite this,
the segmentation results described in the following subsection show the underlying anatomical
structure. This is mainly a result of the employed hierarchy, were several peaks are only nec-
essary to distinguish sub-classes, but their mean intensities are identical to the corresponding
super class.
3.4.2 Segmentation analysis
The reduced data was read into MATLAB again where three types of segmentation analysis
were performed. First, the spatial smoothing was applied as proposed by Alexandrov et al.
(2010), second the efficient improvement by Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011), and third plain
segmentation without spatial smoothing for comparison. As it can be seen by the comparison
of the results shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 one obtains drastically different result. If spatial
smoothing is applied, the segmentation maps correlate almost perfectly with the anatomical
structure. Even though the images for not spatially smoothed data suggest a likewise good
correlation with the anatomy, the number of false positives is higher. A large set of pixels is
not associated with pixels belonging to the true class and as such increases the number of false
negatives. Such holes that are generated by these pixels cannot be visualized in 3D.
For better evaluation, segmentation was also carried out on a single coronal section. The
segmentation maps that were generated for the section are shown in Figure 3.16. These results
show the performance of the different segmentation approaches. For the agreement scores, the
balanced accuracy as described in Section 2.5.4 was used. The segmentation obtained with the
method described by Alexandrov et al. (2010) only achieves an agreement of 97.45% between
the ground truth, while the efficient modification proposed by Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011)
obtains a near perfect segmentation of 99.62%. Both methods outperform the segmentation of
unsmoothed data, where only 76% of agreement is obtained.
3.4.3 Runtimes / memory for segmentation analysis
In Table 3.2 processing runtimes for the efficient improvement by Alexandrov and Kobarg
(2011) are listed, these will be the focus of Section 5.3. As it can be seen, almost three hours
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Figure 3.14: Segmentation maps simulated dataset after spatial smoothing. The maps show eight
classes that are obtained applying segmentation after spatial smoothing.
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Figure 3.15: Segmentation maps simulated dataset without spatial smoothing. Instead of applying
spatial smoothing, only preprocessing was applied to the data.
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Figure 3.16: Ground truth and computed segmentation maps. A. Ground truth labels B. Pipeline
proposed by Alexandrov et al. (2010). C. Efficient modification from Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011).
D. Segmentation of unsmoothed data. Agreement between (A) and (B): 97.45% (standard parameters,
manually expanded), agreement between (A) and (C): 99.62% (window size w = 3, number of classes
K = 8), agreement between (A) and (D): 76.00%.
Step Window width Description
w= 3 w= 5
readHdf5 10,662.67s 10,662.67s reading the data from disk
medianEnlarge 28.55s 150.87s performing boundary correction
quantileScaling 8.26s 8.35s removing outliers from the data
weights 188.23s 395.25s computing weights for smoothing
FastMap 2940.74s 14,045.85s mapping to low-dimensional space
K-means 250.00s 47.51s spatial segmentation
Table 3.2: Runtimes of segmentation analysis simulated data. Allen Brain dataset with 1.2× 106
spectra containing very strong noise processed in MATLAB on Intel Core i5 CPU 650 3.2 GHz with four
cores and 16 GB Ram.
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are necessary to load the data to MATLAB. In contrast to plain clustering with K-means of the
data, additional computation time for the weights and for the mapping to a lower dimensional
space is needed. The required steps to perform preparation of the data to apply the projection
into a low-dimensional space for efficient computation, sum up to less than 10 minutes. The
computation time for the projection is costly and takes between 49 minutes for a small window
of size w= 3 and almost four hours for the next bigger window w= 5. However, with the data
reduced to a small subset including the same information, K-means is then faster in finding a
solution, probably because the smoothed data points allow the algorithm to converge earlier.
3.5 Discussion and conclusion
In this chapter a framework was described which allows the creation of simulated IMS datasets
for given annotated pixels. For extended realism, the annotations can be provided in a certain
hierarchy. The simulation is flexible in a way that the user can also specify a set of masses or
leave this step to the framework as well. If the mass list is not specified, the user only has to
determine an approximate average mass and a desired variability. Using the time-of-flight model
by Coombes et al. (2005) both the process of obtaining disturbed data by different flight times
as well as the calibration of flight time to m/z value is obtained. The approach by Coombes
et al. (2005) was introduced to generate single spectra, but not an imaging dataset. Since in
imaging datasets the effect of baseline plays a major role, the approach of House et al. (2011)
was extended to merge the baseline with the level of noise found in the data. Since their work
did not consider IMS either, a spatial dependency of the baseline to the tissue was described
in this thesis. The spatial dependency was modelled in that manner, as it is observable for 2D
tissue sections. This resulted in a set of statistically simulated spectra for 2D IMS. Furthermore,
the simulation framework was used to generate a huge 3D dataset which otherwise takes a high
amount of laboratory time to obtain.
The short survey of the simulation quality shows a high level of realism in comparison to data
of similar nature. As it is the case with real-life datasets, spatial smoothing is required before
segmentation. If this step is not performed, the obtained automatic segmentation corresponds
only principally with the given annotation. This becomes more evident by the look at the 2D
sections of the analysis. Since the details of reducing peak redundancy and spatial smoothing
are the topics to be explored in Chapters 4 and 5, these have been mainly left out in the survey
of the data quality.
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With the ability to generate huge amount of data that is realistic enough, new theoretical
methods can finally be explored. Since the framework allows to set the level of noise, a great
flexibility is available to the user. However, the major advantage over real-life data is the known
annotation that can be used to test a variety of research goals of which only a few have been
presented in this chapter.
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4 Dimensionality reduction methods
4.1 Motivation for this chapter
The interpretation of high dimensional data is often difficult. The influential variables that have
a meaning are hidden by the amount of variables measured for one observation (Hastie et al.,
2009). Further difficulty arises by the lack of proper visualization, making the data harder to
conceive and interpret. Despite the presence of multiple variables, one could decide to rely on
univariate analysis only. However, in complex data such as imaging mass spectrometry (IMS),
one can often not rely on univariate analysis alone. Multivariate analysis is necessary to detect
hidden interactions. Often the number of variables p is higher than needed and one faces the
problem to find only the influential r variables. In recent years, multiple dimensionality reduc-
tion methods to remove redundancies have been developed (Hastie et al., 2009). Each of these
has its own type of application.
The dimensionality reduction methods are slowly gaining popularity in IMS (Jones et al.,
2011). In Section 2.4 orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) was used to reduce the dataset from
mass spectrometry to a manageable number of important peaks (Alexandrov et al., 2010). The
methods in the first half of this chapter go beyond the simple peak picking. The idea is to de-
scribe each spectrum as a weighted sum of a few mixture signatures. This is inspired by the
spectrometric structure of metabolites: Each metabolite (peptide, protein, etc.) is reflected by
several isotope patterns, that means each metabolite creates a typical spectrum (mixture signa-
ture) rather than a single peak. The task is to determine those basic mixture signatures directly
from the data. In mathematical terms this asks to determine basis functions in the m/z vari-
able, such that the set of spectra from different measurement locations can be approximated
efficiently.
Probably the first choice of dimensionality reduction method in mass spectrometry is the
principal component analysis (PCA), see for example Coombes et al. (2003); McCombie et al.
(2005) or Klerk et al. (2007). With PCA it is easy to identify those variables in the data that have
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major contributions to the variability of the data. PCA factorizes the data X = VZ into scores
and loadings. Beside visualization of IMS data, PCA can also be used to rank the importance of
the peaks and to identify those groups of peaks in the data that are correlated or anti-correlated.
The principal components are obtained by singular value decomposition (SVD) which gives an
exact decomposition of the data. Often, this is not needed and for PCA the selection of the r
most influential components is performed.
In that spirit, one can directly try to obtain an approximation by using a general matrix factor-
ization approach. With a matrix factorization an approximation of the full data matrix X ∈Rn×m
is calculated such that X ≈ AS. For A∈Rn×r and S ∈Rr×m one aims to find r≪min{n,m}. The
two new matrices are most often found with a minimization algorithm (Lee and Seung, 1999).
During the search for a solution to solve the minimization problem min‖X −AS‖2F further re-
striction is enforced to avoid trivial solutions and adapt physical constraints. One such restriction
is for example to allow only positive entries in the matrices. This case is called non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF). Therefore, it is very suitable as a model in IMS as the decom-
posed model resembles the data more than in the case of PCA. Furthermore, the minimization
algorithm allows a flexible incorporation of spatial information (Kobarg et al., 2014).
Both PCA and NMF only focused on finding a good representation of the data based on a
data specific low rank decomposition. However, in special cases such as further processing, this
is not needed. If one is interested in the similarity of the observations, the method should try
to preserve these relations instead. The family of distance preserving dimensionality reduction
methods allows this approach. In this thesis the focus will be on FastMap (Faloutsos and Lin,
1995) which offers two applications: First, the data can be replaced by a dictionary independent
representation which requires even much fewer entries to store; Second, despite the compressed
storage, the new data objects are placed in a space with similarities between them preserved.
Therefore, a scatter plot of the new data allows the visual inspection of the similarities. However,
the major advantage of the algorithm is that it has linear complexity with respect to the number
of spectra.
4.2 Principal component analysis
As a tool for multivariate data analysis, the principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the
most popular ones (McCombie et al., 2005; Klerk et al., 2007; Trim et al., 2008; Sugiura and Se-
tou, 2010). The popularity results from the fact that it is very easy to extract from all i= 1, . . . ,n
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Figure 4.1: Principal component data projection. Data xi, i= 1, . . . ,n, from a multivariate normal
distribution projected onto the first principal component v1. (Reproduced from Hastie et al., 2009.)
elements xi ∈ Rp in a dataset X meaningful vectors zi ∈ Rr which are called covariates and ex-
plain the variances in the data. This section will summarize the concept and based on Hastie
et al. (2009).
The prior introduced spectrum model (2.2) assumes a spectrum xi to be a linear combination of
peaks with observation specific abundance a. Therefore, the model can be rewritten as X = AF .
In practice, it is sufficient to perform PCA on the peak picked data with p≤m remaining peaks.
The goal is then to find a set of r-dimensional vectors that encode the redundant information. If
the full data needs to be decomposed, simply set p= m.
4.2.1 Finding principal components
Using the linear model, one assumes the data has an underlying r-dimensional structure of the
linear form
xi = z0 +Vrzi
where z0 ∈Rp denotes the shift andVr the orthogonal p× r matrix that transforms the covariates
zi ∈ Rr. A least squares fit of this model will minimize the functional
min
z0,zi,Vr
n
∑
i=1
‖xi− z0−Vrzi‖2.
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In the following it is further assumed that the data is centralized and standardized, meaning that
n
∑
i=1
xi = 0 and
n
∑
i=1
x2i = 1
for each spectrum (Hastie et al., 2009). Then, the minimization problem is connected to the
SVD
X =UΛV T (4.1)
where X is the data matrix (2.1) with vectors of data in rows, the matrix U is an orthogonal
n× p matrix, Λ is a diagonal matrix with ordered diagonal elements λ1 ≥ ·· · ≥ λp ≥ 0 and
V is another orthogonal square p× p matrix. It can be shown that the λl are the square roots
of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix (Hastie et al., 2009). To obtain the covariance of
standardized data one simply has to calculate
XTX =VΛ2V T (4.2)
due to the previous equation. Therefore, zl = Xvl is defined as the l-th principal component,
sometimes also called scores calculated from the l-th row of V . The variances of these zl are
decreasing with the index l. The highest variance is therefore coded in the first component and
the least meaningful information in the last component. This allows to pick the components
that explain the major variability in the data. Furthermore, the new loadings of the matrix V
are uncorrelated, which is often a desired feature. In Figure 4.1 two dimensional data is shown
with each dot marking an observation. For this data a PCA has been performed. The red line
represents the first loading vector v1 which points into the direction of the highest variance of
data. Each data point xi can be represented by its score zi = ui1λ1, which is the orthogonal
projection on the new axis.
4.2.2 Principal components for data exploration
There are multiple ways to visualize the new representation of the data. Primarily, it is most
common to use a scatter plot of selected components only, called scores plot. Each axis uses
one of the principal components and the corresponding coefficients are used as coordinates in a
scatter plot.
This representation is even more clear, when the input data is from a higher dimensional
space. For high dimensional data, the projection of the data into the plane spanned by the
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Figure 4.2: Principal component analysis of Fisher’s iris data. A. First three variables plotted together
with the hyperplane spanned by the first two principal components v1, v2. B. The scores plot as the
orthogonal projection of the data onto the plane spanned by v1 and v2.
vectors v1, . . . ,vr is plotted. Figure 4.2 shows the first three variables of the Fisher Iris data
(Fisher, 1936) and the hyperplane spanned by the loading vectors v1 and v2 in originally four-
dimensional space. In the scores plot, the separation of the classes can easily be accessed.
Further analysis of the values in V results in better understanding of the influence of the
originally measured length on the flower’s species. Such an interpretation is visualized with the
loadings plot which displays major influences of the features. In the case of the iris data, each
loadings plot would be displayed as four items in the plane.
While for most data, the scores plot as shown in Figure 4.2 is the most useful way to display
the data, this is not the case for IMS. Since the data has a spatial meaning, the score values are
used to create pseudo-images. In Figure 4.3 both the loadings vectors and the score images are
displayed for the most influential components.
A special interpretation allow the values of Λ in (4.1) or (4.2) respectively (Cichocki et al.,
2009). As the entries in the diagonal matrix are sorted by construction, they can be plotted as
a decreasing function, where in most cases the plot will reveal drop from high values to lower
ones. Furthermore, the l-th variance can be divided by the sum of all variances. By this, one can
derive the number of needed components to explain a certain amount of variability present in
the data. For example one can specify to preserve 95 percent of the variability and disregard all
other components. With this approach those components that have little contribution are easily
removed from further processing. Such a plot is shown in Figure 4.4 for the rat brain dataset.
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Figure 4.3: Principal component analysis applied to rat brain dataset. First six loadings vectors vq
and score images zq obtained by principal component analysis for q= 1, . . . ,6 in the peak picked rat brain
dataset (p= 71).
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Figure 4.4: Latent variable number estimation. The proportion rate and the cumulative proportion
rate for the rat brain data. Dashed lines at 95% and 97.5% show number of variables needed to explain
proportion of variability in data respectively.
4.2.3 Conclusion
The concept of PCA has been demonstrated in this section. It is an established method in mass
spectrometry (Kemsley, 1996; Coombes et al., 2003) and also used for IMS analysis (McCombie
et al., 2005; Klerk et al., 2007; Trim et al., 2008; Sugiura and Setou, 2010). The computation is
usually practical on peak picked data only (Jones et al., 2011), as it was done in this section. If
no peak picking is performed PCA of the full dataset requires higher memory and takes larger
run time. Furthermore, the result is often more difficult to interpret as a high amount of noise
present in the unreduced data confounds the interpretability.
Fast computation methods are available to obtain PCA in the context of IMS when the num-
ber of spectra is high Klerk et al. (2007). For example, Palmer et al. (2013) have shown the
computation of PCA can be accelerated by using randomized projections. Furthermore, Race
et al. (2013) reduce the computational cost by a linear acquisition technique and avoids the need
to keep the entire data in memory at all time.
4.3 Non-negative matrix factorization
In the previous section PCA was introduced as a way to reduce the number of features in a
dataset. This was achieved by representing the data as a product of the scores and loadings
matrices. The way to find these two matrices was motivated by obtaining an orthogonal coor-
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dinate system Vr that maximizes the variances in the individual directions. The loading vectors
v1, . . . ,vr are dissimilar to the original input. When the data has a predefined structure, such as
being grey scale images or ion counts in a mass spectrum PCA helps to identify major contribu-
tions. Due to negative intensities, the result is difficult to interpret in comparison to the original
data. One way to circumvent this change is to employ non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
which also decomposes the data into two matrices of lower rank (Lee and Seung, 1999).
In contrast to PCA, the matrices are found by a minimization algorithm for an objective func-
tion rather than by singular value decomposition. This gives a chance to apply further restric-
tions, such as the non-negativity of the matrices A and S. However, the restrictions are not only
limited to the matrices being positive, but can also enforce sparsity or spatial smoothness (Hoyer,
2004). A wide range of penalizing expressions is known and to achieve the desired effect suiting
the data, one needs to be select the corresponding functional (Sra and Dhillon, 2006).
Matrix factorization is commonly applied in hyperspectral imaging and was also used for IMS
by Jones et al. (2011). Further numerical results have been published by Kobarg et al. (2014)
and will be presented in this section.
4.3.1 Non-negative matrix factorization algorithm
Following the terminology laid out in the previous section, one tries to approximate the data
matrix as
X ≈ AS=
[
a1 · · ·ar
]
·


sT1
...
sTr


where A is a n× r and S is r×m. However, in contrast to PCA, the solution will be restricted
to xi j,aiq,sq j ≥ 0. In short this will be denoted for the full matrix as X ,A,S ≥ 0. A is called the
mixing matrix and S is called the signature matrix.
Both matrices have a similar interpretation in relation to PCA: The rows sq ∈Rm, q= 1, . . . ,r,
of S are characteristic spectra; they are also called mixture signatures or sources (Golbabaee et
al., 2010; Hoyer, 2004) and relate to the loadings of PCA. Note that r≪min{n,m}, i.e. the aim
is to represent the data matrix X well with a few characteristic spectra. The matrix A contains
r columns of size n, where n is the number of measurement points. A column aq ∈ Rn of A
can therefore be visualized as an image where each pixel corresponds to a measurement point
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i= 1, . . . ,n. The second major difference to PCA is the restriction of the mixing for each pixel.
In practice, one desires to allow aq ∈ [0,1]n, such that for all i= 1, . . . ,n it holds ∑rq=1 aqi = 1.
There are different ways of computing such matrix factorizations X ≈ AS. One can formulate
this as the solution to the problem
min
A,S≥0
1
2
‖X−AS‖2F subject to
r
∑
q=1
a
q
i = 1 for all i= 1, . . . ,n, (4.3)
as proposed by Lee and Seung (2001). The functional (4.3) is of course minimal when the
gradient is zero. The derivatives of the norm in (4.3) with respect to A and S can be computed
alternating as ∇A = (X −AS)ST and ∇S = AT (X −AS). With the KKT conditions one directly
sees the normals
0
!
= XST −ASST ⇔ XS
T
ASST
= 1 and 0
!
= ATX−ATAS⇔ A
TX
ATAS
= 1
that direct into a local minimum (Lin, 2007). Therefore, the alternating update rules
aiq ← aiq (XS
T )iq
(ASST )iq
and sq j ← sq j (A
TX)q j
(ATAS)q j
(4.4)
for A and S converge against a local minimum of (4.3) (Lee and Seung, 2001). The constraint in
(4.3) is achieved by normalization of a
q
i in each iteration (Cichocki et al., 2009). The multiplica-
tive nature of this update rule guarantees a non-negative result if the initialization is non-negative.
Since division by zero in (4.4) needs to be averted, usually a small positive constant is added to
the denominator (Cichocki et al., 2009).
Despite the popularity of NMF the major drawback is that the multiplicative update rule (4.4)
does not necessarily converge against the global solution (Donoho and Stodden, 2003). This can
easily be seen by the fact that the found solution is not unique. In the simple case, one introduces
a matrix B such that BBT = I. Then an equally valid solution is given by A˜= AB and S˜ = BTS.
The reason for this is that the alternative update rule is only convex in the individual steps but
not as a whole (Lin, 2007). However, a multitude of initializations is found in the literature, see
for example Cichocki et al. (2009).
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4.3.2 Sparsity constraints for non-negative matrix factorization
While the original algorithm to solve the objective function (4.3) did not account for further
constraints, it is now quite common to use such constraints as suggested by Hoyer (2004) and
Daubechies et al. (2004). Even though factorization by (4.4) has the tendency to result in sparse
solutions, it is often better to directly enforce them by specifying side conditions specific to the
problem. Due to the intended interpretation of S as characteristic spectra reflecting different
metabolite and of A as soft segmentation maps, both localized and sparse structures should be
favoured. Hoyer (2004) introduced a sparsity measure
sparseness(x) =
√
n−‖x‖1/‖x‖2√
n−1 (4.5)
of a vector x ∈ Rn combining both ℓ1- and ℓ2-penalties. Accordingly, sparsity measures are
incorporated in the computation of A and S by using the additive update rules
A← A− τA(AS−X)ST and S← S− τSAT (AS−X) (4.6)
derived from gradient descent for some update steps τA,τS, followed by an orthogonal projection
or thresholding to achieve the desired sparsity. However, the additive nature of (4.6) neither
guarantees the non-negativity without thresholding nor results in a decrease of sparsity (4.5)
between iteration steps (Hoyer, 2004).
Recently, it has been shown by Behrmann (2013) that the multiplicative update rule (4.4) can
directly account for the functional
min
A,S
1
2
‖X−AS‖2F +λS‖S‖1 +
µA
2
‖A‖2F +
µS
2
‖S‖2F (4.7)
with additional constraints. In (4.7) the coefficients λS, µA, and µS penalize the influence of these
constraints, for a discussion see Bartels et al. (2013). A solution is found with a non-negative
initialization of the matrices A and S and the following alternating iteration:
aiq ← aiq (XS
T )iq
(ATSST +µAA)iq
sq j ← sq j (A
TX)q j
(ATAS+µSS)q j+λS
.
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A derivation of this iteration as well as a discussion on its convergence properties can be found
in literature (Hoyer, 2004; Lee and Seung, 2001). However, for this approach, the convexity
problems described by Lin (2007) still hold.
4.3.3 Application to real data
In this section, the results by Kobarg et al. (2014) are presented where NMF with sparsity con-
straints (4.7) was applied to the rat brain data. The latent variable number estimation for PCA
shown in Figure 4.4 suggest an underlying structure of 6 to 8 components. Here, r = 6 com-
ponents were specified and the dataset was separated into regions strongly correlating with the
anatomical features of the rat brain. The characteristic spectra (mixture signatures) computed by
the algorithm also lack noise and fulfil the sparse signal approach. This way they are a more so-
phisticated approach than defining a dictionary of peak shapes, as the interconnection between
different masses is preserved and provides greater detail for biological analysis. Hence, this
approach clearly demonstrates, that
• Mixture signature sq,q= 1, . . . ,r, can be determined by matrix factorization methods with
sparsity constraints.
• Mixture component decomposition leads to data compression, i.e. instead of storing the
full spectrum xi ∈ Rm, one only needs to store the ai ∈ Rr (e.g. r = 6) coefficients of its
approximate expansion with mixture signatures S for the whole dataset.
Moreover, it should be emphasized, that computing a few characteristic spectra is the key for
efficient analysis. However, in principle a full basis of characteristic spectra can be determined,
i.e. allowing a full and exact recovery of each single measured spectrum as a weighted super-
position of characteristic spectra. Each of these weighting coefficients (mixture coefficients),
obtained form a partial or full decomposition, states the connection of the related characteristic
spectrum for the given data.
The spatial plots of the weighting coefficients aq associated with the different mixture signa-
tures sq, q = 1, . . . ,r, are of particular interest for medical interpretation. These images provide
a soft segmentation, which at least looks more natural than the usually used segmentation maps
obtained by hierarchical clustering (Trede et al., 2012a; Watrous et al., 2011). The weighting
coefficients aqi state how strongly mixture signature sq contributes to the spectrum measured at
position i. Hence, displaying aq as a spatial plot indicates regions having a molecular decompo-
sition similar to the mixture signature sq, see Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Non-negative matrix factorization applied to the rat brain dataset. Mixture signatures sq
and images of weighting coefficient aq obtained by matrix factorization approach for q = 1, . . . ,6 in the
rat brain dataset.
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4.3.4 Discussion and future work
The spectrum model leads to the assumption, that the characteristic spectra reflect the different
metabolic components present in the sample. Moreover, it is expected, that a medical expert can
assign different metabolic functionalities with each of these spectra. This needs to be verified in
future research projects in cooperation with medical experts. The score images are interpreted
as a soft segmentation of the tissue section into regions with different metabolic structures.
This interpretation is meaningful since the value of aqi is the weighting coefficient of the q-th
characteristic spectrum in the decomposition of the measured spectrum at location i. Hence,
these images visualize the spatial relevance of the different characteristic spectra.
Analysing an individual mixture signature: This reveals characteristic spectral patterns, which
are concentrated on one or several subintervals of the m/z axis. Potential benefits are e.g. protein
and biomarker identification, which no longer need to be based on selected m/z values but can
exploit the structure of characteristic spectra, which potentially resemble full isotope patterns
for multiple molecular fragments.
This approach allows one to sequentially determine the most dominant metabolic structures
of the available data. In the characteristic spectra determined from the experiment with the rat
brain data, displayed in Figure 4.5, one can see that the characteristic spectra determine clusters
(subintervals) on the m/z axis which carry discriminative information.
Analysing the mixture coefficients related to the measured spectra: Another feature of the
approach is the capability to recover each measured spectrum as a weighted superposition or
mixture of the determined characteristic spectra. Analysing these mixture coefficients deter-
mines a measure of relevance, i.e. how strongly a chosen characteristic spectrum contributes
to a measured dataset. For example in IMS experiments, these mixture coefficients can be vi-
sualized as a spatial plot revealing the characteristic metabolic structure of subregions. This is
typically the basis for diagnosis or protein/biomarker identification.
Spatial constraints for non-negative matrix factorization
Additionally to the sparsity constraints in the previous section, spatial constraints can also be
introduced. Since the coefficients in the matrix A represent the pixel wise weights, these can
be optimized in such a manner that they respect a certain spatial smoothness. Candidates that
enforce spatial smoothness are the total variation norm or wavelet decomposition (Golbabaee
et al., 2010). In that case, the matrix A= Ψ2DΦ is itself described by a sparse representation of
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coefficients Φ for a wavelet basis Ψ2D. The theoretical background is presented exhaustively by
Golbabaee et al. (2013). Using a wavelet basis to incorporate spatial relation is an approach also
found in other fields such as the Bayesian image segmentation (Figueiredo, 2005).
Accounting Poisson noise with Kullback-Leibler objective function
Previously, the assumption for the model was X ≈ AS, with the omission of an error term E =
X−AS. The functional that was used assumed this error E to be distributed normally (Cichocki
et al., 2009; Sra and Dhillon, 2006). However, when the random experiment records counting
events it is well known that the error need to be modelled by Poisson distribution (Keenan and
Kotula, 2004). Correction for Poisson noise produces superior results when secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) data is analysed with PCA (Wagner et al., 2006).
The original formulation of the NMF algorithm by Lee and Seung (1999) did account for
Poisson noise, however, with a different functional instead of (4.3). The functional to minimize
is chosen to be the log-likelihood
n
∑
i=1
p
∑
l=1
((AS)il− xil log(AS)il) (4.8)
which is standard approach in Poisson data (Cichocki et al., 2009). Naturally, using (4.8) re-
quires a different update rule. Following the same principle as before, the update rule is modified
into
aiq ← aiq‖sq‖1
p
∑
l=1
sqlxil
(AS)il
and sql ←
sql
‖aq‖1
n
∑
i=1
aiqxil
(AS)il
(4.9)
in this case (Lee and Seung, 2001). However, the update rules given in (4.9) will converge to a
local minimum only (Lin, 2007) as it was the case for (4.4).
Interestingly, Gaussier and Goutte (2005) have claimed the assumption of Poisson noise
and usage of (4.9) result in NMF becoming equivalent to probabilistic latent semantic anal-
ysis (PLSA). PLSA is gaining popularity in the MALDI field of IMS since the first use by
Hanselmann et al. (2008). The theoretical properties of PLSA model a mixing of spectra via
probability theory. However, there has been some debate both about the exact equivalence and
need for such an extensive modification: While Gaussier and Goutte (2005) show the relation
between the two algorithms, Ding et al. (2006) showed both algorithms will converge to different
solutions even if initialized with the same values. Whether or not improved results for MALDI
similar to SIMS (Wagner et al., 2006) can be achieved with any Poisson correction, is still open.
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So far, Jones et al. (2012a) pointed out that each method is sufficient to identify major features
in the data.
4.4 Distance-preserving projection of data with FastMap
Decomposing the data matrix into a coefficient/signature pair is not the only way to reduce
the number of dimensions. However, if the goal is not visualize the data, but to do further
computations, more efficient dimensionality reduction methods can be employed. For example,
preserve the important properties, e.g. the distance between each spectrum. As discussed in
Chapter 2.5, distances between the spectra are properties based on which a clustering can be
obtained. Distance preserving projection can be achieved with multidimensional scaling (MDS,
Hastie et al., 2009). However, the original distance matrix D of size n× n is needed and an
eigenvalue decomposition has to be computed. The FastMap algorithm (Faloutsos and Lin,
1995) is a related method and better suited in the context of IMS, as the computational cost
is smaller. Compared to MDS, FastMap does not need the full distance matrix D, but only
a small subset, so that implementation wise it can work on the dataset X itself. This allows
FastMap to be more memory preserving than MDS. Instead of O(n2) operations for computing
the entire distance matrix in advance only O(3n) computations per iteration are needed. The
iterative projection of the high-dimensional data into a lower dimensional hyperspace returns
new vectors. The distances between these new vectors are similar to the inter-distances originally
present in the data.
Extensions to FastMap are also available, as already mentioned in the text, Wang et al. (2000)
improved the result of FastMap in the case of non-Euclidean distances. Ostrouchov and Sam-
atova (2005) addressed the point of selecting the pivot elements in each iteration. Objects of
maximal distance between each other are often outliers. For the computation of the new axis
system this is not always an optimal choice. However, authors showed a way to improve the
quality of the mapping by using a robust selection strategy for the pivot elements. An improved
pivot element strategy is also proposed by Ng and Huang (2002) where the goal is to obtain a
well seperating segmentation of the data. The author’s modified FastMap is used to decrease
the amount of overlaps of data from different segments. This not only helps to segment the data
more accurately, but also to visually discriminate the point clouds of the projected data.
Later in Section 5.3, FastMap will be used to provide an efficient implementation of spatial
aware mapping (Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011). However, the approach to find a coordinate
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Figure 4.6: Projection principles of FastMap. A. Application of cosine law for projection onto new
xa-xb-axis. B. Computation of new distance in p− 1 dimensional hyperspace H from distance in p
dimensional space. (Reproduced from Faloutsos and Lin, 1995.)
representation given only a distance matrix can be further exploited. Here, two different appli-
cations will be introduced. First, colouring of segmentation maps is achieved with FastMap.
Second, it will be used to display the similarity of m/z images.
4.4.1 FastMap algorithm
The basic idea of FastMap is to use the two p dimensional spectra xa and xb with greatest inter-
distance da,b = d(xa,xb) as pivot elements to form a new axis. A triangle can be formed with
edges between xa, xb, and xi as shown in Figure 4.6A. The orthogonal projection of xi on the line
of the xa-xb-axis divides the edge at the new point x′i in distance of zi = d(xa,x
′
i) from xa. Within
the two triangles Pythagoras’ theorem gives
d2b,i = d
2
i,i′ +(da,b− zi)2
= d2a,i− z2i +d2a,b−2zida,b+ z2i
where solving for zi allows computing the scale
zi =
d2a,i−d2b,i+d2a,b
2da,b
, i= 1, . . . ,n , (4.10)
on the new axis. This shows, only the two rows {d(xa,xi)}, {d(xb,xi)}, and the inter-distance
da,b are the only parts needed of the distance matrix for (4.10). By design of the algorithm, these
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two rows are even the same ones needed to find the pivot elements xa and xb and such they are
not needed to be computed again.
Before proceeding to a new iteration, the spectra’s projections x˜i into a p− 1 dimensional
hyperspace H are calculated. The hyperspace H is orthogonal to the xa-xb-axis as shown in
Figure 4.6B. In this new iteration pairwise distances d˜i j = d(x˜i, x˜ j) between the projected spectra
x˜i, x˜ j inH will be needed. However, as xa-xb-axis is orthogonal toH , Pythagoras’ theorem can
again be used and
d˜ 2i, j = d
2
i, j− (z j− zi)2 (4.11)
is obtained. Being dependent only on the scales for each spectrum, this again makes full com-
putation of D unnecessary. After finishing q iterations of FastMap, the scales ziν , ν = 1, . . . ,q,
correspond to the new coordinates for all mapped spectra x˜i = (zi1, . . . ,ziq), i= 1, . . . ,n.
The projections (4.10) and (4.11) are only valid for Euclidean distances. Wang et al. (1999)
pointed out that in the case of non-Euclidean distances, negative squared distances might occur
in (4.11), as d2i, j < (z j− zi)2 is possible. In this case, the sign of da,b has to be preserved. A
rather simple modification of equation (4.10) to
da,b = sign(d
2
a,b) ·
√
|d2a,b| (4.12)
fixes this problem (Wang et al., 1999).
4.4.2 Assigning colours to segmentation maps with FastMap
Usually, the assignment of colours to segmentation maps is completely artificial and based on
a label number. The label number for a segment depends on the initialization of K-means.
This makes it harder to compare segmentation results for one dataset, as can be seen in Figure
4.7A)–D). One option is, to use accuracy measures based on (2.6) and (2.7) to align the new
class labels to given ones. However, the choice of colour for the user-specified labels is still
artificial in this case. While this overcomes the problem to assign a number of K labels a colour
map with K colours, problems arise when the two segmentation maps to compare have different
number of clusters and use different colours as well. It will be demonstrated, that using FastMap
for determination of the segment colour is not artificial and even visually aids to capture the
differences. A similar method has been developed by Guo et al. (2005) who use self-organizing
maps and Fonville et al. (2013) who rely on PCA to achieve this automated colouring.
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Figure 4.7: Intercomparability of cluster results. One section of the simulated dataset clustered by K-
means with K = 4,6, . . . ,10 segments. A–D. Due to arbitrary segment numbering segment colours differ
across results. E–H. FastMap was used to determine each pixel’s RGB value and each segment in the
image has received the RGB value of the segment’s centroid. I–L. Contrast enhancement by maximizing
the range of each RGB channel.
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Figure 4.8: Cluster centroids in 3D unit cube. A. False colour image of data projected to RGB space.
Each of the spectra in the dataset was projected to a q = 3 dimensional space, giving the pixels direct
representation of similarity. B. RGB values of the segmentation’s centroids in the unit cube. C. The
corresponding segments with the new colour scheme.
First, for the entire dataset pivot elements need to be found. As before, these pivot elements
define the coordinate system. Colours visible to the average human eye can be digitally repre-
sented by three colour channels. Since the aim is to give a colour representation, it is naturally to
search for a FastMap space of dimension q= 3. The first thing one can do is to assign each spot
individually by its representing RGB value. This representation in a RGB colour space already
reveals the major features and spectral differences. Figure 4.8A) shows the major difference in
spectral information represented by false colour in one single image.
This is not the case for segmentation maps, which only use a pseudo colour from a linear
colour map. The colour of a pixel denotes its associated categorical class label only, but does not
reveal the relation between the segments. However, segmentation maps can use an RGB colour
space representation. For each segment one has to calculate the mean spectrum associated with
this class. This can be done by calculating the average RGB value per class.
The approach proposed here can solve the problem of requiring a reference colourmap with
exactly matching number of prespecified labels. Therefore, it is even better when the number of
segments increases. It also helps to visualize segmentation results with different initializations,
as demonstrated in Figure 4.7.
However, both for the segmentation maps in Figure 4.7E–H and the false colour image in
Figure 4.8A a scaling of the RGB cube is advised as shown in 4.7I–L. Since FastMap uses
two distinct spectra with great inter-distance, these are usually outliers. Efficient usage of the
colour space therefore requires removal of the outliers by quantile thresholding. For the display
of a series of segmentation maps, it is even required to rescale the RGB colour space to fit the
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Figure 4.9: Scatter plot of m/z images at true peak positions. Simulated m/z images distributed in the
plane where correlation distances between images are preserved.
centroids of the segmentations as shown in Figure 4.8. Otherwise the contrast is not high enough
to discriminate the individual segments.
4.4.3 Displaying similarity of m/z images with FastMap
As stated earlier, FastMap accepts a distance matrix as input and returns for each observation
a set of points in Euclidean space for which the given distances are approximated. Therefore,
it can be used to visualize relations between objects for which previously no ordinal scale was
available. This is similar to producing a loadings plot, where the relative distances are visualized,
with the difference of first introducing a new coordinate system.
Figure 4.9 shows the m/z images of one of the coronal sections from the simulated dataset
after preprocessing. The m/z images are distributed in the plane according to their pairwise
similarities with the relative similarities being preserved. In this case, similarity is defined by
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the correlation value between each other. This is because the actual intensities are less important
for the comparison. This image can only give an idea of the variability found in the data.
When the data is plotted, a correction for the use of the correlation measure is necessary. Since
FastMap is designed for Euclidean distance the returned coordinate gives the relative position
between the pivot elements. In cosine measure not only the sign correction (4.12) is needed,
but also a compensation for most coordinates being near the origin of the axis system. This
compensation is achieved before the display as a scatter plot, by using the inverse of the cosine.
4.4.4 Conclusion and related work
The work shown in this current section introduced the method of FastMap, where a distance pre-
serving representation of the data is found. Furthermore, two applications were introduced. As it
will be shown later on, FastMap is suitible to efficiently compute the spatial aware segmentation
proposed by Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011).
One advantage of FastMap is the possibility to project more data into the same space defined
by the pivot elements. In MDS this is not possible and recomputation of the entire process
would be needed. As such, FastMap can be employed for database queries when a model is
generated and later the representation in this reduced storage system is needed. Furthermore,
this characteristic of FastMap can possibly be exploited, when the number of observed objects
is too high to map the data in a single step. A small subset of the data should be sufficient to
create the underlying axis system with pivot elements. All further objects can then be embedded
in the same space. Especially, this is useful when the full data does not fit into the memory.
4.5 Summary of dimensionality reduction
In this chapter several dimensionality reduction methods have been presented. Due to the nature
of the data, some sort of dimensionality reduction is a must to efficiently perform further com-
putational analysis. The list of dimensionality reduction methods presented in this chapter is by
no means exhaustive. Several other approaches that were not covered in this chapter have been
proposed in the context of mass spectrometry (Lee and Gilmore, 2009; Jones et al., 2012a).
As it has been shown, PCA is a powerful tool to discover information hidden in data. However,
in the context of IMS, the interpretability of the resulting spectra is lacking intuitive interpre-
tation. Furthermore, the computational complexity and the noise level in the data prevent its
application to the full dataset. Before more efficient algorithms were available, performing PCA
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was one of the few possibilities to run clustering algorithms for IMS data (McCombie et al.,
2005; Deininger et al., 2008). However, more advanced methods such as the presented NMF are
easy to interpret as the full spectrum is used. The resulting spectra are not artificially reduced to
line spectra as in the case of PCA, but are found due to penalties Lee and Seung (1999); Hoyer
(2004). Additionally, the score images are constructed with the side condition to use additive
mixture only. This creates a soft-segmentation which is easily to comprehend. Because of the
flexibility of the methods used in NMF, several goals can be pursued in future research. Aside
from the matrix factorization approach for dimensionality reduction, the completely different
concept of distance preserving mapping with FastMap was described (Faloutsos and Lin, 1995).
FastMap will be used in the second part of the following chapter to efficiently compute seg-
mentation maps as was originally proposed by Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011). In the present
chapter, further applications of FastMap in the context of data analysis have been introduced.
PCA will keep its reputation as a primary analysis tool, while alternatives such as NMF or
FastMap only slowly gain popularity (Jones et al., 2012a). However, since dimensionality reduc-
tion is such an important topic in wide areas of application, different scientific communities try
different approaches. In future, analysis of large IMS datasets can benefit from methods recently
developed. For example, principles from compressed sensing have been successfully transferred
by Bartels et al. (2013) in order to solve bigger problems with reduced computational effort.
Randomly generated basis systems also seem to generate promising results in general (Mahoney
and Drineas, 2009) and specifically for IMS (Palmer et al., 2013).
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5 Noise reduction methods
5.1 Motivation for this chapter
After the previous chapter has introduced the concept of reducing the number of image channels,
this chapter will focus on noise reduction methods. Two types of noise reduction are considered
in imaging mass spectrometry (IMS). The first is the traditional denoising of the individual
spectra with either the Savitzky-Golay filter (Savitzky and Golay, 1964; Källback et al., 2012;
Urban et al., 2014) or wavelet-based methods (Lange et al., 2006; Kwon et al., 2008; Morris
et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2010). The approach is often used improve retrieval of the original peak
shapes from the data. In the case of mass spectrometry where few spectra are observed this is
practicable. Furthermore, smoothing in the direction of the mass is the only way to counteract
the distortion by ions belonging to the same mass but arriving at different times at the detector.
However, especially in the case of imaging data, spatial information is also available and can
be used during noise removal (McDonnell et al., 2008; Alexandrov et al., 2010; Bruand et al.,
2011a). The idea behind spatial smoothing is that pixels which are spatially close to each other
smoothing
(Chambolle)
segmentation
(k -means)
Figure 5.1: Effect of edge preserving spatial smoothing on the segmentation result. Without denois-
ing the segmentation map has a noisy appearance, while it clearly shows the structure after smoothing the
data.
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in general have similar spectra. For the IMS data the positive effect of spatial smoothing can be
seen in the segmentation maps shown in Figure 5.1. Direct application of a clustering algorithm
results in a pixelated segmentation map, while the segments are connected when clustering is
applied to smoothed data.
The first part of the chapter will introduce the spatial smoothing by Chambolle (2004). Cham-
bolle (2004) used an iterative process to obtain a smoothed image, while preserving edges. Pre-
serving the edges in an image is a desirable objective, especially in IMS, where it is expected
that these divide different anatomical features. This approach will be compared against the per-
formance of a filter based smoothing. Filter based smoothing can be carried out in a fast manner,
and has the potential to be parallelizable.
The second half of this chapter will use a different approach to obtain the spatial smooth-
ing effect. Spatial smoothing can also be achieved by embedding the data into a feature space
(Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011). The feature space is of a higher dimension such that the seg-
mentation by linear hyperplanes becomes highly effective. Conceptionally, the approach is in-
spired by the kernel trick from support vector machines (Hastie et al., 2009; Luts et al., 2010;
Tarabalka et al., 2010). Segmentation has the goal to find a linear separation between existing
groups in the dataset. Rather than use segmentation algorithms to find non-linear separating
hyperplane in the dataset, the input data is transformed by the kernel function. Here, the kernel
is defined by the Gaussian weights with the result that linear separation can be applied. Since
the mapping function produces a higher dimensional space than the input data, the dimension-
ality reduction method FastMap from the previous chapter is employed. Usage of FastMap is
computationally less expensive and requires less memory. This helps to accelerate the final step
of obtaining the segmentation map.
5.2 Channel-by-channel spatial smoothing
When the individual image channels are denoised separately, one also speaks of channel-by-
channel spatial smoothing. As it is already demonstrated in Figure 5.1, spatial smoothing has
a positive effect on segmentation results. However, not all denoising strategies are applicable:
simple denoising strategies are usually not able to preserve edges between intensity regions.
Since the general idea of denoising is to remove abrupt changes of intensity, this assumption is
not valid where two different regions meet in the image. A solution can be in using the so called
edge-preserving denoising as introduced by Alexandrov et al. (2010).
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Figure 5.2: Overview of different noise reduction methods. A. Original image m/z 6223 from rat brain
dataset. B. Smoothed with Gaussian filter, w= 3,σ = 1.5. C. Smoothed by iterative Chambolle, λ = 10.
D. Smoothed by bilateral filter, w= 3,σ = 1.5,λ = 18 .
The main focus will be on algorithms that compensate the effect of smoothing regions with
different intensity. Alexandrov et al. (2010) used a computationally expensive variant proposed
by Grasmair (2009) which is an iterative denoising algorithm. It has the advantage that it is
adaptive, meaning that the smoothing effect of an image is described by a locally dependent
parameter. Trede et al. (2012b) use the method introduced by Chambolle (2004) which only has
a global paramter independent from the spatial position. An alternative is to use the so called
bilateral filter by Tomasi and Manduchi (1998). Which has a similar adaptive approach, but is
computationally less expensive, since ordinary filter functions are used (Chen et al., 2007).
Figure 5.2 shows the different outcomes. In comparison to an unsmoothed m/z image, a
Gaussian filter, Chambolle’s algorithm, and a bilateral filter are shown. Note that for the Gaus-
sian filter, the intensity regions grew significantly, while both results for Chambolle and bilateral
filter are closer to the original structure, but preserved local structures.
Let h : Ω → R be an image defined over a support Ω ⊂ Nd that maps each coordinate into
the colour space R. Note that in the following for simplicity Ω is here assumed as the d = 2
dimensional discrete support, but can easily be extended to d = 3. Likewise, the number of
colour channels is set to one as each channel l = 1, . . . , p is treated separately. For example, with
Ω = {1, . . . ,n1}×{1, . . . ,n2} the image h is an element in the Euclidean spaceH = Rn1×n2 .
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5.2.1 Chambolle’s algorithm
Spatial smoothing of an image while preserving some structure found in the image can be
achieved with the method
min
g∈H
1
2λ
‖g−h‖22 + J(g) (5.1)
proposed by Rudin et al. (1992). In this setting, given a noisy image h : Ω → R, the goal is to
find a minimizer of (5.1), where
J(g) =
∫
Ω
|∇g(ω)|dω
is called the total variation of g, computed by the integration of the absolute value of the gradient
∇g : Ω→ Rd , ∇g ∈ G =H ×H . Chambolle (2004) has shown that the solution to (5.1) can be
equally obtained by the dual problem
min
|p|<1
‖div p− hλ ‖22 (5.2)
where g= h−λ div p. The dual problem (5.2) is solvable by
−∇(div p− hλ )+α p= 0
via the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemaréchal, 1996). Case-by-case
analysis with α = |φ | where φ = ∇(div p− hλ ) gives −φ + |φ |p= 0 which can be solved by fix
point iteration p= p+ τ(φ −|φ |p) the update rule giving
p(c+1) =
p(c)+ τφ (c)
1+ τ|φ (c)|
for the problem. A proof for the convergence of this update rule is given by Chambolle (2004).
The same paper also shows how the discretization of divergence and gradient have to be com-
puted in order to apply the method to digital images.
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5.2.2 Bilateral filtering
For the smoothing of an image, the most simple approach is to use a convolution filter φ . To
obtain a smoothed version g of the image h one calculates
g(ξ ) =
1
Φ(ξ )
∫
Ω
h(ξ )φ(ξ ,ω)dω
for each pixel ξ ∈ Ω where
Φ(ξ ) =
∫
Ω
φ(ξ ,ω)dω
is the local normalization. A well known filter is the Gaussian filter where
φ(ξ ,ω;σ) =
1√
2piσ
exp−‖ξ −ω‖
2
2
2σ2
(5.3)
and σ a parameter influencing the smoothing effect. This special filter is shift invariant and
therefore depending on the distance r = ‖ξ −ω‖2 only. The values of φ(r;σ) decrease with
distance r from the central pixel and are close to zero for r > 1.96σ which is known as the two
sigma rule (Upton and Cook, 2008). Therefore, the filter is usually defined on a small window
of size w×w, with w = 2r+1, only allowing fast computation. Smoothing an image with this
filter removes noise, but also introduces a blur to certain types of images (Bredies and Lorenz,
2011).
In bilateral filtering by Tomasi and Manduchi (1998) the principle is extended to also weight
the colour intensity with
ψ(ξ ,ω;λ ) =
1√
2piλ
exp−‖h(ξ )−h(ω)‖
2
2
2λ 2
(5.4)
as a filter function constructed with the same principle as (5.3). This acts as a measure of
difference of intensities. However, the smoothing should still be local. A locally smoothing
filter with adaptive weights (5.4) is constructed by the combination of the filters and gives
g(ξ ) =
1
Φ(ξ )Ψ(ξ )
∫
Ω
h(ξ )φ(ξ ,ω)ψ(ξ ,ω)dω
as the smoothed version of the input image h. This way differing intensities are compensated
leading to an edge preserving smoothing filter (Tomasi and Manduchi, 1998).
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Figure 5.3: Runtime comparison of smoothing algorithms. Pure runtime acceleration factors of Cham-
bolle’s algorithm and bilateral filtering. Each algorithm is tested for a MATLAB/MEX framework vs. GPU
implementation.
5.2.3 Comparison of channel-by-channel spatial smoothing
To compare the two channel-by-channel smoothing methods, several numerical experiments
were performed. First it has to be evaluated if the transfer of the algorithm to GPU produces the
same numerical results as on the CPU. From this benchmark experiment also the gain of speed
can be computed. Such benchmarking was performed within the UNLocX project for which
SagivTech Ltd. produced GPU code and ensured the numerical stability. The results from the
corresponding work package report (Kobarg et al., 2012) are summarized after the description of
the experiment setup. The second phase of evaluation can then compare the smoothing methods
directly. Since the smoothed image channels are expected to be different by the nature of the
smoothing techniques, the segmentation maps obtained by K-means after smoothing are used
as comparison criterion. Again, the results are taken from the UNLocX report (Kobarg and
Maass, 2013). Additionally to the research within the UNLocX project, in this thesis a strategy
for choosing good parameters is demonstrated. A single section of the simulated data is used
where the label of each pixel is known. With this, a direct comparison of the segmentation map
obtained after smoothing and the ground truth can be performed.
For the benchmark experiment, the first 2048 image channels of the rat brain dataset are used.
The numerical difference between the results of the implementations is only affected by the
machine precision. A GPU only works with single precision, where CPU can handle double
precision. With the confirmation both implementations work identically, runtime comparisons
are performed. These experiments have the goal to estimate how much speed improvement can
be gained by transferring the work from a pure CPU environment to a GPU environment. As
expected, the speed gain of bilateral filter is much higher in comparison to the one of Chambolle,
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Figure 5.4: Segmentation maps depending on channel-by-channel smoothing method. Obtained
with K-means for rat brain data (71 peaks) after spatial smoothing with Gaussian, bilateral, Chambolle
algorithm (from left to right). A–C. Weak smoothing and 6 classes (filter size w= 3 resp. λ = 10). D–F.
Medium smoothing and 6 classes (filter size w = 5 resp. λ = 20). G–I. Weak smoothing and 8 classes.
J–L. Medium smoothing and 8 classes.
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(a) 6 classes, weak
gauss bilat. chambolle
gauss 1 0.8971 0.8903
bilat. 0.8971 1 0.9773
chambolle 0.8903 0.9773 1
(b) 6 classes, medium
gauss bilat. chambolle
1 0.9107 0.9789
0.9107 1 0.9178
0.9789 0.9178 1
(c) 8 classes, weak
gauss bilat. chambolle
gauss 1 0.9436 0.9405
bilat. 0.9436 1 0.9646
chambolle 0.9405 0.9646 1
(d) 8 classes, medium
gauss bilat. chambolle
1 0.9516 0.9637
0.9516 1 0.9744
0.9637 0.9744 1
Table 5.1: Accuracy of different spatial smoothing settings. Pairwise balanced accuracy between seg-
mentation maps for rat brain dataset.
as it can be clearly seen in Figure 5.3. Since Chambolle is an iterative algorithm this is the major
factor influencing the runtime. Apparently, the runtime of the bilateral filter is independent
from the filter size w. Bilateral filter is known to be a GPU friendly algorithm that is highly
parallelizable.
The second open question concerns the difference between the segmentation maps that are
obtained when the smoothing method is changed. Since both methods work differently, a direct
comparison of the smoothed channel images is not possible. The goal in the processing pipeline
is also not related to retrieve unsmoothed images, but characteristic m/z values for segments
detected by clustering. K-means is used with a predefined set of K = 6 and K = 8 classes. Beside
the filters presented in this section, also a standard Gaussian filter is used for comparison. Two
settings of smoothing are compared, first the filter based smoothing utilized a filter size w = 3
for weak smoothing and w = 5 for medium smoothing. For Chambolle the parameters λ = 10
and λ = 20 are used for weak and medium smoothing. The results in Figure 5.4 show, the
segmentation maps are similar in general. The majority of pixels is grouped together across the
results. In the case of K = 6 the part of the hippocampus region is identified as an own cluster
in some of the results. For weak smoothing, both bilateral and Chambolle identify it as an
independent cluster, while for medium smoothing only bilateral creates this cluster. The region
of hypothalamus appears to be less consistent in the Chambolle result for K = 8. The level
of noise within this segment is already fine for the weak setting in both the Gaussian and the
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Figure 5.5: Segmentation maps of best parameters for bilateral filtering. Results for a single section
generated with the simulation framework at 100 µm resolution with 196 peaks and strong noise. A.
Ground truth of simulated data. B. Weak smoothing, parameters w = 3 σ = 2.65 and λ = 0.07. C.
Medium smoothing, parameters w = 5 σ = 2.4 and λ = 0.11. D. Strong smoothing, parameters w = 7
σ = 1.6 and λ = 0.12.
of hypothalamus appears to be less consistent in the Chambolle result for K = 8. The level
of noise within this segment is already fine for the weak setting in both the Gaussian and the
bilateral. The scores for cluster comparison shown in Table 5.1 confirm high similarity between
the results. More 89.03% of the labels are identical in the weak smoothing case when compared
against Gaussian filter and the similarity between bilateral filter and Chambolle is even 97.73%.
A likewise high range of similarity is achieved for the medium smoothing and K = 6 classes,
here the result is varying because of bilateral filter creating the individual hippocampus region.
For the K = 8 case the range is smaller starting from 94.05% and going up to 97.44%.
The experiment from UNLocX has shown, the segmentation map after clustering is sensitive
to the parameters used in the smoothing of the data. Furthermore, bilateral filter has one extra
parameter that controls the smoothing. To understand the effect of the parameter in bilateral
filtering, the following experiment is performed with the simulated data. The segmentation
maps obtained after smoothing are compared against the known labels for each pixel. For a
defined range each parameter pair of the image channels of the ground truth peaks, the data
is smoothed by bilateral filtering. Using the ground truth peaks averts introducing errors by
omitting important peaks. The results in Figure 5.5 show the best matching segmentation map.
In total there are 10 classes present in the given section. However, K-means with K = 8 classes
produces more accurate segmentation maps, by dropping regions with few pixels. for K = 10
classes are split into smaller segments rather than identifying the small regions. Thereofre, the
only the results for K = 8 are shown here.
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5.2.4 Discussion of channel-by-channel smoothing
The algorithms that were presented show similar results. One advantage of both the bilateral as
well as the Gaussian filter are their high potential to be parallelizable, while Chambolle is based
on iterations.
From the experiment shown in this section it can be derived, that the use of bilateral filter
weights produces smooth segmentation maps. Both in simplicity and speed gain, the bilateral
filter outperforms the method proposed by Chambolle (2004). In the next section, a derivation
of the method will be presented. The filter weights will be used to prepare the data directly for
segmentation.
It should be noted, that both algorithms have been extended to be used on multi-channel
images (p = 3). The projection algorithm of Chambolle was extended to account for colour
images by Duran et al. (2013) and the bilateral filter with a vector norm instead of the absolute
value was proposed already by Tomasi and Manduchi (1998). However, in the case of the
bilateral filter, a direct transfer to RGB colours proved to be difficult as artefacts were created
due to the mixing of the three base colours. When smoothed with the bilateral filter, edges
between colours are preserved, but a colour shift does occur. For RGB colour images this shift
can be avoided by transforming the images to the L*a*b colour space where the colour shift does
not occur. However, when p > 3 with multiple colour channels are used such as in IMS there
is no known transfer. Therefore, the spatial smoothing should be carried out in a channel-wise
manner.
5.3 Spatially aware segmentation
In this section, efficient noise-suppressing segmentation based on a spatially aware embedding
approach is presented. This merges denoising and dimensionality reduction into one step as
shown in Figure 5.6. The embedding function Φ is defined based on a window of w×w pixels
and weights {αi j}. The embedding function and the weights are used to project n spectra of
length p into a high dimensional feature space of dimension pw2, as demonstrated in Figure 5.7.
The points in the feature space can be processed with standard clustering algorithms. Further-
more, it will be shown how to apply the efficient dimensionality reduction algorithm FastMap
(Faloutsos and Lin, 1995) to speed up the procedure and to reduce the memory requirements.
Moreover, the basic principle of the mapping strategy is extended to make the procedure edge-
preserving. The concept of embedding the spatial information in the data was reported earlier
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Spectra preprocessing
Spectrum-wise peak picking
Selection of dataset relevant peaks
Edge-preserving denoising of m/z-images
Spatial segmentation
Search for co-localized m/z values
Spatially aware mapping
IRp
Φ
−→ IRp(2r+1)
2
Dimensionality reduction
IRp(2r+1)
2 FastMap
−→ IRq
can be implemented
in one step
IRp
IRq
q < p
Pipeline proposed by
Alexandrov et al. (2010)
Efficient modification by
Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011)
Figure 5.6: Chart of efficient processing pipeline. The individual steps of the efficient modification for
the segmentation pipeline as proposed by Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011).
feature space Rp(2r+1)
2
‖Φ
(s1
) −
Φ
(s2
)‖
(x1, y1)
Φ
(x2, y2)
Φ
Figure 5.7: Spatial embedding into feature space. Transformation of spectra s1 and s2 into feature
space by taking neighbourhoods around (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) into account; the mapped positions (x1,y1)
and (x2,y2) are clustered in feature space. (Reproduced from Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011.)
(Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011), where it was applied for segmentation of 2D MALDI IMS
data. It was also extended to 3D and applied to a simulated 3D MALDI IMS dataset (Kobarg
and Alexandrov, 2013). The following section is mainly based on these two publications. The
method was also applied to obtain segmentation maps in non-biological research (Bemis et al.,
2012) and was adapted into an open source software package (Bemis et al., 2013).
5.3.1 Weighted embedding into feature space
Probably the most apparent way to embed the spatial relations between pixels into a clustering
algorithm is to use a distance-based clustering for the distance d(s1,s2) between two spectra
s1 and s2 measured at spatial coordinates (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) respectively. With distance-based
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Figure 5.8: Principle of concatenation of spectra as a form of data mapping. The data matrix orig-
inally contains n× p spectra for which spatial positions (x,y) are known. The intensity vectors rel-
ative to the spatial coordinate are placed accordingly to the offset. This increases the data matrix to
n× p · (2r+ 1)2. The mapping itself adds filter weights for based on the spatial distance (SA case) and
intensity difference (SASA case). (Reproduced from Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011.)
clustering it is easy to replace the default distance function, such as the Euclidean distance
d(s1,s2) = ‖s1 − s2‖2 between the intensity vectors, by one working with a filter window of
width w= 2r+1. A distance function, that uses information from neighbouring spectra in small
window of radius r then looks like
dr,{αi j}(s1,s2)
2 = ∑
−r≤i, j≤r
αi j‖s(x1 + i,y1 + j)− s(x2 + i,y2 + j)‖22 , (5.5)
where {αi j} are factors weighting the influence of pixels from the neighbourhood. It is natural
to choose weights {αi j} which decrease with increasing i2 + j2. For pixels distant from the
neighbourhood centre the weights will be small. In a neighbourhood of radius r, the Gaussian
weights are defined as
αi j = exp
−i2− j2
2σ2
, (5.6)
with σ = (2r+ 1)/4 selected according to the two-sigma rule (Upton and Cook, 2008), see
Figure 5.8A.
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Unfortunately, this approach is both time and memory-consuming for datasets with many
spectra, since it requires calculating a distance matrix of size (n2− n)/2 and storage space for
each of those values. Therefore, the spectra of length p are mapped into a Euclidean feature
space F using a mapping Φ : Rp → F . The feature space is selected such that within F the
standard Euclidean distance
‖Φ(s1)−Φ(s2)‖2 = dr,{αi j}(s1,s2)
equals the desired distance (5.5) as illustrated in Figure 5.7. This can be achieved by using the
mapping
Φ(s) = Φ(s(x,y)) =
[√
α−r,−r sT(x− r,y− r), . . . ,
√
α0,0 s
T(x,y), . . . ,
√
αr,r s
T(x+ r,y+ r)
]T
,
(5.7)
which describes the concatenation of spectra s(x+ i,y+ j) ∈ Rp, i, j = −r, . . . ,r, in the neigh-
bourhood of spectrum s(x,y) to one single vector, as shown in Figure 5.8C. Each neighbouring
spectrum is multiplied by a square root of the corresponding weight. Naturally, the feature space
F is Rpw
2
for such Φ. If n≫ p and r is small, then storing the mapped data of size n× pw2 is
significantly cheaper than (n2−n)/2 pairwise distances.
5.3.2 Structure adaptive weights
Applying the spatially-aware clustering proposed in the previous section to IMS data, shows that
it improves the segmentation maps as compared to the straightforward clustering. However, it
can smooth the edges between the anatomical or histological regions or eliminates small details;
more on this will be discussed in the next section. Use of a smaller pixel neighbourhood radius
r solves this problem only partially, since for a smaller r the noise in the resulted segmentation
map is stronger.
So, another method is proposed by Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011), where for a pixel, the
weights of pixels in its neighbourhood are not simply Gaussian (5.6) but calculated adaptively,
taking into account similarities of the pixels. The key idea is borrowed from the bilateral filtering
(Tomasi and Manduchi, 1998) where the adaptively calculated weights are used afterwards for
averaging. For each pixel in the neighbourhood, the distance between its spectrum and the
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spectrum in the centre of the neighbourhood is considered. The larger the distance (the less
similar the spectra are), the smaller the weight.
First, for a pixel with coordinates (x,y),
βi j(x,y) = exp
−δi j(x,y)2
2λ 2
, −r ≤ i, j ≤ r, (5.8)
is introduced in line with Tomasi and Manduchi (1998), where λ is a parameter and δi j(x,y) =
‖s(x+ i,y+ j)− s(x,y)‖2. Then the distance between two spectra at coordinates (x1,y1) and
(x2,y2) is as follows
dr,{α˜i j},λ (s1,s2)
2 = ∑
−r≤i, j≤r
α˜i j(x,y)‖s(x1 + i,y1 + j)− s(x2 + i,y2 + j)‖22, (5.9)
α˜i j(x,y) = αi j
√
βi j(x1,y2)βi j(x2,y2),
which differs from (5.5) by using the adaptive weights α˜i j(x,y) instead of the Gaussian weights
αi j. Note that α˜i j(x,y) ≤ αi j, where α˜i j(x,y) are reduced by multiplying with βi j(x,y) ∈ (0,1].
The more similar is the spectrum s(x+ i,y+ j) to the spectrum s(x,y) from the neighbourhood
centre, the larger is βi j(x,y). Figure 5.8B shows an example of the adaptive weights α˜i j(x,y)
for a neighbourhood containing spectra from two different histological regions; spectra in these
regions differ significantly.
In order to eliminate the parameter λ in (5.8) which adjusts the adaptivity of α˜i j(x,y) to the
spectra in the neighbourhood of the pixel (x,y), the following approach is proposed. The value
of λ (x,y) is selected for each neighbourhood separately, in such a way that the largest βi j(x,y)
in this neighbourhood is 1 and the smallest is exp(−2)≈ 0.15, what leads to
λ (x,y) = 12 max−r≤i, j≤r
{
δˆi j(x,y)
}
where δˆi j(x,y) = δi j(x,y)−min−r≤i, j≤r{δi j(x,y)}.
5.3.3 Efficient implementation with FastMap
Since the weights α˜i j(x,y) in the distance (5.9) are determined for each pixel separately, the
concatenation like in (5.7) cannot be used to obtain dr,{α˜i j},λ (s1,s2) = ‖Φ(s1)−Φ(s2)‖2 with a
simple transformation Φ(s). Thus, FastMap (Faloutsos and Lin, 1995) is used to find projections
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of spectra into Rq for a given q so that the pairwise distances are similar to those calculated using
(5.9). Note that still it is not necessary to calculate all (n2−n)/2 pairwise distances are, but only
n(2q+ 1) thanks to the FastMap trick. Finally, the points found by FastMap are clustered with
K-means. Furthermore, the mapping into the feature space has negative impact on the runtime
of K-means clustering, even in the case of Gaussian weights. Therefore, the use of FastMap is
advised in any case, since it drastically reduces computation time.
5.3.4 Application of spatially aware segmentation
The results presented in this chapter were published by Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011) and
Kobarg and Alexandrov (2013). The datasets described in Section 1.2.3 were used. For the
rat brain, peak picking procedure with alignment found p = 71 peaks and for the tumor data,
p= 62.
Rat brain dataset
Each of the proposed segmentation methods, SA (spatially-adaptive, with Gaussian weights
used) and SASA (spatially-adaptive, with structure-adaptive weights), has only three parameters:
the pixel neighbourhood radius r, the dimension q of the space where FastMap projects the
mapped data into, and the number of clusters K.
Segmentation maps were produced for r = 2,3,4. The FastMap dimension is q = 20. The
number of clusters is K = 10, what by Alexandrov et al. (2010) was found to be representative
for this dataset. Figure 5.9 shows an optical image (panel A), the schematic of the anatomical
structure (panel B), a segmentation map produced with straightforward clustering of spectra
when no spatial relations between spectra are taken into account (panel C), and maps for SA
(panels D-F) and SASA methods (panels G-I).
First, one can see that for the segmentation maps produced with both SA and SASA methods
reflect the anatomical structure. Some anatomical regions (cortex, hippocampus, corpus cal-
losum and internal capsule, amygdala) are very well represented. Note that the hippocampus
has different parts (one in the middle and another close to amygdala) which still have the same
colour in the map (mid blue). Some regions are not well represented, e.g. a thin part of thalamus
which goes around hypothalamus is not visible. However, as discussed by Alexandrov et al.
(2010), this might be not a computational problem but an under-representation of these regions
in the processed IMS dataset.
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Figure 5.9: Rat brain dataset. A. Optical image. B. Schematic based on the rat brain atlas, reproduced
from Alexandrov et al. (2010) with permission from the American Chemical Society. C-I. Segmentation
maps, q = 20, K = 10. C. Straightforward K-means clustering of spectra. D-F. SA method. G-I. SASA
method. (Reproduced from Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011.)
Second, the proposed methods significantly outperform the straightforward clustering (Fig-
ure 5.9C) where strong noise hides details and the whole anatomical regions. For example, in
Figure 5.9C amygdala are not separated from hippocampus; hippocampus from the inner part
of cortex and from paraventricular nuclei. Importantly, the noise in the segmentation map is a
technological and computational artefact but not a property of the brain tissue.
Thus, the conclusion is that the overall quality of the produced segmentation maps for the
rat brain dataset is good. Note the blue small region interrupting the left part of cortex (Figure
5.10, region A). This represents a tissue section preparation defect (visible in the optical image
as well) when the thin 10 µm tissue section was folded during transferring it onto a glass slide.
The efficiency of the segmentation method was the ultimate goal because existing advanced
segmentation methods run several tens of minutes for a dataset. Tens of minutes seems accept-
able because it is still less than the dataset acquisition time (several hours). However, this does
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Figure 5.10: Segmentation map (SA method) for the rat brain dataset. The parameters are r= 3, and
q = 20, K = 10. Region A shows a tissue section preparation defect. Regions B and C highlight an SA-
specific artefact, a layer of chartreuse yellow pixels along hippocampus. (Reproduced from Alexandrov
and Kobarg, 2011.)
Dataset (n× p) Method Neighbourhood radius
r = 2 r = 3 r = 4
Rat brain (20185×71) SA 17 s 35 s 49 s
SASA 19 s 32 s 49 s
K-means∗ 10 s
denoising+HDDC∗ 17 min
denoising+K-means∗ 2 min
PCA+hierarchical∗ 25 s
Tumor (27960×62) SA 23 s 41 s 62 s
SASA 25 s 39 s 62 s
Table 5.2: Runtimes for producing a segmentation map. Runtimes on ThinkPad laptop with Intel i5
Core 2.4 GHz; data pre-processing and peak picking are not included; q= 20, K = 10. ∗: no neighbour-
hood is exploited.
not allow one to use segmentation interactively, what is of high importance in imaging appli-
cations. Moreover, at the present moment datasets with higher lateral resolution of 20 µm are
becoming to be measured (Lagarrigue et al., 2011). If the rat brain section would be measured
with 20 µm resolution (instead of 80 µm available for this dataset), this would result into 320,000
spectra. Naturally, such a dataset would demand efficient algorithms.
Table 5.2 shows the runtimes for producing a segmentation map for the considered datasets
not including the data loading, preprocessing and peak picking. Incredibly, the proposed meth-
ods are almost as efficient as straightforward clustering. The reasons for such efficiency are
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Substep Rat brain Cancer
SA SASA SA SASA
Scaling 0.01 s 0.01 s 0.01 s 0.01 s
Weights 4 s 4 s 6 s 6 s
FastMap 25 s 25 s 32 s 31 s
K-means 5 s 2 s 3 s 3 s
Table 5.3: Detailed runtimes for SA and SASA methods. ThinkPad laptop with Intel i5 Core 2.4 GHz;
one iteration of K-means is used; r = 3, q= 20, K = 10.
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Figure 5.11: Impact of the FastMap dimension on the segmentation map. SASA method, r = 3,
K = 10. A. q= 10. B. q= 20. C. q= 50. (Reproduced from Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011.)
as follows: (1) the proposed approaches for incorporating spatial relations between spectra are
computationally simple, (2) the FastMap algorithm has linear complexity O(nq) in the number
of spectra and requires just n(2q+ 1) distances calculated on-the-fly. The latter is especially
important if such memory inefficient programming languages as MATLAB are used for imple-
mentation.
As for the memory space, the methods are memory-optimized. Both methods need only
n(2r+ 1)2 memory elements for the neighbour indices, 3n distance elements in each FastMap
iteration and nq memory elements for storing the FastMap projections. The SASA method
stores additionally n(2r+ 1)2 adaptive weights, which at the time of clustering are not needed
any longer.
Figure 5.9D-I shows that for both SA and SASA methods, the increase of the neighbourhood
radius r makes the maps smoother. This is natural, because for a pixel, more pixels around it
are taken into account when calculating (5.6) or (5.8) what helps to reduce the pixel-to-pixel
variability. On the other side, small details can be smoothed out, especially by using SA method
with non-adaptive weights. For example, the central part of hippocampus in the right half loses
its details visible in Figure 5.9D-E but not in Figure 5.9F, as well as the red dot in central part of
the cortex (not attributed).
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Figure 5.12: Segmentation maps of compared methods. A. Hierarchical clustering (Euclidean dis-
tance, complete linkage) after PCA-reduction of spectra to 70 % explained variance. B-C. With prior-to-
clustering edge-preserving image denoising; (k=10), moderate denoising. B. High Dimensional Discrim-
inant Clustering, reproduced from Alexandrov et al. (2010) with permission from the American Chemical
Society. C. K-means. (Reproduced from Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011.)
Recall that the SASA method was constructed so that in a pixel neighbourhood, the weights
assigned to the pixels are adaptive; the more different is a spectrum from the spectrum of the
central pixel, the less is the weight. Thus, the averaging in (5.8) is done mostly among pixels
similar to the central one. Comparing the maps for the SA and SASA method in Figure 5.9,
one can see that making weights structure-adaptive prevents smoothing out the details and de-
teriorating of edges between different spatial regions. On the other hand, the SASA maps look
noisier.
Comparison of the SA- and SASA-segmentation maps reveals an artefact produced by the SA
method. It is a layer of chartreuse yellow pixels along hippocampus which are not visible in the
SASA maps and cannot be attributed to any anatomical region. Figure 5.10, regions B and C,
highlights the areas of the artefact. It is believed that this is an averaging artefact due to weights
αi j in equation (5.6) are not adaptive to the data. This is confirmed by the absence of this layer
in the SA map with the smallest pixel neighbourhood radius r = 2 and in the SASA maps.
The parameter q, the dimension of the space FastMap projects the spectra into, is the most
tricky among three parameters of the SA and SASA methods. Naturally, increase of q makes the
problem high-dimensional and, thus, prone to the curse of dimensionality issue. On the other
hand, for any distance-preserving algorithm the quality of projection reduces with decrease of
the dimension q. As a rule of thumb, q should not be selected greater than p as FastMap would
project from Rp into Rq. For the SA method, this is motivated by the assumption that the
mapping (5.7) into p(2r+1)2-dimensional space introduces much redundancy.
Figure 5.11 shows the segmentation maps for the SASA method with r = 3 and K = 10, for
different values of the FastMap dimension q = 10, 20, 50. The values of q were selected to be
smaller than p = 71. One can see that the maps for q = 20 and 50 are very similar. The map
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for q = 10 looks noisier with a possibly artefact region (chartreuse yellow) around the corpus
callosum. Possibly, the dimension q = 10 is not enough to achieve sufficient quality of the
projection in contrast to q= 20.
It was already shown that the segmentation maps excel the maps produced with straightfor-
ward clustering of spectra (Figure 5.9C), mostly due to reduction of the pixel-to-pixel variabil-
ity. In comparison consider the method proposed by Deininger et al. (2008), where hierarchical
clustering was applied to low-dimensional features extracted with PCA of spectra. Figure 5.12A
shows the segmentation map produced with this method. As recommended by Deininger et al.
(2008), seven PCA components explaining 70 % variance and the Euclidean distance between
extracted features were used. For the Ward linkage need much memory (for this dataset 8 GB
was not enough), the complete linkage was exploited. One can see that the segmentation map
is very noisy, possibly because the pixel-to-pixel variation in spectra. The average linkage was
tested as well; it produces a similarly noisy map.
Next, the methods are compared with advanced segmentation proposed by Alexandrov et
al. (2010), where prior-to-clustering edge-preserving denoising of m/z images was used to re-
duce the pixel-to-pixel variability. The edge-preserving denoising due to Grasmair (2009) re-
quires about 2 minutes for 71 images of the rat brain dataset. The segmentation map from
Alexandrov et al. (2010) for K = 10 is shown in Figure 5.12. For clustering, High Dimen-
sional Discriminant Clustering (HDDC) was used, the clustering method designed specially for
high-dimensional data. However, its main disadvantage is the long runtimes due to using the
expectation-maximization algorithm. Moreover, during an M-step it can be unstable when a
cluster has a few or no elements, what requires starting it several times with random initializa-
tions. Although a new version of HDDC fixing these issues is planned to be included soon in the
MIXMOD software (Biernacki et al., 2006), at the time of original publication HDDC is slow.
For the rat brain, one iteration takes about 50 seconds. For K = 10, at least 20 iterations are
necessary because of the mentioned instability, which sums up to approximately 15 minutes.
For this reason, HDDC was replaced with K-means in the method proposed by Alexandrov
et al. (2010). The resulted segmentation map is shown in Figure 5.12. One can see that the
map produced with HDDC is comparable to the maps presented in Figure 5.9. Moreover, as
also discussed by Alexandrov et al. (2010), K-means seems to be worse than HDDC (artefacts,
less regions, detailedness). The SA- and SASA-maps look better than those after K-means with
prior-to-clustering denoising. The runtimes for methods considered in this section are given in
Table 5.2, which are much longer than those for the SA and SASA methods.
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Figure 5.13: Neuroendocrine tumor dataset. A. Optical image after H&E staining, the tumor region
is selected. B. 3D-structure of the tissue and optical image with main functional structures, (reproduced
from Alexandrov et al., 2010, with permission from the American Chemical Society). C-I. Segmenta-
tion maps, K = 10. C. Straightforward clustering of spectra. D-E. SA method. G-I. SASA method.
(Reproduced from Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011.)
Neuroendocrine tumor
In this section, the segmentation maps for the second dataset are considered briefly, the neuroen-
docrine tumor invading the small intestine (ileum). This dataset differs from the rat brain dataset
in the following respects: (1) it represents pathology (tumor), (2) the tissue is more complicated,
the difference between anatomical regions is not that clear, (3) the tumor area is a heteroge-
neous composition of tumor cells, tumor stroma, and connective tissue. All this poses a complex
challenge for a segmentation algorithm.
Figure 5.13 shows the optical image after H&E staining together with 3D-structure of the
tissue and optical image with main functional structures as well as the segmentation maps. First,
the tumor region is separated from the rest and is represented in three colours: blue, red, and
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chartreuse yellow. This corresponds to results shown by Alexandrov et al. (2010), although
there the blue and red regions have not been separated. Moreover, the anatomical structure is
represented, although the tissue flattened when put on the slide. Note the layer of brown pixels
which is visible in the map after straightforward clustering (in light blue), which was not found
by Alexandrov et al. (2010).
Thus, concluding from the presented results, the segmentation maps for this complex and het-
erogeneous tissue discriminate the tumor area, highlight the anatomical structure even after the
transformation of the tissue, and excel the maps produced with the advanced prior-to-clustering
denoising method by Alexandrov et al. (2010).
Simulated 3D datacube
So far, the proposed method was applied to 2D real-life IMS data. Here, the performance of the
method is demonstrated with a simulated 3D IMS dataset (Kobarg and Alexandrov, 2013).
The simulated data was treated like any raw IMS data in the way that standard preprocessing
routines were applied before segmentation was computed. Total ion count normalization was
applied to the data – such that each intensity vector has the same area under its curve – followed
by baseline estimation and their subtraction (Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011). Furthermore, the
number of image channels is reduced to those that contain peaks in the mass spectra (Alexandrov
et al., 2010). Standard K-means was then applied directly, with constant weights and adaptive
weights, each with a neighbourhood of width w= 5.
The result is shown for two sections in Figure 5.14. The objects cannot be discriminated if the
dataset is clustered directly and is rather split within groups. This prevents the upper rectangle
class to be detected even after increasing the number of clusters. While in the case of K = 6 three
structures are well separated from background, the background itself is further divided into three
groups, none of them related to the rectangle. The class of stick pixels is lost within the noise
for K = 5 even though it can be clearly identified with K = 4 or K = 6.
Once the approach with spatial information embedding is employed, the segmentation map
is not affected by noise. In the case of K = 4, the isolated stick structures cannot be found
by K-means, because the number of classes is too restrictive. As soon as K ≥ 5, the pixels
belonging to this class form their own segment. Also for K ≥ 5 an artefact starts to appear,
namely that the pixels which are located next to two different classes are all put into the same
group. Bilateral filtering seems to work perfect in the case of K = 4 and z = 6, as there appear
no misclassifications, however z = 8 shows small errors on the edge of both rectangle classes.
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Figure 5.14: Segmentation map of simulated dataset. Two spatial slices of the datacube at z = 6 and
z = 8 after K-means clustering, without smoothing vs. smoothing (w = 5). (Reproduced from Kobarg
and Alexandrov, 2013.)
classes unsmoothed smoothed bilateral
k = 4 72.32 98.72 99.38
k = 5 56.71 96.30 89.30
k = 6 67.40 75.52 76.24
Table 5.4: Clustering performance of simulated dataset. Balanced accuracy for clustering results
against ground truth (in percent).
Furthermore, for K = 5 classes the weights are too adaptive to the data and the segmentation
map is again affected by noise and an even stronger boundary effect.
As the true classes are known, the comparison of the clustering results is possible with stan-
dard classification measures based on confusion matrices (see Section 2.5.4). As each class has
different number of members the balanced accuracy is used, which is the mean of sensitivity and
specificity. As can be seen in Table 5.4, both types of smoothing outperform direct clustering.
The visual deficits of bilateral filtering with K = 5 are also visible in the score. Even with K = 6,
i.e. more classes than truly exist, they outperform direct clustering.
During processing the runtimes of the individual steps were recorded, where data loading
and preprocessing are excluded, as those steps are not affected by the algorithm. The most
computational effort lies in calculating the lower dimensional representation in Rq of the data in
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the feature space. This step needs approximately two minutes. Clustering of the low dimensional
data is carried out in under two seconds. If the reduction with FastMap was not be employed,
K-means would have to find the clustering of data with the initial pw3 dimensional data. In
this setting the algorithm does not finish in under 15 minutes. However, application of the
proposed methods was aimed to prove that the algorithm (Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011) can
also be applied to IMS data with three spatial dimensions. Therefore, none of the algorithms
was optimized towards speed, but simply adapted for the third spatial dimension.
5.3.5 Discussion
K-means was selected as a clustering algorithm after the FastMap projection because it is a
fast and reliable algorithm. Moreover, K-means optimizes the Euclidean distances between
the points. Thus, performing K-means in the space after FastMap projection (for both SA and
SASA) is equivalent to minimize the within-point scatter between spectra where the distance
between two spectra is calculated using (5.5) or (5.9).
In Alexandrov et al. (2010), denoising of each grey-scale image corresponding to a mass
(channel) selected after peak picking is performed. Naturally, a channel-wise processing may
be criticized as being prone to lose information presented in a combination of channels. In the
methods SA and SASA, channel-wise processing is never done, but the full spectra reduced to a
peak list are considered at all times.
As discussed in Results section, the FastMap dimension q is the most tricky parameter. A
computational study was performed to investigate the properties of the FastMap projection and
allowed to observe that increase of q changes the distances between projections, but only until
some value. After this value, the distances between projections stay almost unchanged. Inves-
tigating this question can lead to a way of choosing q, and, possibly, to the way of finding the
intrinsic dimension of a set of points.
The evaluation of produced results is an important problem, especially in an unsupervised
framework, where no simple criterion (like total recognition rate) can be computed. The sil-
houette criterion (Rousseeuw, 1987) of separation between found clusters was tested, but a cor-
respondence between the value of criterion and the visual quality of the maps was not found.
Probably, this might be explained by no clear separation between clusters. In the follow up ex-
periment (Kobarg and Alexandrov, 2013) with simulated data, the underlying ground truth could
be evaluated and showed high correspondence between the obtained segmentation and the true
labels.
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Figure 5.15: Summary of the proposed spatial segmentation methods with comments.
In general, the evaluation of a spatial segmentation remains an important and unsolved prob-
lem in IMS data processing, where no reference or simulated data are provided. Other publica-
tions on IMS segmentation, e.g. neither Deininger et al. (2008) nor Alexandrov et al. (2010),
do consider this question and present their methods as a data mining tool with extensive support
from histologists or biologists estimating the quality of the produced segmentation maps. This is
explained by the novelty of this problem and the lack of existing problems and research groups
solving this problem. Certainly, in the nearest future the formal evaluation will be necessary, in
particular for comparing results of different segmentation. However, any formal evaluation is
a complicated task since it requires the ground truth maps for a complex enough dataset. The
concept of simulated data as well as reference data will be of great help in this respect.
The algorithm presented in this chapter extends the work by Alexandrov et al. (2010), with
the aim to construct an efficient algorithm delivering segmentation maps of at least comparable
quality for the datasets from Alexandrov et al. (2010) where comparison is done visually taking
into account the anatomical or histological structure of the tissue sample.
The proposed methods are summarized in Figure 5.15, which demonstrates, they can be
applied to other IMS modalities, especially those with strong pixel-to-pixel variability (e.g.
MALDI, SIMS). Moreover, the SASA method can be of use for processing MALDI-IMS data
obtained with the recent Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass analyser (Cor-
nett et al., 2008) which produces spectra much longer than MALDI-TOF-IMS (considered for
this work), of order 106. Recall that the memory space and computational complexity of the
SASA method does not depend on the dimensionality p of spectra but only on number of spec-
tra n and the FastMap dimension q.
The spatial segmentation methods can be applied for segmenting other hyperspectral or multi-
channel data, for example for terahertz imaging (Brun et al., 2010), or hyperspectral imaging
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(Tarabalka et al., 2010) like that one used in German Hyperspectral Satellite Mission (Stuffler
et al., 2007). The SASA method is recommended, since for this type of data usually no peak
picking is performed and the dimensionality p of data is high. Moreover, in the SASA method,
more appropriate distance between spectra can be selected instead of the Euclidean distance in
(5.9).
Furthermore, the methods can be used in spatially-3D IMS, where a spectrum is measured for
a voxel with spatial coordinates (x,y,z). In this case, the number of spectra increases by another
order of magnitude reaching n = 106. For such n, pure distance-based methods which need to
keep the full distance matrix in memory become inappropriate in contrast to the here presented
methods which are linear in n in memory space.
5.4 Conclusion of noise reduction approaches
In this chapter, the focus was entirely on spatial smoothing as a central step of the processing
pipeline by Alexandrov et al. (2010). Employing spatial smoothing in the processing pipeline
improves the segmentation maps significantly. Spatial smoothing is a standard task in image
processing and several ways to perform smoothing can be used. Specifically, from the avail-
able smoothing methods, those are of major interest that preserve edges in the images, like the
algorithm by Chambolle (2004) does.
However, smoothing takes a considerable amount of time in the processing step. Therefore,
an alternative of using as the fast bilateral filter was presented (Tomasi and Manduchi, 1998).
Furthermore, since smoothing is a traditional task in image processing, the idea of transferring
this task to GPU was examined, since this is hardware specially designed to perform such tasks.
Here it was discovered, the originally proposed algorithm by Chambolle (2004) does not paral-
lelize well due to the iterative nature of the algorithm. In contrast, the speed improvement that
can be achieved for the bilateral filtering is in the order of two magnitudes. Furthermore, this
speed gain is almost independent from the employed window size.
Alternatively, a different concept was presented where the entire information of the spectra
together with the spatial neighbours is embedded in a new data matrix. This embedding was first
introduced by Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011) from where the results presented in this chapter
are taken. The effect of spatial smoothing is controlled by using either Gaussian weights or the
bilateral weights.
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In general, the inclusion of spatial information is one of the major advantages of IMS in
comparison to regular mass spectrometry. With direct tissue analysis several new sources of
noise are introduced that makes it more difficult to obtain signal from the data. Due to the
number of m/z channels to be processed for a large dataset, not all algorithms known for image
smoothing can be applied directly. Furthermore, the decision which algorithm to use should
incorporate aspects that the data is stored spectra wise. As such, both the bilateral filter as well
as the spatially aware mapping fulfil these considerations and are able to be implemented in a
vectorized manner for parallel access to the data. As such they are good candidates to obtain
processing advantages on a GPU. From that aspect they achieve the same objective of edge
preserving smoothing and obtain similar results. However, the objective is achieved in a more
practical way and is as such a superior replacement to the originally proposed spatial smoothing
employed by Alexandrov et al. (2010).
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6 Conclusion and future research
Computational data analysis in imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) is an emerging field. However,
due to the complex measurement process and especially due to direct tissue analysis, multiple
effects have to be countered (Norris et al., 2007; Schwartz et al., 2003). With the processing
pipeline by Alexandrov et al. (2010), which is the overarching topic for this thesis, a couple of
computational tasks are covered. From this pipeline, the outcome is a list of relevant m/z values
that are further explored in specially targeted follow-up experiments. Since these experiments
are time consuming and expensive, improving computational analysis is desired, such that the
obtained list of m/z values is reliable. How these follow-up experiments should look has not
been established in full detail. Several approaches have been proposed, however are still in the
incubation phase of research, rather than forming as established workflows (Rauser et al., 2010a;
Veselkov et al., 2014). Multiple issues still need to be investigated until IMS becomes a mature
technology that can be used for clinical applications.
This chapter summarizes the work presented in this thesis and contains topics that could not be
covered and future goals of research are addressed. Several details have to be considered during
the experimental acquisition of IMS data. In Chapter 1 the reader is introduced to the concept
of the complexity of IMS data and problems of its processing (Goodwin, 2012). It is obvious,
that only specialized computational methods are capable of processing the amount of data that
is produced (Bonnel et al., 2011; Hanselmann, 2010; Lee and Gilmore, 2009). The individual
steps are highlighted in Chapter 2 with additional mathematical background provided. The brief
overview includes different baseline removal algorithms as well as a method of obtaining peaks
from the data. Multivariate data analysis with clustering is introduced which is used in IMS for
automatic grouping of the data (Chaurand et al., 2004; McCombie et al., 2005). The growing
data size makes the use of a hierarchical form of K-means necessary which is able to process the
data in a quick manner. Hierarchical K-means allows the spatial segmentation of large dataset,
as shown by Trede et al. (2012b).
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Chapter 3 has the focus on providing an even more detailed look at the individual mass spectra,
especially on the form of the peak shapes. Furthermore, several concepts of single spectrum
simulation (Coombes et al., 2005; House et al., 2011) are expanded and the additional knowledge
and special circumstances of whole tissue sections are used to create realistic IMS datasets. This
allows the statistical evaluation of algorithms for analysis of IMS data to be performed in an
objective and possibly unbiased manner by providing a gold standard dataset.
In Chapter 4 detailed attention is brought to dimensionality reduction methods such as prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA; McCombie et al., 2005) and non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF; Jones et al., 2011). PCA is one of the most popular tools in the analysis of IMS data
(McCombie et al., 2005; Klerk et al., 2007; Trim et al., 2008; Sugiura and Setou, 2010). How-
ever, the usage of NMF as a method for soft segmentation offers new interpretability of the data
(Jones et al., 2011; Kobarg et al., 2014). NMF can become a tool of spectrum unmixing, when
problems like convergence are sufficiently solved (Bartels et al., 2013). Another type of dimen-
sionality reduction is achieved with FastMap (Faloutsos and Lin, 1995) which projects the data
into a space with similarities between them preserved.
In Chapter 5, the concept of spatial smoothing is described. MALDI-TOF-IMS data analysis
can be improved by reducing noise in the individual images of the data cube. A clustering al-
gorithm without denoising results in a noisy segmentation map, that can be improved if spatial
smoothing is applied, especially when it preserves edges between anatomical regions. However,
edge-preserving spatial smoothing as proposed by Alexandrov et al. (2010) with the adaptive de-
noising method by Chambolle (2004) and Grasmair (2009) proved to be a time consuming step
(Alexandrov and Kobarg, 2011). Efficient and parallel algorithms are proposed for solving this
problem. As demonstrated, the new method produces similar results, while being computation-
ally less expensive. Furthermore, the parallel algorithms can accelerated by using specialized
hardware such as graphics processing unit (GPU). The idea of spatial smoothing and efficient
data compression is combined to the spatially aware structure adaptive embedding approach.
This method proposed by Alexandrov and Kobarg (2011) takes benefit of the bilateral filter
weights and the data compression available with FastMap.
Not all encountered questions could be answered in this thesis. Therefore, several more details
of the processing pipeline, remaining problems and consecutive evaluation that occur in the
context of computational analysis are now listed. In general, the outcome of this processing
pipeline is a list of m/z values that correlate to a certain anatomical or histopathological regions
and as such are candidates for further exploration (Van de Plas et al., 2007; McDonnell et al.,
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2008; Bruand et al., 2011b; Suits et al., 2013). This is especially the case, when the m/z values
can discriminate between two different regions. Due to the nature of primarily using data mining
tools to obtain this list, no assessment of discrimination quality is given. Neither the pipeline
nor the improvements demonstrated later on are capable of doing so. Specialized tools suited
for the question of the experiment have to be used. Tools that can be of help are evaluation of
discrimination power with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) from signal detection theory
(Hastie et al., 2009). The discrimination power between two annotated regions is used as a first
indicator if a certain peak is a candidate for further investigation. Alternatively, a statistical test
can be carried out which requires to formulate a formal hypothesis system (Lagarrigue et al.,
2012; Poté et al., 2013; Franceschi et al., 2013).
In all the described methods, the intensity of certain peaks appear in arbitrary units. However,
for drug imaging, the actual abundance of the specific peak needs to be known. First solutions are
available to access the absolute amount of compound for a given spot and m/z value (Källback
et al., 2012; Hamm et al., 2012; Picard et al., 2012). As future work, this is a definite issue
that needs to be available in the analysis. Even though not mentioned explicitly, the methods
from this thesis do not require modification when quantification is considered. Moreover, it will
benefit the entire computational reliance, if quantification standards can be mixed into the tissue
during sample preparation.
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